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NOTICE OF MEETING 

Monday, 04 February 2019 – 9.30am 
Committee Room 2, Town Hall, Town Hall Square, 1 Clockhouse Avenue, Barking, IG11 7LU 

Members 
Councillor Osman Dervish (Chair), Councillor James Asser (Vice Chair), Councillor Dorothy 
Akwaboah, Councillor Sheila Bain, Councillor Robert Benham, Councillor Syed Ghani, Councillor 
John Howard and Councillor Rachel Tripp.  

Issued by: 

Andrew Lappage 25 January 2019 
Managing Director 

Tel: 020 8724 5614 
E-mail: andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk 

 

AGENDA 

For Information: 1. Apologies for absence. 

For Information: 2. Declaration of Members Interest. 

 In accordance with the Constitution, Members are asked to declare 
any personal or prejudicial interest they may have in any matter 
which is to be considered at this meeting. 

For Decision: 3. Minutes – To agree Part 1 (Public Items) of the minutes of the 
Authority’s Meeting held 19 November 2018 and authorise the Chair 
to sign the same. (pages 1 - 4) 

For Decision: 4. External Audit Plan 2018/19 (pages 5 -48) 

 The Authority’s External Auditors will attend for this item. 

For Information: 5. Budget Control and Contract Monitoring to 31 December 2018 
(pages 49 - 60)  

For Decision: 6. Constitution Review (pages 61 - 120)  

For Decision 7. Review of the Corporate Risk Register (pages 121 - 130) 

For Decision: 8. Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20 and Prudential Code 
Indicators 2019/20 to 2021/22 (pages 131 - 166) 

For Information 9. Annual Budget & Service Delivery Plan 2019/20. (pages 167 - 172)  

For Decision: 10. Revenue & Capital Budgets and Levy 2019/20 (pages 173 - 200) 

For Decision: 11. DEFRA Resources & Waste Strategy (pages 201 - 216)  
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For Decision: 12. Riverside Energy Park DCO Application - Update (pages 217 - 232) 

For Information: 13. Date of next meeting: Friday 28 June 2019  

 Members are asked to note the date of the next Authority meeting 
and that it will be the Annual General Meeting and held at the Town 
Hall, Barking, IG11 7LU. 

For Information: 14. Any other public items which the Chair decides are urgent. 

For Decision 15. To consider whether it would be appropriate to pass a resolution 
pursuant to Section 100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972.  To 
consider whether it would be appropriate to pass a resolution to 
exclude the public and press from the remainder of the meeting due 
to the nature of the business to be transacted.   

Confidential Business 

The public and press have a legal right to attend ELWA meetings except where business is 
confidential or certain other sensitive information is to be discussed.  The items below relate to 
the business affairs of third parties and are, therefore, exempt under Part I of Schedule 12A of the 
Local Government Act 1972 (as amended). 

For Decision: 16. Minutes – To agree Part 2 (Restricted Items) of the minutes of the 
Authority’s Meeting held 19 November 2018 and authorise the Chair 
to sign the same. (pages 233 - 234) 

For Decision 17. IWMS Contract – Insurance Renewal 2019 (pages 235 - 240) 

For Information 18. ELWA Limited – Oral Update 

For Information 19. Any other confidential or exempt items which the Chair decides are 
urgent.  
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AUTHORITY MINUTES – MONDAY 19 NOVEMBER 2018 - PART 1 PUBLIC ITEMS: 
(9.50 AM–11.20 AM) 
Present: 

Councillor O Dervish (Chair), Councillor D Akwaboah, Councillor S Bain, Councillor S Ghani, Councillor 
J Howard. 

The Chair apologised for the late start to the meeting due to him being unavoidably delayed. 

The Chair reflected on the sad passing of Councillor Steven Kelly stating that he wished to record on 
the day of his funeral the Authority’s thanks for his past service and advised that he was sending a 
letter of condolence to the family. 

1. Apologies for Absence

Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillor J Asser (Vice Chair), Councillor R Benham 
and Councillor R Tripp. 

2. Declaration of Members’ Interests

There were none declared. 

3. Minutes - Part 1 (Public Items) of previous meeting:17 September 2018

Members confirmed as true and accurate the public minutes of the Meeting held on 17 September 
2018.  The Chair was authorised to sign the same.  

4. Treasury Management Mid-Year Strategy Review 2018/19

Members received the Finance Director’s mid-year operational activity report which included 
Treasury Management indicators (identified at Appendix C) and variations from agreed policies.  It 
covered external borrowing (outlined in Appendix B) and investment activities undertaken during the 
first half of the year. Appendix A contained the Authority’s creditworthiness criteria.  Amendments 
to the Prudential and Treasury Codes, following consultation and revision, had not impacted the 
Authority and this would be addressed in the Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20 report. 

The Finance Director reported that no external borrowing had been required and that interest rates 
were being tracked.  Short term investments amounted to £23.050m at end September, no 
additional borrowing requirement was experienced nor any capital expenditure.  

Members noted the report. 

5. Budget Control & Contract Monitoring to 30 September 2018

Members received the regular joint report prepared by the Managing Director and Finance Director 
for the period to the end-September, together with the budget monitoring statement to 30 
September 2018 and tonnage profile appendices.  Actual expenditure for the period was compared 
with the original revenue budget approved in February 2018 and based on information provided by 
Renewi UK Services Ltd (the Operator), the four Constituent Councils’ Officers and the Authority’s 
own information. 

Items to note were an expected outturn underspend of £1.207m.  To date the underspend was 
£1.554m caused by lower tonnages (by £0.913m) and additional income of £0.110m received in 
commercial waste.  The Finance Director advised that the commercial waste element largely came 
from London Borough of Barking & Dagenham’s housing waste service.  Royalty income was on 
target.  

Expenditure on professional fees was down by £0.060m and Constituent Councils’ payments of 
£0.094m.  Interest receivable was due to exceed the budget by £0.030m. 
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Actual waste tonnages received were 5.2% lower than profiled budget tonnages.  This was as a result 
of reduced delivered residual waste and reuse & recycling centre waste received which had been 
offset in part by higher green garden waste tonnage received in September. 

The Managing Director advised that the October’s tonnage figures had been received but not fully 
verified. 

Members noted the report. 

6. Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/20 to 2023/24 

Members received the Finance Director’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) providing an 
indicative levy increase of 5.52% which is slightly lower than forecast in February 2018 (5.94%).  
Increases ranged between 4.02% to 5.46% for the years 2020/21 to 2023/24.  The Finance 
Director’s aim was to ensure that levy increases were kept to a minimum, without volatility and to 
help Constituent Councils with their budget plans and financial strategies. 

The MTFS took account of the need to keep the Reserves minimum at £3.0m from 2019/20 onwards. 

The Finance Director drew Members’ attention to paragraph 5.9 and Constituent Councils’ population 
and household growth numbers in relation to their ambitious regeneration programmes.  The 
increases, across the four Constituent Councils, were projected to be: population of 7.7% and 9.2% 
households.  She advised that an additional 15,000 tonnage growth accounted for in the 2018/19 
Levy had been reduced to 11,000 tonnes for future years.  The Landfill tax rate had been fixed at 
£91.35 for 2019/20 and was thereafter based on forecast retail price index changes.  Non-contractor 
costs included 2% per annum salaries and related costs increase including uplift for proposed staffing 
structure.  Other non-contract costs had been uplifted by 2.6% and 3.0% where appropriate.  It was 
proposed to keep contingency at £0.500m for unforeseen expenditure.   

The Finance Director advised on the general reserve (£3m) and the business risk reserve (£1.0m).  
Revenue Capital was set at £60m.  Budgeted insurance costs were going to reduce by approximately 
£1m.  It was proposed that £2.5m be added annually to the Strategy Reserve in 2019/20 to 2023/24 
bringing the theoretical total to £21.514m at end 2023/24, but expenditure from this reserve would 
soon be starting.  Members attention was drawn to the overall reserves strategy 2018/19 to 2023/24 
at paragraph 14.4 which included a £1.207 forecast underspend from 2018/19.  

She referred to the risks contained in paragraph 13 as being increased waste levels affecting the 
levy by £0.400m per 1% increase, population and urban development projections; salary inflation, 
new waste regulations relating to PFI contracts, Landfill tax inflation in the next five years and 
possible large-scale increases in insurance costs.  The five-years draft financial plan was outlined in 
paragraph 11 and paragraph 11.5 showed the provisional impact of the Levy increases per 
Constituent Council.  The 2017/18 outturn Band D percentage was due to be collated in readiness 
for the February Levy Report. 

On request, the Finance Director clarified the population projections increase of 6.6% for London 
Borough of Barking & Dagenham and the provisional figures contained in paragraph 11.5 stating that 
waste minimisation and new ways of working were essential in the future to bring the levy down. 

The Managing Director also noted that these drivers of change to tonnages had been identified in 
the report to the September meeting of the Authority as important factors to consider within the 
next joint resources and waste strategy for East London. 

Members agreed the Medium-Term Financial Strategy for the years 2019/20 to 2023/24. 

7. Programme of Meetings 2019-2020 

Members received the Office Manager’s report setting out specific dates by which the Authority is 
required legally or contractually to approve key matters.   
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Members agreed the proposed dates except for the 30 September 2019 and Officers were asked 
to move that meeting to 7 October 2019. 

The full approved list of dates is 04/02/2019 (Levy and IWMS Annual Budget & Service Delivery 
Plan), 28/06/2019 (Annual General Meeting), 07/10/2019, 02/12/2019 (Programme of Meetings), 
10/02/2020 (Levy and IWMS Annual Budget & Service Delivery Plan) and 29/06/2020 (Annual 
General Meeting) and that Authority meetings will be hosted by Constituent Councils and start, where 
possible, at 9.30am. 

8. Constitution Review: 

Members received the Managing Director’s report explaining that a comprehensive review of the 
Constitution had started in 2018 with the intention to align the Constitution with best practice for 
democratically accountable public authorities and the practice of the Constituent Councils, 
particularly in relation to governance, standards, data protection, procurement, spending and 
contract and financial rules. 

Members received commentary from the Monitoring Officer’s deputy that the revisions would include 
a new Employees Code of Conduct; the addition of new Member/Officer protocols; updated 
employment protection for the three statutory officers to align with the latest statutory instruments; 
the establishment of an Authority Disciplinary Panel Sub-Committee made up of the Chair and 
members of the Constituent Councils; procurement arrangements surrounding oral quotations being 
obtained in writing; measurement of the contract rules against the Public Contract Rules 2015; 
figures meeting EU tender thresholds; and clarification of the approved lists and EU framework 
agreement.  Changes to the Finance Rules would take account of the revised Audit regulations and 
other matters as directed by the Finance Director. 

Other recommended changes related to the Employment Rules; Land Acquisition and Disposals Rules 
allowing the Authority to engage an independent surveyor/valuer/adviser; new Codes of Conduct 
covering areas such as data protection/confidentiality/etc, equality, health & safety, and 
whistleblowing and also, modern slavery taking into account the Authority and its Contractor(s). 

Clarification was provided in respect of paragraphs 6.3 (c) (approved list & EU framework) and the 
likelihood of UK laws remaining unchanged for several years, and paragraphs 6.2 and 6.4 (d) in 
relation to the engagement of an independent person to investigate any disciplinary matter relating 
to a statutory officer. 

Members were advised that the full revised Constitution should be ready for the February 2019 
Authority meeting but because of the volume of changes, Officers would highlight the key items in a 
presentation at the meeting.  It was noted that there was a need for the Constitution to be readily 
understandable and manageable.  However, because of its size, a tracked changes electronic copy 
of the draft Constitution would not be circulated with the Agenda pack but would be available on 
request. 

Members noted that the Managing Director, advised by the Monitoring Officer, had exercised his 
delegated authority under Part C, Section B, paragraph 1.1 (m), of the Constitution to approve minor 
and administrative changes to the Constitution and that the revised document had been published 
on the Authority’s website; that a comprehensive review of the Constitution was under way to ensure 
corporate governance arrangements were fit for purposes in line with the future arrangements for 
its waste strategy and that the revised Constitution would be presented for approval by Members at 
the February 2019 Authority meeting. 

9. Date of Next Meeting: Monday 04 February 2019 (Town Hall, Barking) 

Members noted the date and location of the next meeting. 

10. Any other public items 

There were none. 
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11. Private Business 

Members resolved to exclude the public and press from the remainder of the meeting by reason 
of the nature of the business to be discussed which included information exempt from publication by 
virtue of paragraph 3 of part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 (as amended). 

12. Minutes - Part 2 (Restricted Items) of previous meeting:17 September 2018 

Members confirmed as true and accurate the minutes of the restricted items discussed at the 
Meeting held on 17 September 2018.  The Chair was authorised to sign the same.  

13. ELWA Limited Update 

Members received the Managing Director’s report provided a brief update on matters discussed 
and decided at the board meeting of ELWA Limited on 8 November 2018 in the presence of Councillor 
Akwaboah (the ‘A’ Director) and himself (as Observer). These included items such as, financial mid-
year performance; health & safety and operational performances; and a draft formal statement on 
modern slavery. 

14. IWMS Contract – Insurance Renewal & Contract Developments & Efficiencies 

Members received the Managing Director’s report and commentary and agreed to delegate 
authority to the Managing Director, in conjunction with the Chair, to make 2019 insurance 
arrangements which, in their opinion, delivered an appropriate balance between risk and cost for the 
Authority.  In addition, Members noted the current position in relation to discussions with the 
Operator about future contract efficiencies. 

Chair:  
 

Date:  
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AUTHORITY REPORT: EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2018/19 

1. Confidential Report 

1.1 No.  

2. Recommendation: 

2.1 Members are asked to note and agree the External Audit Plan. 

 

3. Purpose 

3.1 To consider the external auditor’s Audit Plan for the period 1 April 2018 to 31 March 
2019 including the audit of the 2018/19 final accounts. 

4. Background 

4.1 Ernst & Young LLP (EY) has been appointed to audit the accounts of the East London 
Waste Authority for five years, which covers the accounts for 2018/19 to 2022/23. This 
appointment is made under regulation 13 of the Local Audit (Appointing Person) 
Regulations 2015 and was approved by the Public Sector Audit Appointments (PSAA) 
Board at its meeting on 14 December 2017. 

4.2 The Audit Planning Report is attached at Appendix A. As the auditors have not yet 
completed their audit planning work, the plan is provisional at this stage. The final plan 
will be presented to the meeting on 28 June. 

4.3 The Audit Plan sets out key audit risks and areas of focus and the work that the auditors 
will undertake in response.  The key risks identified are as follows: 

a) Misstatement due to fraud or error 
b) PFI liability and annual charges 
c) Valuation of property, plant and equipment 
d) Incorrect adjustments through the Movement in Reserves Statement 
e) Implementation of new accounting standards 

4.4 The PSAA published fee for the audit work in respect of the Code of Practice is £14,068 
(£18,270 for 2017/18) and the cost of this is met from the ELWA revenue budget. The 
level of the fee is dependent on the timeliness and quality of the documentation provided 
for audit and the audit opinions being unqualified.  The auditors have also highlighted 
that, based on the audit risks they have identified, they expect to have to undertake 
additional work which may result in an additional fee.  

4.5 The Audit Plan also sets out the level of materiality that the auditors will consider when 
carrying out their audit work. For planning purposes, materiality has been set at 
£1.250m which represents 2% of the Authority’s prior year gross expenditure on 
provision of services.  Performance materiality is the amount that the auditors use to 
determine the extent of their audit procedures and is set at £0.940m which represents 
75% of planning materiality. The level below which any audit misstatements are deemed 
‘clearly trivial’ and as such are not required to be reported to Members is set at £0.062m. 

 

5. Relevant officer:  

Maria G Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 
8708 3588  
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6. Appendix attached: 

6.1 Appendix A – EY 2018/19 Provisional Audit Planning Report. 

7. Background papers: 

7.1 None. 

8. Legal considerations: 

8.1 The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2015 require that the Authority must 
ensure that it has a sound system of internal control which facilitates the effective 
exercise of its functions and the achievement of its aims and objectives; ensures that 
the financial and operational management of the authority is effective; and includes 
effective arrangements for the management of risk. Furthermore, the Finance Director:-  

a) has a statutory duty under Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 and 
Section 73 of the Local Government Act 1985 to ensure that there are proper 
arrangements in place to administer ELWA’s financial affairs, and 

b) a responsibility in accordance with the Authority’s Constitution to prepare the 
Authority’s Annual Statement of Accounts in accordance with mandatory and 
proper accounting practices (Section D, paragraph 6, ELWA Constitution). 

8.2 These arrangements extend to and include an effective external audit of the Authority’s 
Statement of Accounts, arranged by the Chief Finance Officer. 

8.3 The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 places a requirement on relevant public 
authorities to appoint an external and independent auditor. The Act also sets out the 
statutory responsibilities of EY as appointed auditors for a public body and include a 
requirement on the auditor to consider value for money implications of the audit. 

8.4 In accordance with Section D of ELWA’s Constitution (para. 6.3(c)), the Authority is 
responsible for approving the draft Annual Statement of Accounts by the statutory date 
following the end of the financial year on 31st March.  The external audit will facilitate 
the Authority’s decision in respect of its Statement of Accounts. 

9. Financial considerations: 

9.1 Financial considerations are included within the body of this report. 

10. Performance management considerations: 

10.1 None  

11. Risk management considerations: 

11.1 The decision to agree EY’s external audit plan should help mitigate the following 
strategic risks:  

a) C8 – The Authority’s control systems do not provide timely detection of fraudulent 
or corrupt acts. 

b) C9 – The Authority has insufficient funds to meet its obligations.  

c) C10 – The Authority does not have adequate systems in place to ensure continuity 
of its business operations.   

12. Equalities Considerations:  

12.1 The Authority is required by the public sector equality duty (PSED) imposed by the 
Equality Act 2010 to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance 
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equality of opportunity and foster good relations between different people when carrying 
out their activities.  This report does not raise equalities impacts. 

13. Follow-up reports: 

13.1 None. 

14. Websites and e-mail links for further information. 

14.1 None. 

15. Glossary  

EY = External auditors  

PSAA = Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd 

PSED = Public Sector Equality Duty 

16. Reviewed by Management Board 

16.1 21 January 2019 

17. Confidentiality 

17.1 Not applicable. 
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December 2018

Dear Authority Members

2018/19 Provisional Audit Plan

We are pleased to attach our Provisional Audit Plan which sets out our provisional plan for how we intend to carry out our responsibilities as 
auditor. Its purpose is to provide the Authority with a basis to review our proposed audit approach and scope for the 2018/19 audit in 
accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014, the National Audit Office’s 2015 Code of Audit Practice, the 
Statement of Responsibilities issued by Public Sector Audit Appointments (PSAA) Ltd, auditing standards and other professional requirements. It 
is also to ensure that our audit is aligned with the Authority's service expectations.

This Provisional Plan summarises our initial assessment of the key risks driving the development of an effective audit for the Authority and 
outlines our planned audit strategy in response to those risks. This is an initial audit plan as we have only recently started our planning 
procedures. We will provide an updated plan if there are any changes following the completion of these procedures.

This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Authority and management, and is not intended to be and should not be used by 
anyone other than these specified parties.

We welcome the opportunity to discuss this report with you on 4 February 2019 as well as understand whether there are other matters which you 
consider may influence our audit.

Yours sincerely 

Debbie Hanson

For and on behalf of Ernst & Young LLP

Enc

East London Waste Authority

Harvey House

St Edwards Court

Romford RM7 9QD
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In April 2015 Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) issued “Statement of responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies”. It is available from the via the PSAA website (www.PSAA.co.uk).
The Statement of responsibilities serves as the formal terms of engagement between appointed auditors and audited bodies. It summarises where the different responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies 
begin and end, and what is to be expected of the audited body in certain areas. 
The “Terms of Appointment (updated April 2018)” issued by the PSAA sets out additional requirements that auditors must comply with, over and above those set out in the National Audit Office Code of Audit 
Practice (the Code) and in legislation, and covers matters of practice and procedure which are of a recurring nature.
This report is made solely to the Authority and management of East London Waste Authority in accordance with the statement of responsibilities. Our work has been undertaken so that we might state to the 
Authority, and management of East London Waste Authority those matters we are required to state to them in this report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law we do not accept or 
assume responsibility to anyone other than the Authority and management of East London Waste Authority for this report or for the opinions we have formed. It should not be provided to any third-party 
without our prior written consent.
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Overview of our 2018/19 audit strategy 

Audit risks and areas of focus

Risk / area of focus Risk identified Details

Misstatements due to fraud or error
Fraud risk / Significant 

risk

As identified in ISA 240, management is in a unique position to perpetrate fraud because of its 
ability to manipulate accounting records directly or indirectly and prepare fraudulent financial 
statements by overriding controls that would otherwise appear to be operating effectively. 

PFI liability and annual charges Significant risk

The Authority entered into a PFI agreement in 2002, which ends in 2027. The finance lease 
liability on the balance sheet as at 31 March 2018 was £67.8 million and the service charges 
in 2017/18 were £43.6 million. As the PFI contract costs are based on an estimation over a 
period of 25 years, the assumptions made at the beginning of the contract will be subject to 
unknown future change. 

Valuation of property, plant and 
equipment

Significant risk

The valuation of property, plant and equipment represent significant balances in the 
Authority’s accounts. Management is required to make material judgements and apply 
estimation techniques to calculate the year-end balances recorded in the balance sheet. There 
is therefore a risk fixed assets may be under/overstated or the associated accounting entries 
incorrectly posted. 

Incorrect adjustments through the 
Movement in Reserves Statement 

Significant risk

We have identified the adjustments between accounting basis and funding basis under 
regulations which are reflected in the movement in reserves statement as an area where 
errors in these adjustments could result in a misstatement of the general fund and other 
useable reserves.

Pension liability valuation Inherent risk

The Authority’s pension fund deficit is a material estimated balance disclosed on the 
Authority’s balance sheet. Accounting for this scheme involves significant estimation and 
judgement, management engages an actuary to undertake the calculations on their behalf. 
ISAs (UK and Ireland) 500 and 540 require us to undertake procedures on the use of 
management experts and the assumptions underlying fair value estimates.

Implementation of new accounting 
standards

Inherent risk
CIPFA’s Code confirms that the International Financial Reporting Standard (“IFRS”) 9 –
Financial Instruments and IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers, in 2018/19 are 
applicable for local authority accounts from the 2018/19 financial year. 

The following ‘dashboard’ summarises the significant accounting and auditing matters outlined in this report. It seeks to provide the Authority with an 
overview of our initial risk identification for the upcoming audit and any changes in risks identified in the current year.  
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Overview of our 2018/19 audit strategy

Materiality

Planning
materiality

£1.25m

Performance 
materiality

£0.94m

Audit
differences

£0.06m

Materiality has been set at £1.25 million, which represents 2% of the prior years gross expenditure on provision of services.

Performance materiality has been set at £0.94 million, which represents 75% of materiality.

We will report all uncorrected misstatements relating to the primary statements 
(comprehensive income and expenditure statement, balance sheet, movement in reserves 
statement, cash flow statement, housing revenue account and collection fund) greater than 
£62,000.  Other misstatements identified will be communicated to the extent that they merit 
the attention of the Authority .
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Overview of our 2018/19 audit strategy 

Audit scope

This Provisional Audit Plan covers the work that we plan to perform to provide you with:

 Our audit opinion on whether the financial statements of East London Waste Authority give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 March 2019 and of 
the income and expenditure for the year then ended; and

 Our conclusion on the Authority’s arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness. 

We will also review and report to the National Audit Office (NAO), to the extent and in the form required by them, on the Authority’s Whole of Government Accounts 
return.

Our audit will also include the mandatory procedures that we are required to perform in accordance with applicable laws and auditing standards.

When planning the audit we take into account several key inputs:

 Strategic, operational and financial risks relevant to the financial statements;

 Developments in financial reporting and auditing standards;

 The quality of systems and processes;

 Changes in the business and regulatory environment; and,

 Management’s views on all of the above.

By considering these inputs, our audit is focused on the areas that matter and our feedback is more likely to be relevant to the Authority. 

Under ISA 240, there is a presumed risk that revenue may be misstated due to improper revenue recognition. At the time of writing this plan, we are still completing 
our planning procedures in this area. Once this work is complete, we will provide an update to the Authority detailing whether we have been able to rebut the risk or if 
we have identified any specific risks that require audit work.

Key members of our team

Audit team  

Debbie Hanson – Associate Partner
Debbie has over 25 years experience of Local 
Authorities, Pension Funds and their respective 
audits, and has been with EY for six years, 
having previously worked for the Audit 
Commission.

Martina Lee - Manager 
Martina also has over 10 years experience of 
Local Authority audits, and has also been with EY 
for six years, having previously worked for the 
Audit Commission.
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

We will undertake our standard procedures to address fraud risk which 
include:

• Identifying fraud risks during the planning stages;

• Inquiry of management about risks of fraud and the controls put in 
place to address those risks;

• Understanding the oversight given by those charged with governance 
of management’s processes over fraud;

• Consideration of the effectiveness of management’s controls designed 
to address the risk of fraud;

• Determining an appropriate strategy to address those identified risks 
of fraud; and 

• Performing mandatory procedures regardless of specifically identified 
fraud risks, including testing of journal entries and other adjustments 
in the preparation of the financial statements.

What is the risk?

The financial statements as a whole are not free 
of material misstatements whether caused by 
fraud or error.

As identified in ISA (UK and Ireland) 240, 
management is in a unique position to 
perpetrate fraud because of its ability to 
manipulate accounting records directly or 
indirectly and prepare fraudulent financial 
statements by overriding controls that 
otherwise appear to be operating effectively. We 
identify and respond to this fraud risk on every 
audit engagement.

* Misstatements due to fraud 
or error
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

In order to address this risk we will:
• Ensure PFI assets and liabilities are consistent with the PFI model and 

that the annual spend (unitary charge) agrees to payments made to the 
contractor.

What is the risk?

The Authority entered into a PFI agreement in 
2002, which ends in 2027. The finance lease 
liability on the balance sheet as at 31 March 
2018 was £67.8 million and the service charges 
in 2017/18 were £43.6 million. 

As the PFI contract costs are based on an 
estimation over a period of 25 years, the 
assumptions made at the beginning of the 
contract will be subject to unknown future 
change. 

PFI liability and annual 
charges 
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

In order to address this risk we will carry out a range of procedures 
including:
• Considering the work performed by the Authority’s valuers, including 

the adequacy of the scope of the work performed, their professional 
capabilities and the results of their work;

• Sample testing key asset information used by the valuers in performing 
their valuation (e.g. floor plans to support valuations based on price 
per square metre);

• Considering the annual cycle of valuations to ensure that assets have 
been valued within a 5 year rolling programme as required by the Code 
for PPE and annually for IP. We will also consider if there are any 
specific changes to assets that have occurred and that these have been 
communicated to the valuer;

• Reviewing assets not subject to valuation in 2018/19 to confirm that 
the remaining asset base is not materially misstated;

• Considering changes to useful economic lives as a result of the most 
recent valuation; and

• Testing accounting entries have been correctly processed in the 
financial statements.

What is the risk?

The fair value of property, plant and equipment 
(PPE) represent significant balances in the 
Authority’s accounts and are subject to 
valuation changes, impairment reviews and 
depreciation charges. 

Management is required to make material 
judgements and apply estimation techniques to 
calculate the year-end balances recorded in the 
balance sheet.

Valuation of property, plant 
and equipment
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

To address this risk we will review adjustments between accounting basis 
and funding basis under regulations for evidence of management bias, 
focusing in particular on the material accuracy and validity of:

• Calculation of the statutory provision for the repayment of debt and for 
the financing of PFI capital investment. 

What is the risk?

We have identified the adjustments between 
accounting basis and funding basis under 
regulations which are reflected in the movement 
in reserves statement as an area where errors in 
these adjustments could result in a 
misstatement of the general fund and other 
useable reserves.

Incorrect adjustments through 
the Movement in Reserves 
Statement 
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Audit risks

Other areas of audit focus 

What is the risk? What will we do?

Pension liability valuation

The Local Authority Accounting Code of Practice and IAS19 require 
the Authority to make extensive disclosures within its financial 
statements regarding its membership of the London Pensions Fund 
Authority (LPFA) Pension Fund.

The Authority’s pension fund deficit is a material estimated balance 
and the Code requires that this liability be disclosed on the Authority’s 
balance sheet. At 31 March 2018 this totalled £1.57 million.

The information disclosed is based on the IAS 19 report issued to the 
Authority by the actuary to the London Pensions Fund Authority

Accounting for this scheme involves significant estimation and 
judgement and therefore management engages an actuary to 
undertake the calculations on their behalf. ISAs (UK and Ireland) 500 
and 540 require us to undertake procedures on the use of 
management experts and the assumptions underlying fair value 
estimates. 

In order to address this risk we will carry out a range of procedures including:

• Liaise with the auditors of the LPFA Pension Fund, to obtain assurances over the 
information supplied to the actuary in relation to the Authority;

• Assess the work of the Pension Fund actuary (Barnett Waddingham) including the 
assumptions they have used by relying on the work of PWC - Consulting Actuaries 
commissioned by The National Audit Office for all Local Government sector auditors, and 
considering any relevant reviews by the EY actuarial team; and 

• Review and test the accounting entries and disclosures made within the Authority's 
financial statements in relation to IAS19.

We have identified other areas of the audit, that have not been classified as significant risks, but are still important when considering the risks of material
misstatement to the financial statements and disclosures.
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Audit risks

Other areas of audit focus (cont.)

What is the area of focus? What will we do?

IFRS 9 financial instruments 

This new accounting standard is applicable for local authority accounts 
from the 2018/19 financial year and will change:

• How financial assets are classified and measured;

• How the impairment of financial assets are calculated; and 

• The disclosure requirements for financial assets.

There are transitional arrangements within the standard and the 
2018/19 CIPFA Code of practice on local authority accounting provides
guidance on the application of IFRS 9. 

We will:

• Assess the Authority’s implementation arrangements that should include an impact 
assessment paper setting out the application of the new standard, transitional 
adjustments and planned accounting for 2018/19;

• Consider the classification and valuation of financial instrument assets;

• Review new expected credit loss model impairment calculations for assets; and

• Check additional disclosure requirements.

IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers

This new accounting standard is applicable for local authority accounts 
from the 2018/19 financial year. 

The key requirements of the standard cover the identification of 
performance obligations under customer contracts and the linking of 
income to the meeting of those performance obligations.

The 2018/19 CIPFA Code of practice on local authority accounting 
provides guidance on the application of IFRS 15 and includes a useful 
flow diagram and commentary on the main sources of LG revenue and 
how they should be recognised.

The impact on local authority accounting is likely to be limited as large 
revenue streams like council tax, non domestic rates and government 
grants will be outside the scope of IFRS 15. However, where that 
standard is relevant, the recognition of revenue will change and new 
disclosure requirements introduced.

We will:

• Assess the Authority’s implementation arrangements that should include an impact 
assessment paper setting out the application of the new standard, transitional 
adjustments and planned accounting for 2018/19.

• Consider application to the Authority’s revenue streams and, where the standard is 
relevant, test to ensure revenue is recognised when (or as) it satisfies a performance 
obligation; and

• Check additional disclosure requirements.

We have identified other areas of the audit, that have not been classified as significant risks, but are still important when considering the risks of material
misstatement to the financial statements and disclosures.
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Value for Money

Background

We are required to consider whether the Authority has put in place ‘proper arrangements’ to secure economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness on its use of resources. This is known as our value for money conclusion. 

For 2018/19 this is based on the overall evaluation criterion:

“In all significant respects, the audited body had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed 
decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.”

Proper arrangements are defined by statutory guidance issued by the National Audit Office. They comprise your 
arrangements to:

 Take informed decisions;

 Deploy resources in a sustainable manner; and

 Work with partners and other third parties.

In considering your proper arrangements, we will draw on the requirements of the CIPFA/SOLACE framework for 
local government to ensure that our assessment is made against a framework that you are already required to 
have in place and to report on through documents such as your annual governance statement.

We are only required to determine whether there are any risks that we consider significant, which the Code of 
Audit Practice defines as:

“A matter is significant if, in the auditor’s professional view, it is reasonable to conclude that the matter would be 
of interest to the audited body or the wider public”

Our risk assessment supports the planning of sufficient work to enable us to deliver a safe conclusion on 
arrangements to secure value for money and enables us to determine the nature and extent of further work that 
may be required. If we do not identify any significant risks there is no requirement to carry out further work.  We 
consider business and operational risks insofar as they relate to proper arrangements at both sector and 
organisation-specific level.  

We have not yet completed our value for money planning risk assessment for 2018/19. As part of this we will 
consider the steps taken by the Authority to consider the impact of Brexit on its future service provision, medium-
term financing and investment values. Although the precise impact cannot yet be modelled, we would expect that 
Authorities will be carrying out scenario planning and that Brexit and its impact will feature on operational risk 
registers. Our risk assessment will consider both the potential financial impact of the issues we identify, and also 
the likelihood that the issue will be of interest to local taxpayers, the Government and other stakeholders. 

We have not completed our risk assessment on the value for money conclusion. Once this work is complete, we will 
report to the Authority whether we have found any issues that present a risk and the areas where we need to 
undertake more work.

V
F
M

Proper arrangements for 
securing value for money  

Informed 
decision making 

Working with 
partners and 
third parties

Sustainable 
resource 

deployment
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Materiality

For planning purposes, materiality for 2018/19 has been set at £1.25 million. This
represents 2% of the Authority’s prior year gross expenditure on provision of services.
It will be reassessed throughout the audit process. We have chosen this percentage on
the basis of there being no shareholders; no traded debt or covenants; limited changes
in the business environment; good viability of the business and limited external
financing. We have provided supplemental information about audit materiality in
Appendix C.

Audit materiality

Gross expenditure
on provision of services

£62.7m
Planning

materiality

£1.25m

Performance 
materiality

£0.94m
Audit

differences

£0.06m

Materiality

Planning materiality – the amount over which we anticipate misstatements 
would influence the economic decisions of a user of the financial 
statements.

Performance materiality – the amount we use to determine the extent of 
our audit procedures. We have set performance materiality at £0.94 
million which represents 75% of planning materiality. 

Audit difference threshold – we propose that misstatements identified 
below this threshold are deemed clearly trivial. We will report to you all 
uncorrected misstatements over this amount relating to the comprehensive 
income and expenditure statement, balance sheet, movement in reserves 
statement, cash flow statement, housing revenue account and collection 
fund that have an effect on income or that relate to other comprehensive 
income.

Other uncorrected misstatements, such as reclassifications and 
misstatements in the cashflow statement and movement in reserves 
statement or disclosures, and corrected misstatements will be 
communicated to the extent that they merit the attention of the Authority, 
or are important from a qualitative perspective. 

Specific materiality – We have set a materiality of £1,000 for 
remuneration disclosures, related party transactions, members’ allowances 
and exit packages which reflects our understanding that an amount less 
than our materiality would influence the economic decisions of users of the 
financial statements in relation to this.

Key definitions

We request that the Authority confirm its understanding of, and agreement to, these 
materiality and reporting levels.
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Objective and Scope of our Audit scoping

Under the Code of Audit Practice our principal objectives are to review and report on the Authority’s financial statements and arrangements for securing economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources to the extent required by the relevant legislation and the requirements of the Code.

We issue an audit report that covers:

1. Financial statement audit 

Our objective is to form an opinion on the financial statements under International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). 

We also perform other procedures as required by auditing, ethical and independence standards, the Code and other regulations. We outline below the procedures we 
will undertake during the course of our audit.

Procedures required by standards
• Addressing the risk of fraud and error;
• Significant disclosures included in the financial statements;
• Entity-wide controls;
• Reading other information contained in the financial statements and reporting whether it is inconsistent with our understanding and the financial statements; and
• Auditor independence.

Procedures required by the Code
• Reviewing, and reporting on as appropriate, other information published with the financial statements, including the Annual Governance Statement; and
• Reviewing and reporting on the Whole of Government Accounts return, in line with the instructions issued by the NAO.

2. Arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money)

We are required to consider whether the Authority has put in place ‘proper arrangements’ to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness on its use of resources.

Scope of our audit

Our Audit Process and Strategy
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Audit Process Overview

Our audit involves: 
• Identifying and understanding the key processes and internal controls; and

• Substantive tests of detail of transactions and amounts.

For 2018/19 we plan to follow a substantive approach to the audit as we have concluded this is the most efficient way to obtain the level of audit assurance required 
to conclude that the financial statements are not materially misstated. 

Analytics:
We will use our computer-based analytics tools to enable us to capture whole populations of your financial data, in particular journal entries. These tools:
• Help identify specific exceptions and anomalies which can then be subject to more traditional substantive audit tests; and 

• Give greater likelihood of identifying errors than random sampling techniques.

We will report the findings from our process and analytics work, including any significant weaknesses or inefficiencies identified and recommendations for 
improvement, to management and the Authority . 

Internal audit:
We will regularly meet with the Head of Internal Audit, and review internal audit plans and the results of their work. We will reflect the findings from these reports, 
together with reports from any other work completed in the year, in our detailed audit plan, where they raise issues that could have an impact on the financial 
statements.

Scope of our audit

Our Audit Process and Strategy (continued)
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Scope of our audit

Our Audit Process and Strategy (continued)
Earlier deadline for production of the financial statements

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 introduced a significant change in statutory deadlines from the 2017/18 financial year. From that year the timetable for the 
preparation and approval of accounts was brought forward with draft accounts needing to be prepared by 31 May and the publication of the accounts by 31 July.

These changes provide risks for both the preparers and the auditors of the financial statements:
• The Authority now has less time to prepare the financial statements and supporting working papers.

• As your auditor, we have a more significant peak in our audit work and a shorter period to complete the audit. Risks for auditors relate to delivery of all audits within 
the same compressed timetable. Slippage at one client could potentially put delivery of others at risk.

To mitigate this risk, we will require:

• Good quality draft financial statements and supporting working papers by the agreed deadline;

• The accounts and working papers to have been subject to senior internal quality review;

• Appropriate staff to be available throughout the agreed audit period; and

• Complete and prompt responses to all audit questions, including Whole of Governments work.

Where additional work is required to complete your audit, due to additional risks being identified, additional work being required as a result of scope changes, or poor 
audit evidence, we will notify you of the impact on the fee and the timing of the audit. Such circumstances may result in a delay to your audit while we complete other 
work elsewhere.

To support the Authority we will:

• Work with the Authority to engage early to facilitate early substantive testing where appropriate;

• Provide an early review on the Authority’s streamlining of the Statement of Accounts where non-material disclosure notes are removed;

• Work with the Authority to embed the use of EY Client Portal and maximise the benefits, which include:

• Streamlining our audit requests through a reduction of emails and improved means of communication;

• Providing on–demand visibility into the status of audit requests and the overall audit status;

• Reducing the risk of duplicate requests; and

• Providing better security of sensitive data.

• Agree the team and timing of each element of our work with you; and

• Agree the supporting working papers that we require to complete our audit.
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Audit team

Audit team 

Audit team structure:

Debbie Hanson

Associate Partner

Aaminah Aziz

Senior

Pension 
Specialist

EY Actuaries
Martina Lee

Manager

Property 

Valuer

EY Estates
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Audit team

Use of specialists
When auditing key judgements, we are often required to rely on the input and advice provided by specialists who have qualifications and expertise not possessed by the 
core audit team. The areas where either EY or third party specialists provide input for the current year audit are:

Area Specialists

PFI liability and annual charges EY PFI specialist (if required, see narrative below)

Valuation of property, plant and equipment East London Waste Authority’s property valuer, EY Estates (if required, see narrative below)

Pensions disclosure
EY Pensions Advisory, PwC (Consulting Actuary to the National Audit Office) and Barnett Waddingham (LPFA Pension 
Fund Actuary)

We have identified a significant risk in our audit plan on the valuation of property, plant and equipment due to the size of the balance in the Authority’s balance sheet. We 
will review the output from the revaluation for 2018/19 and consider whether this is in line with our expectations. If necessary, we will call on the assistance from the EY 
Estates team where the valuation is out of line with our expectations. 

We have also identified a significant risk on the PFI liability and annual charges. We will review the financial model and ensure assets and liabilities are consistent with this 
and that the annual spend is in line with the PFI contract. If necessary, we will call on the assistance from our PFI specialist to review the financial model where it is out of 
line with our expectations. 

In accordance with Auditing Standards, we will evaluate each specialist’s professional competence and objectivity, considering their qualifications, experience and 
available resources, together with the independence of the individuals performing the work.

We also consider the work performed by the specialist in light of our knowledge of the Authority’s business and processes and our assessment of audit risk in the 
particular area. For example, we would typically perform the following procedures:

• Analyse source data and make inquiries as to the procedures used by the specialist to establish whether the source data is relevant and reliable;

• Assess the reasonableness of the assumptions and methods used; 

• Consider the appropriateness of the timing of when the specialist carried out the work; and

• Assess whether the substance of the specialist’s findings are properly reflected in the financial statements.
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Audit timeline

Below is a timetable showing the key stages of the audit and the deliverables we have agreed to provide to you through the audit cycle in 2019.

From time to time matters may arise that require immediate communication with the Authority and we will discuss them with the Authority Chair as appropriate. We 
will also provide updates on corporate governance and regulatory matters as necessary.

Timeline

Timetable of communication and deliverables

Audit phase Timetable Authority timetable Deliverables

Planning:

Risk assessment and setting of scopes

December

January

February Authority meeting Audit Planning Report

Walkthrough of systems 

Interim audit testing

March

April Authority meeting Interim audit update

May

Year end audit June Authority meeting Audit Results Report

Audit Completion procedures July Audit opinions and completion certificates

August

September Authority meeting Annual Audit Letter
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Independence

The FRC Ethical Standard and ISA (UK) 260 “Communication of audit matters with those charged with governance”, requires us to communicate with you on a timely basis 
on all significant facts and matters that bear upon our integrity, objectivity and independence. The Ethical Standard, as revised in June 2016, requires that we 
communicate formally both at the planning stage and at the conclusion of the audit, as well as during the course of the audit if appropriate.  The aim of these 
communications is to ensure full and fair disclosure by us to those charged with your governance on matters in which you have an interest.

In addition, during the course of the audit, we are required to communicate with you whenever any significant judgements are made about threats to objectivity and 
independence and the appropriateness of safeguards put in place, for example, when accepting an engagement to provide non-audit services.

We also provide information on any contingent fee arrangements, the amounts of any future services that have been contracted, and details of any written proposal to 
provide non-audit services that has been submitted.

We ensure that the total amount of fees that EY and our network firms have charged to you and your affiliates for the provision of services during the reporting period, 
analysed in appropriate categories, are disclosed.

Required communications

Planning stage Final stage

► The principal threats, if any, to objectivity and 
independence identified by Ernst & Young (EY) 
including consideration of all relationships between 
the you, your affiliates and directors and us;

► The safeguards adopted and the reasons why they 
are considered to be effective, including any 
Engagement Quality review;

► The overall assessment of threats and safeguards;

► Information about the general policies and process 
within EY to maintain objectivity and independence;
and

► Where EY has determined it is appropriate to apply 
more restrictive independence rules than permitted 
under the Ethical Standard.

► In order for you to assess the integrity, objectivity and independence of the firm and each covered person, 
we are required to provide a written disclosure of relationships (including the provision of non-audit 
services) that may bear on our integrity, objectivity and independence. This is required to have regard to 
relationships with the entity, its directors and senior management, its affiliates, and its connected parties 
and the threats to integrity or objectivity, including those that could compromise independence that these 
create.  We are also required to disclose any safeguards that we have put in place and why they address 
such threats, together with any other information necessary to enable our objectivity and independence to 
be assessed;

► Details of non-audit services provided and the fees charged in relation thereto;

► Written confirmation that the firm and each covered person is  independent and, if applicable, that any 
non-EY firms used in the group audit or external experts used have confirmed their independence to us;

► Written confirmation that all covered persons are independent;

► Details of any inconsistencies between FRC Ethical Standard and your  policy for the supply of non-audit 
services by EY and any apparent breach of that policy; 

► Details of any contingent fee arrangements for non-audit services provided by us or our network firms; 
and

► An opportunity to discuss auditor independence issues.

Introduction
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Independence

We highlight the following significant facts and matters that may be reasonably considered to bear upon our objectivity and independence, including the principal threats, 
if any.  We have adopted the safeguards noted below to mitigate these threats along with the reasons why they are considered to be effective. However we will only 
perform non –audit services if the service has been pre-approved in accordance with your policy.

Self interest threats

A self interest threat arises when EY has financial or other interests in the Authority.  Examples include where we receive significant fees in respect of non-audit 
services; where we need to recover long outstanding fees; or where we enter into a business relationship with you.  At the time of writing, there are no long outstanding 
fees. 

We believe that it is appropriate for us to undertake permissible non-audit services and we will comply with the policies that you have approved.  

None of the services are prohibited under the FRC's ES or the National Audit Office’s Auditor Guidance Note 01 and the services have been approved in accordance with 
your policy on pre-approval. The ratio of non audit fees to audits fees is not permitted to exceed 70%.

At the time of writing, there are no non-audit services being provided to the Authority.

A self interest threat may also arise if members of our audit engagement team have objectives or are rewarded in relation to sales of non-audit services to you.  We 
confirm that no member of our audit engagement team, including those from other service lines, has objectives or is rewarded in relation to sales to you, in compliance 
with Ethical Standard part 4.

There are no other self interest threats at the date of this report. 

Overall Assessment

Overall, we consider that the safeguards that have been adopted appropriately mitigate the principal threats identified and we therefore confirm that EY is independent 
and the objectivity and independence of Debbie Hanson, your audit engagement partner and the audit engagement team have not been compromised.

Relationships, services and related threats and safeguards

Self review threats

Self review threats arise when the results of a non-audit service performed by EY or others within the EY network are reflected in the amounts included or disclosed in 
the financial statements.

There are no self review threats at the date of this report.

Management threats

Partners and employees of EY are prohibited from taking decisions on behalf of management of the Authority.  Management threats may also arise during the provision 
of a non-audit service in relation to which management is required to make judgements or decision based on that work.

There are no management threats at the date of this report. 
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Independence

Relationships, services and related threats and safeguards
Other threats

Other threats, such as advocacy, familiarity or intimidation, may arise.

There are no other threats at the date of this report. 

EY Transparency Report 2018

Ernst & Young (EY) has policies and procedures that instil professional values as part of firm culture and ensure that the highest standards of objectivity, independence 
and integrity are maintained. 

Details of the key policies and processes in place within EY for maintaining objectivity and independence can be found in our annual Transparency Report which the firm 
is required to publish by law. The most recent version of this Report is for the year ended 1 July 2018 and can be found here: 

https://www.ey.com/uk/en/about-us/ey-uk-transparency-report-2018

Other communications
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Appendix A

Fees

Planned fee 
2018/19

Scale fee
2018/19

Final Fee
2017/18

£’s £’s £’s

Total Fee – Code work 
(see note 1 below)

14,068 14,068 18,270

Total audit fees 14,068 14,068 18,270

Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) has published the fee scale for the audit of the 2018/19 accounts of opted-in principal local government and police bodies. 

This is defined as the fee required by auditors to meet statutory responsibilities under the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in accordance with the requirements 
of the Code of Audit Practice and supporting guidance published by the National Audit Office, the financial reporting requirements set out in the Code of Practice on 
Local Authority Accounting published by CIPFA/LASAAC, and the professional standards applicable to auditors’ work.

A breakdown of our fees is shown in the table below.

All fees exclude VAT

The agreed fee presented is based on the following assumptions:

► Officers meeting the agreed timetable of deliverables;

► Our accounts opinion and value for money conclusion being 
unqualified;

► Appropriate quality of documentation is provided by the Authority; 
and

► The Authority has an effective control environment.

If any of the above assumptions prove to be unfounded, we will seek a 
variation to the agreed fee. This will be discussed with the Authority in 
advance.

Fees for the auditor’s consideration of correspondence from the public 
and formal objections will be charged in addition to the scale fee.

Note 1

The indicative fee scale for the audit of East London Waste Authority is £14,068. 

However, as we have identified significant risks, as set out in this provisional audit 
plan, we expect to have to undertake additional work, which may result in an 
additional fee.

We will discuss this with management as our audit progresses and the scope and 
scale of our additional work can be clarified.
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Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Terms of engagement Confirmation by the Authority of acceptance of terms of engagement as written in the 
engagement letter signed by both parties.

The statement of responsibilities serves as the 
formal terms of engagement between the 
PSAA’s appointed auditors and audited bodies. 

Our responsibilities Reminder of our responsibilities as set out in the engagement letter The statement of responsibilities serves as the 
formal terms of engagement between the 
PSAA’s appointed auditors and audited bodies.

Planning and audit 
approach 

Communication of the planned scope and timing of the audit, any limitations and the 
significant risks identified.

When communicating key audit matters this includes the most significant risks of material 
misstatement (whether or not due to fraud) including those that have the greatest effect on 
the overall audit strategy, the allocation of resources in the audit and directing the efforts of 
the engagement team

Audit Plan – January 2019

Significant findings from 
the audit 

• Our view about the significant qualitative aspects of accounting practices including 
accounting policies, accounting estimates and financial statement disclosures

• Significant difficulties, if any, encountered during the audit

• Significant matters, if any, arising from the audit that were discussed with management

• Written representations that we are seeking

• Expected modifications to the audit report

• Other matters if any, significant to the oversight of the financial reporting process.

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Appendix B

Required communications with the Authority 

We have detailed the communications that we must provide to the Authority.
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Appendix B

Required communications with the Authority (continued)

Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Independence Communication of all significant facts and matters that bear on EY’s, and all individuals 
involved in the audit, objectivity and independence

Communication of key elements of the audit engagement partner’s consideration of 
independence and objectivity such as:

• The principal threats

• Safeguards adopted and their effectiveness

• An overall assessment of threats and safeguards

• Information about the general policies and process within the firm to maintain objectivity 
and independence

Audit Plan – January 2019

Audit Results Report – June 2019

External confirmations • Management’s refusal for us to request confirmations 

• Inability to obtain relevant and reliable audit evidence from other procedures

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Consideration of laws and 
regulations 

• Audit findings regarding non-compliance where the non-compliance is material and 
believed to be intentional. This communication is subject to compliance with legislation 
on tipping off

• Enquiry of the Authority into possible instances of non-compliance with laws and 
regulations that may have a material effect on the financial statements and that the 
Authority may be aware of

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Internal controls • Significant deficiencies in internal controls identified during the audit Audit Results Report – June 2019
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Required communications with the Authority (continued)

Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Going concern Events or conditions identified that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to 
continue as a going concern, including:

• Whether the events or conditions constitute a material uncertainty

• Whether the use of the going concern assumption is appropriate in the preparation and 
presentation of the financial statements

• The adequacy of related disclosures in the financial statements

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Misstatements • Uncorrected misstatements and their effect on our audit opinion, unless prohibited by 
law or regulation 

• The effect of uncorrected misstatements related to prior periods 

• A request that any uncorrected misstatement be corrected 

• Corrected misstatements that are significant

• Material misstatements corrected by management 

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Fraud • Enquiries of the Authority to determine whether they have knowledge of any actual, 
suspected or alleged fraud affecting the entity

• Any fraud that we have identified or information we have obtained that indicates that a 
fraud may exist

• A discussion of any other matters related to fraud

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Related parties • Significant matters arising during the audit in connection with the entity’s related parties 
including, when applicable:

• Non-disclosure by management 

• Inappropriate authorisation and approval of transactions 

• Disagreement over disclosures 

• Non-compliance with laws and regulations 

• Difficulty in identifying the party that ultimately controls the entity 

Audit Results Report – June 2019
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Required communications with the Authority (continued)

Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Representations Written representations we are requesting from management and/or those charged with 
governance

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Material inconsistencies 
and misstatements

Material inconsistencies or misstatements of fact identified in other information which 
management has refused to revise

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Auditors report • Key audit matters that we will include in our auditor’s report

• Any circumstances identified that affect the form and content of our auditor’s report

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Fee Reporting • Breakdown of fee information when the  audit plan is agreed

• Breakdown of fee information at the completion of the audit

• Any non-audit work 

Audit Plan – January 2019

Audit Results Report – June 2019

Annual Audit Letter – September 2019
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Additional audit information

Our responsibilities  required 
by auditing standards

• Identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and 
perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our opinion. 

• Obtaining an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal control.

• Evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures 
made by management.

• Concluding on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting. 

• Evaluating the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the 
financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

• Obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business activities within the 
Authority to express an opinion on the financial statements. Reading other information contained in the financial statements, 
including the board’s statement that the annual report is fair, balanced and understandable, the Authority reporting appropriately 
addresses matters communicated by us to the Authority and reporting whether it is materially inconsistent with our understanding 
and the financial statements; and

• Maintaining auditor independence.

Other required procedures during the course of the audit

In addition to the key areas of audit focus outlined in section 2, we have to perform other procedures as required by auditing, ethical and independence standards and 
other regulations. We outline the procedures below that we will undertake during the course of our audit.
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Additional audit information (continued)

Purpose and evaluation of materiality 

For the purposes of determining whether the accounts are free from material error, we define materiality as the magnitude of an omission or misstatement that, 
individually or in the aggregate, in light of the surrounding circumstances, could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of the users of the financial 
statements. Our evaluation of it requires professional judgement and necessarily takes into account qualitative as well as quantitative considerations implicit in the 
definition. We would be happy to discuss with you your expectations regarding our detection of misstatements in the financial statements. 

Materiality determines:

• The level of work performed on individual account balances and financial statement disclosures.

The amount we consider material at the end of the audit may differ from our initial determination. At this stage, however, it is not feasible to anticipate all of the 
circumstances that may ultimately influence our judgement about materiality. At the end of the audit we will form our final opinion by reference to all matters that could 
be significant to users of the accounts, including the total effect of the audit misstatements we identify, and our evaluation of materiality at that date.
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AUTHORITY REPORT: BUDGETARY CONTROL AND CONTRACT MONITORING TO 
31 DECEMBER 2018 

1. Confidential Report  

1.1 No. 

2. Recommendation: 

2.1 To note the report and forecast outturn. 

 

3. Purpose 

3.1 This budgetary control report compares ELWA’s actual expenditure for the period 
ended 31 December 2018 with the original revenue budget approved in February 
2018.  It is based on information supplied by Renewi UK Services Limited (the 
Operator), officers of the four Constituent Councils, and the Authority’s own 
information. 

3.2 Budgetary control reports are presented for monitoring and control purposes.  

3.3 This report also provides the Integrated Waste Management Services (IWMS) 
Contract performance to support the financial information for the year 2018/19 to 
date. 

4. Background 

Revenue Budget 

4.1 Based on the profiled budget of £50.452m for net expenditure on services for this 
period and the actual net expenditure on services of £48.210m the current position 
is a net underspend of £2.241m to date. (See Appendix A). 

4.2 Overall the forecast outturn is currently a favourable variance of £2.141m. This is 
mainly the result of actual tonnages for the first nine months being cumulatively 
lower than profiled by £1.848m and additional income of £0.124m forecast for 
commercial waste.  Further underspends reported relate to professional fees 
£0.060m and Borough payments £0.043m. Interest receivable is forecast to exceed 
the budget by £0.030m and other income is forecast to exceed the budget by 
£0.035m. 

4.3 The principal activity driver on ELWA’s budget is the level of waste tonnage delivered 
from the Constituent Councils.  Based on these council returns and ELWA technical 
officer advice the 2018/19 budget and levy setting process assumed 469,000 
tonnes.  The tonnages for the 9 months to December 2018 were 4.7% below profile; 
within this, tonnages in December were 2,256 tonnes under the profiled budget. 
The hot dry weather conditions over the summer impacted the green waste inputs 
which is the primary driver for tonnage being lower than profiled for the year to 
date.  However, tonnages remain volatile therefore at this stage it is assumed that 
any future month tonnages will be in line with budget. There may be other trends 
that affect the 2018/19 position and officers will need to determine the impact of 
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possible increases in tonnages per household as well as demographic trends. Taking 
all of this into account the end of year financial forecast for the contractor payment 
is currently reporting an underspend of £1.848m. 

4.4 The 2018/19 budget took account of the financial impact of the diversion agreement 
signed in June 2015. This incentivises the operator to divert from landfill as much 
waste as possible and thus passes the risk of diversion performance onto the 
Operator. Consequently, diversion performance no longer affects the cost of the 
contract to ELWA with cost pressures determined by tonnage levels. 

4.5 Insurance in the waste market in recent years had seen premiums increase.  
Following a fire at the Authority’s Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) facility on 
Frog Island in 2014, the contract insurance renewal premium includes conditions 
that may be required to be met that may result in financial implications in 
undertaking the work.  

4.6 The budget for employee costs is £0.470m for 2018/19.  An Assistant Contract 
Manager has been appointed and is in post, the new Managing Director has been in 
post since 8 May 2018 and a new Head of Strategy and Development started on 2 
January 2019.  Discussions are ongoing on staffing and it is expected that this 
budget will be fully spent by the end of the year. 

4.7 Commercial Waste includes additional income of £0.124m for 2018/19.  Actual 
income of £0.065m relates to quarter 4 of 2017/18 being higher than estimated at 
year end and £0.059m to higher income expected in relation to 2018/19 tonnages. 
A large part of this additional income relates to the London Borough of Barking & 
Dagenham housing service. 

4.8 New royalty arrangements with the Operator were provisionally agreed in 
September 2016. This guaranteed royalty payments to the Authority up to the level 
of spare capacity in the MBT facilities whether this was utilised or not. Royalty 
income is forecast to exceed the budget of £0.350m by £0.040m and is reported 
within Other Income. This position will need to be closely monitored because any 
increases/decreases in future monthly tonnages levels will alter the spare capacity 
available and thus the size of the royalty payment.  

4.9 The contingency budget for 2018/19 remains at £0.500m.  There are no 
commitments against this budget as at December 2018. 

4.10 All other areas of activity are forecast to be in line with budget at year end. 

4.11 The position and forecast of the budget, levy and the reserves over the next few 
years has been reported to Members previously and, as part of the 2018/19 levy 
setting process, reserves were set at the appropriate level and the contingency was 
increased to cover these risks. Therefore, it is important that robust monitoring of 
the financial position throughout the year remains in place and, in particular, that 
tonnage levels are minimised. Given the single purpose nature of ELWA it is difficult 
for remedial action to be taken on areas of overspend or to recover insufficient 
income collection. 
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5. Prudential Indicators 

5.1 The Authority sets Prudential Indicators covering borrowing, lending and capital 
expenditure limits. These are monitored by the Finance Director on a monthly basis 
and the Authority remains within the limits set by the Prudential Indicators.  

6. Contract Monitoring 

Contract Tonnage 

6.1 The final agreed December tonnage was 33,216 tonnes, 756 tonnes higher than 
December 2017 and 2,256 tonnes lower than the anticipated budget for the month. 

6.2 To date for the year, we are 386 tonnes lower than 2017/18 and are now 17,089 
tonnes under budget. 

 

Contract Performance 

6.3 September’s recycling performance disappointingly fell to 20.63%. There was no 
particular cause; as is typical at this time of year recycling inputs generally fell 
away, although performance was marginally higher than December 2017. 
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6.4 As the table below illustrates, recycling as a proportion of overall waste increased 
against December 2017. Dry Mixed Recycling inputs fell slightly, but the quality of 
this material being reported continue to show an improvement following the recent 
change in Material Recovery Facility (MRF) destination.  

 

6.5 As data relating to the individual Constituent Councils’ recycling performance in 
December wasn’t available at the time of reporting, the below shows November 
performance against both this year to date and the previous full year’s data.  

Constituent Council Recycling (to November 2018) 

 LBBD LBH LBN LBR 

November 2018 23.1% 41.8% 16.8% 23.7% 

2018/19 to date 25.6% 41.5% 16.6% 27.2% 

2017/18 26.1% 39.3% 15.5% 24.4% 
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6.6 Contract Diversion increased to 97.65%, the highest to date for the year. This 
maintained recent strong performance following a dip over the summer months and 
is expected to continue for the remaining months of this year and into next. 

 

Contract Monitoring 

6.7 All sites continue to operate to specification.  

6.8 The floor repair works at the Jenkins Lane Mechanical-Biological Treatment (MBT) 
facility completed on schedule at the end of December and should result in improved 
recycling and diversion performance. Further works of the same nature are planned 
to be carried out at both Jenkins Lane and Frog Island MBTs over the Spring and 
Summer.  

6.9 The Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) system, designed to identify 
undeclared tipping of commercial waste at the Reuse & Recycling Centres (RRCs), 
is currently on hold while upgrades are being carried out to the online forms which 
will improve the user experience for residents and simplify processes for the 
Constituent Council officers receiving the forms. These forms and the system as a 
whole will be tested in consultation with Constituent Council officers before coming 
back into effect, the date of which will be agreed by all parties. 

Communications 

6.10 Keep Britain Tidy continue to host classes at Jenkins Lane and visit schools 
promoting the Reduce, Reuse, Recycle message on behalf of ELWA and the 
Constituent Councils. 
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7. Conclusion 

7.1 The Authority’s position will continue to be closely monitored on a monthly basis 
throughout the financial year. The ability to remain within budget will depend to a 
great extent on tonnage trends and income collection. 

 
8. Relevant officer: 

8.1 Maria G. Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 
020 8708 3010 and Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / 020 8724 5614 / e-mail: 
andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk 

9. Appendices attached: 

9.1 Appendix A: Budget Monitoring Statement to 31 December 2018 

9.2 Appendix B: ELWA Tonnage Profile 2018/19 

10. Background papers: 

10.1 05 February 2018 - Revenue & Capital Estimates and Levy 2018/19 Report & Minute 
No.9/2018 

11. Legal considerations: 

11.1 This report is brought to Members in accordance with the Authority’s requirements 
in relation to the review and reporting of financial and non-financial performance 
(Section D, Constitution, paragraphs 17 and 18), detailing actual and forecast 
performance against targets. The report is to be noted, rather than for decision, and 
no further implications arise other than those detailed in the report.     

12. Financial considerations: 

12.1 As outlined in the main body of the report. 

13. Performance management considerations: 

13.1 The financial position and projections should reflect service performance trends. 

14. Risk management considerations: 

14.1 The projected position depends on the performance of the contractor, tonnage levels 
and income recoveries. The amount of reserves is set at a level to take account of 
the risks.  

15. Equalities considerations: 

15.1 None. 

16. Follow-up reports: 

16.1 Budgetary Control Report, next meeting.  
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17. Websites and e-mail links for further information: 

17.1 http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk 

18. Glossary: 

Constituent Councils = London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Newham & 
Redbridge 

The Contractor = ELWA Limited 

DMR = Dry Mixed Recycling 

ELWA/the Authority = East London Waste Authority 

IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Services contract 

MBT = Mechanical-Biological Treatment facility 

MRF = Material Recovery Facility 

The Operator = Renewi UK Services Limited (formerly Shanks Waste Management Ltd) 

RRC = Reuse & Recycling Centre 

19. Reviewed by Management Board  

19.1 21 January 2019. 

20. Confidentiality: 

20.1 Not Applicable. 
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BUDGET MONITORING STATEMENT TO 31 DECEMBER 2018  

  
Original 
Budget 

2018/19 
 

Profiled 
Budget to 
31/12/18  

 
Total 

Actual to 
31/12/18  

 
Variance 

to 
31/12/18  

 
Forecast 

Outturn to 
31/12/18 

 Outturn 
Variance  

EXPENDITURE £m  £m  £m  £m  £m  £m 

Employee and 
Support Services 

  0.470    0.353    0.313  (0.040)    0.470    - 

Premises Related 
Expenditure 

  0.161    0.129    0.093  (0.036)    0.161    - 

            

Supplies and 
Services 

           

IWMS Contract 
Payments 

64.976  49.092  47.244  (1.848)  63.128   (1.848) 

Supplies-other   0.204    0.153    0.080  (0.073)    0.144    (0.060) 

Payments to 
Constituent 
Councils 

  3.111    2.334    2.305  (0.029)    3.068    (0.043) 

            

Capital Financing 
Costs 

   0.177     0.092     0.092  -     0.177  - 

TOTAL GROSS 
EXPENDITURE 

69.099  52.153  50.127  (2.026)  67.147  (1.952) 

INCOME                 

Commercial 
Waste Charges 

  (2.610)  (1.399)  (1.495)  (0.096)    (2.734)  (0.124) 

Interest 
receivable 

  (0.040)    (0.030)    (0.082)  (0.052)    (0.070)   (0.030) 

Other income   (0.363)    (0.272)    (0.339)  (0.067)    (0.398)    (0.035) 

            

TOTAL INCOME   (3.013)   (1.701)   (1.916)  (0.215)    (3.202)  (0.189) 

Contingency     0.500  -  -  -     0.500  - 

NET 
EXPENDITURE 
ON SERVICES 

66.586  50.452  48.210  (2.241)  64.445  (2.141) 

PFI grant 
receivable 

  (3.991)    (2.993)     (2.993)  -    (3.991)  - 

Levy Receivable  (64.770)  (48.578)  (48.578)  -  (64.770)  - 
Net Contribution 
to reserves 

  2.175  -  -  -    2.175  - 

NET -  (1.119)   (3.361)  (2.241)  (2.141)  (2.141) 
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ELWA TONNAGE PROFILE 2018/19 
  

 Budget Actual Variance 

April 39,681 38,039 (1,642) 

May 40,523 43,032 2,509 

June 44,674 41,678 (2,996) 

July 42,570 39,611 (2,959) 

August 40,451 38,562 (1,889) 

September 40,951 34,982 (5,969) 

October 38,497 38,046 (451) 

November 37,744 36,308 (1,436) 

December 35,472 33,216 (2,256) 

January 38,212   

February 32,498   

March 37,727   

Total 469,000  (17,089) 
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AUTHORITY REPORT: CONSTITUTION REVIEW 

1. Confidential Report:  

1.1 No. 

2. Recommendation:  

2.1 Members are asked to approve the revisions to the Constitution as at Appendices A-G. 

 

3. Purpose:  

3.1 To present to Members the outcome of the full Constitution review and to seek their 
approval of the revisions to the Constitution. 

4. Executive Summary:  

4.1 A comprehensive review of the ELWA Constitution commenced in summer 2018. The 
intention was to align the Constitution with best practice for democratically accountable 
public authorities and also the practice of the Constituent Councils particularly with 
regard to governance, standards, data protection, procurement, spending and contract 
and finance rules.  

5. Background:  

5.1 The current Constitution (last fully revised iteration issued being May 2012) was recently 
updated with minor and administrative amendments to remove outdated references to 
individual Members, officers, contact points and contact numbers, and to legislation – 
for example, references to the new Data Protection Act 2018 and some typographical, 
grammatical or referencing corrections. These were carried out by the Monitoring Officer 
and approved by the Managing Director as noted at the 19 November 2018 Authority 
meeting. 

6. The Review 

6.1 The review was carried out focusing on the key role of the Constitution, that is 
establishing a sound governance framework for the Authority. Since the Constitution 
was last subject to a root and branch review, the Localism Act 2011 has placed the 
Nolan Committee’s recommendations for the seven standards in public life at the heart 
of standards expected of a public body. These requirements are incorporated in the 
Constitution. To achieve this objective the revised Constitution has a completely new 
Members’ Code of Conduct (Appendix A), Employees’ Code of Conduct (Appendix B) 
together with for the first time a new Member – Officer protocol as in the practice in the 
Constituent Councils (Appendix C).   

6.2 Change is required to ensure that statutory protection to the three governance officers 
namely the Managing Director (Head of the Paid Service), the Director of Finance (Chief 
Finance Officer) and the Monitoring Officer, is in line with the latest statutory 
instruments on governance. This required a change to the Authority terms of reference 
in Part B of the Constitution so as to establish an Authority Disciplinary Panel Sub-
Committee. The operation will mirror the requirement for Local Authorities made by the 
Local Authority Standing Order Regulations 2015 in that the Sub-Committee will be 
assisted in its decision making with a Localism Act Independent Person (as is required 
for dealing with complaints against Members).  This is shown at Appendix D. 
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6.3 The Monitoring Officer commissioned a contract specialist to review the Contract Rules 
(Part D1). Their verdict is that there was a need for a root and branch revision and the 
revised Contract Rules are substantially amended, as at Appendix E. The new Contract 
Rules are revised in terms of thresholds and ensure that the procurement is delivering 
efficient and effective control of purchasing. Key other changes are the: 

a) Removal of oral quotes and requiring quotations be obtained in writing; 

b) Measuring the Rules against the revised Public Contract Rules 2015; 

c) Ensuring the thresholds are consistent with the EU tender thresholds; 

d) Clarifying the use of EU Framework agreements. This needed re-drafting to take 
account of changes in processes and that purchasing thresholds had changed 
significantly. 

6.4 The Finance Rules (Part D2) were reviewed with the Director of Finance and have been 
updated to take account of the revisions to the statutory framework such as the 
Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015.  They require only minor changes that the 
Managing Director is authorised to make. 

6.5 The Employment Rules (Part D3) have been updated, though there will need to be 
consultation, to finalise the provisions to ensure that statutory protection to the three 
statutory governance officers of the Managing Director (Head of the Paid Service), the 
Finance Director (Chief Finance Officer) and the Monitoring Officer, as at Appendix F. 
These changes work in conjunction with the changes to the Authority in Part B of the 
Constitution so in the event of an allegation of misconduct: 

a) The Authority will establish an Authority Disciplinary Panel with a Membership of 
the Chair and three other Members, one from each Constituent Council; 

b) The Disciplinary Panel shall have the power to suspend a statutory governance 
officer from duties on full pay and conditions for no more than two months unless 
extended by the Authority; 

c) The Disciplinary Panel will utilise and commission an Independent Investigator as 
would be used by the Constituent Councils for investigation of their statutory officers 
from a list held by the Joint National Conditions for the purpose of evidence 
collection and investigation, to be presented by the Independent Investigator to the 
Panel as a report; 

d) When determining the report of an Independent Investigator, the membership of 
the Panel shall be extended to include at least two Independent Persons appointed 
by the Authority under the Localism Act 2011. In the event that the Disciplinary 
Panel shall consider disciplinary action should be taken, they shall present their 
recommendations to the Authority which before making a decision shall permit the 
officer to make representations; and 

e) No other disciplinary action may be taken in respect of any of those statutory 
officers except in accordance with a decision of the Disciplinary Panel acting upon a 
recommendation in a report made by the Independent Investigator. 

6.6 The Land Acquisitions and Disposals Rules (Part D5) have been changed to take account 
of the recent restructure of Barking and Dagenham’s property services incorporated into 
a company.  They require only minor changes that the Managing Director is authorised 
to make and, as a result, the Authority’s rules will be amended to enable the use of an 
independent surveyor as a valuer. 
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6.7 Part E which contains Codes of Conduct (Appendices A and B) have been re-written 
throughout. They both commence with setting out the Nolan principles of selflessness, 
integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership. The structure 
of this Part emphasises the importance of standards and integrity. It now covers key 
areas of: 

a) data protection, information handling and confidentiality; 

b) equality; 

c) health and safety;  

d) whistleblowing; 

e) the need to ensure that processes and relations are transparent and free from 
conflicts of interest; matters of bribery and corruption, hospitality use of 
sponsorship; and  

f) The need for political neutrality is covered. 

6.8 Part E further sees a new addition of a Member – Officer protocol (Appendix C). The aim 
of the protocol is to describe the relationships, roles and behaviours which should exist 
between elected Members and the officers and employees in a modern, well run Joint 
Authority. The protocol provides guidance on how the complementary but very different 
roles of Members, officers and employees should work. To do this most effectively, 
Members, officers and employees need to work together in a manner which combines 
their essential skills, knowledge and experience in a way which produces the best 
outcomes for individuals and communities and which is fair, sustainable and responsive.  
Equalities, natural justice and reasonableness are strong underlying intentions 
throughout. It addresses: 

a) The primary role of both Members, officers and employees is to carry out the 
functions of a statutory joint waste authority and serve the local communities of the 
Constituent Councils to the best of their abilities; 

b) The importance of both Members, officers and employees respecting their distinctive 
roles for relations to be clear and appropriate; 

c) The fact that Members are responsible for determining policy and the Authority’s 
strategic direction; officer and employees are responsible and accountable for 
suggesting and implementing policy and delivering services 

6.9 Following the Modern Slavery Act 2015, there will be a need to publish the Authority’s 
approach to the elimination of slavery and human trafficking this will be included in 
the Constitution. This Act requires that any commercial organisation in any sector, 
which supplies goods or services, and carries on a business or part of a business in the 
UK, and is above a specified total turnover, must produce a slavery and human 
trafficking statement for each financial year of the organisation. For the purposes of 
this requirement, ‘supply chain’ has its everyday meaning. Regulations have set the 
total turnover threshold at £36m. The statement must set out what steps they have 
taken during the financial year to ensure that modern slavery is not occurring in their 
supply chains and in their own organisation. This will be presented to a future 
Authority meeting. 

7. Conclusion:  

7.1 The Constitution is a living document and while the revised version has brought the 
document up to date it is recognised that the Constitution would benefit from an annual 
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review and it would be the intention to introduce an advisory report on the Constitution 
on an annual basis.  The reasons for the review are to ensure that the Authority has 
robust and fit for purpose governance arrangements at a critical time for its future 
strategy. 

 

8. Relevant officer:  

Suzan Yildiz, Monitoring Officer ELWA & Deputy Head of Legal (LBBD)/0208 227 5364 / e-mail: 
suzan.yildiz@lbbd.gov.uk  

9. Appendices attached:  

9.1 None. 

10. Background Papers:  

10.1 None. 

11. Legal Considerations:  

11.1 The Managing Director has delegated authority under Part C, Section B, para 1.1(m) of 
the Authority’s Constitution to approve minor and administrative changes to the 
Constitution and has acted on this authority to approve the minor revisions to the 
Constitution (rev. June 2018). 

11.2 Under Part C, Section A, paragraph 1.2(a) of the Constitution the function of adopting 
and changing the Constitution is reserved to the Authority following recommendations 
on revisions by the Monitoring Officer.  Following a comprehensive review, the findings 
of that review together with recommendations to adopt a revised Constitution are 
presented to Members for approval here.  

11.3 As observed in the body of this report the Authority is required to produce a Modern 
Slavery Statement. This is being incorporated into the Constitution.  

12. Financial considerations:  

12.1 The review of the Constitution was undertaken within existing resources. 

12.2 The Financial Rules provide a corporate framework for conducting the financial affairs 
of the Authority.  All financial and accounting procedures of the Authority will take place 
in accordance with these Financial Rules. 

12.3 The Contract Rules set out the rules that must be complied with in respect of all 
contracts entered into or proposed to be entered into by the Authority unless the Rules 
provide otherwise. 

13. Performance management considerations:  

13.1 The future comprehensive review would support the strategic direction of ELWA as to 
its future waste strategy by ensuring sound and agile governance arrangements. 

14. Risk management considerations:  

14.1 The administrative revisions made under delegated authority by the Managing Director 
aid clarity and user-friendliness of the current Constitution. They do not involve 
substantive changes which raise governance, legal or financial risks.  
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15. Equalities considerations:  

15.1 Equality impacts have been identified and the report is for noting only at this stage.  

16. Follow-up reports:   

16.1 None. 

17. Websites and e-mail links for further information:  

17.1 http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/   

18. Glossary: 

ELWA/the Authority = East London Waste Authority 

LBBD = London Borough of Barking & Dagenham 

19. Reviewed by Management Board:   

19.1 21 January 2019.  

20. Confidentiality:  

20.1 Not applicable. 
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Report Appendix A 

ELWA Members’ Code of Conduct 

1. Introduction 

1.1 ELWA is not required to have a statutory Code of Conduct under the Localism Act 2011 
as it is not a ‘relevant authority’ as defined by the Localism Act 2011.  

1.2 The four Constituent Councils do have their own Members’ Code of Conducts as required 
under the Localism Act which imposes a duty on all Councils to adopt a Code of Conduct 
for their Members.  Their Codes must include the Nolan Principles as set out in the 
Localism Act Section 28(1)(a), that is:  

SELFLESSNESS: Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest. 

INTEGRITY: Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any 
obligation to people or organisations that might try inappropriately to influence them in 
their work.  They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial or other 
material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends.  They must declare and 
resolve any interests and relationships. 

OBJECTIVITY: Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly 
and on merit, using the best evidence and without discrimination or bias. 

ACCOUNTABILITY: Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their 
decisions and actions and must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to ensure 
this. 

OPENNESS: Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and 
transparent manner.  Information should not be withheld from the public unless there 
are clear and lawful reasons for so doing. 

HONESTY: Holders of public office should be truthful. 

LEADERSHIP: Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own 
behaviour.  They should actively promote and robustly support the principles and be 
willing to challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs.  

1.3 The Members of the four Constituent Councils, who are appointed to serve as Members 
of ELWA, are bound by their respective Council Codes when acting in their official 
capacity on ELWA.  All councillors are required, on accepting office as a local councillor, 
to declare that they will be guided by their Code. 

1.4 Any breach or alleged breach by a Member of the Code of Conduct arising from activities 
in that Member’s capacity as a Member of ELWA will be referred by the Managing 
Director to that Member’s borough council for action in accordance with its Code of 
Conduct. 

1.5 Full copies of each Constituent Council’s Members’ Code of Conduct are available from 
the respective Council’s websites. 
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Report Appendix B 

Part E, Employees’ Code of Conduct 

1. Introduction 

1.1. The public is entitled to expect the highest standards of conduct from all Statutory 
Officers and other employees of the Authority. 

1.2. This Code aims to describe what is and is not acceptable behaviour so that standards 
are maintained. Its application applies to all officers and employees of the Constituent 
Councils when providing support to the Authority. 

1.3. This Code applies to all those who work for the Authority, including those engaged in 
the Authority’s business as Officers and secondees providing support or part of a 
strategic partnership agreement, interim and agency arrangement; on a voluntary 
basis; or via another organisation to provide services on behalf of the Authority, and for 
the purposes of interpretation ‘employees’ shall mean, for the purposes of this Code 
only, all those persons referred to in this clause. 

1.4. In particular, all employees are required to adhere to the seven ‘principles of public life’ 
identified by the Nolan Committee and endorsed by the Committee on Standards in 
Public Life: 

SELFLESSNESS: Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest. 

INTEGRITY: Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any 
obligation to people or organisations that might try inappropriately to influence them in 
their work. They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial or other 
material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends. They must declare and 
resolve any interests and relationships. 

OBJECTIVITY: Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly 
and on merit, using the best evidence and without discrimination or bias. 

ACCOUNTABILITY: Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their 
decisions and actions and must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to ensure 
this.  

OPENNESS: Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and 
transparent manner.  Information should not be withheld from the public unless there 
are clear and lawful reasons for so doing. 

HONESTY: Holders of public office should be truthful. 

LEADERSHIP: Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own 
behaviour. They should actively promote and robustly support the principles and be 
willing to challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs. 

1.5. Adherence to the Code and its provisions is a condition of employment and any breach 
of the Code may result in action being taken under the Authority’s Disciplinary 
Procedure. 

1.6. This Code is not an exhaustive list as it is impossible to provide a definitive list of what 
is or is not acceptable behaviour. 

2. General standards 

2.1. Employees are expected to give a high quality and cost effective standard of service to 
the public and, where it is part of their duties, to provide appropriate advice to the 
Authority and fellow employees with impartiality. 

2.2. Employees are also required to act in accordance with the Authority’s scheme of 
delegation, legislation, the constitution and all relevant codes, protocols, standing 
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orders, policies and procedures. 

2.3. Employees are expected to undertake all mandatory and other training provided 
relevant to their roles and responsibilities. 

2.4. The following sections of this code describe how the above principles can be 
demonstrated by the Authority’s employees or people working on behalf of the Authority 
during their day-to-day work, and how they can be enforced by management. 

2.5. If there are any doubts or queries about what is acceptable conduct, or about anything 
else in this Code, employees should raise them with their manager.  

3. Protocol for reporting concerns 

3.1. Employees and other workers are expected, through agreed procedures and without 
fear of recrimination, to bring to the attention of the appropriate manager, any 
significant shortcomings in the provision of an agreed service, or any impropriety, fraud 
or breach of procedure. 

NOTES: 

a) The “appropriate level of manager” may vary depending on the particular situation 
and could be any of the following people: the concerned person’s line manager, 
Managing Director, Finance Director or the Monitoring Officer.  

b) Where necessary, employees may by-pass their own management structure. 

3.2. The Authority has a Whistleblowing Policy which explains how to report matters of 
concern, who to and how they will be dealt with. This includes protecting the identity of 
employees who report concerns.  The Authority’s Whistleblowing Officer is the 
Monitoring Officer. 

3.3. Any employee who, in the public interest, reports an impropriety, breach or suspected 
breach of the Code, may do so without fear of consequence. 

3.4. Equally however, employees are reminded that allegations or accusations which are 
deemed to be malicious may be subject to investigation under the Authority’s 
Disciplinary Procedures. 

4. Attendance and timekeeping 

4.1. Employees are expected to adhere to their contractual hours. They are required to know 
and comply with start and finish times (or adhere to flexible working arrangements, 
including home working) and operate time recording as required. Absence without leave 
(AWOL) is a disciplinary offence. 

4.2. If employees are unable to attend work for any reason they must adhere to the 
procedure for reporting absence as detailed in the Sickness Absence Policy (see 
“Sickness Absence and Reporting Arrangements”). Employees on sickness absence must 
not undertake any other work, or carry out activities that could hinder their return to 
work, without prior authorisation from their Head of Service. 

4.3. Employees are expected to adhere to the requirements of the Sickness Absence Policy 
and to attend occupational health appointments as required. 

5. Appearance and presentation 

5.1. The manner in which employees present themselves at work directly affects the 
Authority’s image, colleagues and the service. Employees’ appearance, including 
personal hygiene, should reflect this responsibility and emphasise their respect for the 
people they work with and the service they are providing; Working or attending the 
Authority’s premises whilst under the influence of drugs (unless prescribed medication) 
or alcohol is a serious disciplinary offence.  

6. Integrity 

6.1. Employees are expected to conduct themselves in a manner that reflects well on the 
Authority at all times. Unreasonable language, acts of violence, threatening behaviour 
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or verbal abuse to colleagues, managers, service users, the public or Authority Members 
will not be tolerated. 

6.2. Employees must not act against the Authority’s interests by withholding information, 
giving false information, or destroying, damaging or altering any records or documents 
without prior authorisation. 

7. Disclosure of information 

7.1. The law requires that certain types of information must be available to Authority 
Members, auditors, Government departments, service users and the public: employees 
must be clear about which information may be disclosed, in which circumstances 
obtaining advice when and where necessary and must act accordingly. 

7.2. Employees must not use any information obtained in the course of their employment 
for personal gain or benefit, nor pass this on to others who might use it in such a way. 
Any particular information received by an employee from an Authority Member which is 
personal to that Authority Member and does not belong to the Authority must not be 
divulged by the employee without the prior approval of that Authority Member, except 
where such disclosure is required or sanctioned by law.  

7.3. The Data Protection Act 2018 places a legal requirement on all employees to refrain 
from disclosing, or making use of for their private advantage, or the advantage of any 
third party, any information held on a computer and not available to the public which 
they may acquire during the course of their employment with the Authority.  

7.4. Employees should check, with their manager, what sort of information can and cannot 
be given openly and without specific authority.  

8. Confidentiality 

8.1. Employees must treat all information about employees, customers and service users 
with the utmost confidentiality and in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018. 
This information must not be passed to anyone who is not authorised to receive it unless 
proper authority has been sought and granted. 

8.2. Employees must take all reasonable steps to protect and safeguard confidential 
documents, particularly if they need to be taken outside the usual workplace. 

8.3. Employees must not communicate directly with the media about their work, or matters 
concerning the Authority, unless specifically authorised to do so in line with the 
Authority’s “Social Media Policy” and “Rules for staff on the use of social media sites”.  

8.4. Employees must seek the agreement of the Managing Director before any information 
concerning tendering/procurement or best value exercises is released. 

8.5. Employees must adhere to any confidentiality clause in their contracts of employment 
and also in the IWMS contract between ELWA and ELWA Ltd.  An extract of this is 
attached at Annex A. 

9. Use of ELWA property and facilities 

9.1. ELWA property should only be used for ELWA business and according to instructions. It 
must not be misused in any way that could undermine public confidence. 
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9.3. Employees should only remove ELWA property from ELWA premises if they are 
authorised to do so in accordance with any local procedure in operation, e.g. seeking 
prior permission, logging items out, signing for them. 

9.4. ELWA property must be safeguarded while it is in our employees’ care, with any theft, 
loss or damage reported immediately. 

9.5. Employees must adhere to the Information Governance Policies and Procedures and 
other policies covering the standards expected of computer users. Some examples of 
misuse are: 

 installing or downloading unauthorised software, including screensavers; 

 attaching any item or equipment without authorisation from ICT; 

 surfing the internet for prolonged periods of time for non-work related items; 

 accessing internet sites which could bring the Authority into disrepute – this could 
lead to both disciplinary and criminal action. 

9.6. Employees must not make frequent or lengthy private telephone calls using either the 
Authority or private telephones. It is recognised that sometimes it is necessary to make 
occasional private telephone calls at work, but it is expected that this should normally 
be in exceptional situations. 

10. Bribery Act 2010 

10.1. It is a serious criminal offence for employees corruptly to receive or give any gift, loan, 
fee, reward or advantage for doing, or not doing, anything or showing favour, or 
disfavour, to any person in their official capacity. If such an allegation is made it is for 
the employee to demonstrate that any such rewards have not been corruptly obtained.  

11. Criminal convictions, cautions and misconduct outside work 

11.1. All (external and internal) applicants for jobs within the Authority must declare any 
criminal convictions and cautions where this is a requirement for the post they are 
applying for.  The Authority’s recruitment policies set out further details.  

11.2. If an individual is arrested or convicted of a criminal offence or given a caution while 
employed at the Authority this may or may not have a bearing on their employment 
status, depending on the nature and circumstances of the incident and the type of work 
they do. 

11.3. Employees must notify their manager or Human Resources of any legal action being 
taken against them, regardless of whether the alleged act took place during or outside 
working hours. 

12. Recruitment and other employment issues 

12.1. All selection, appointments and promotions throughout the Authority’s service 
are to be made purely on clear and justifiable job-related criteria. In order to avoid 
any possible accusation of bias, employees who are related to, or have a close personal 
relationship outside work with, an applicant, must not take part in the process.  

12.2. Similarly, employees must not be involved in decisions relating to discipline or pay 
adjustments for any other employee who is a friend, partner or relative. 

12.3. Employees must not canvass the support of colleagues for the appointment of a 
candidate and should resist any attempt by others to canvass themselves. 
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13. Hospitality 

13.1. Employees should only accept offers of hospitality if there is a genuine need to impart 
information or represent the Authority at a particular event. 

13.2. Offers to attend purely social or sporting functions must be accepted only when they are 
for the benefit of the Authority or in connection with a civic or courtesy visit.  

13.3. All gifts and hospitality offered, whether accepted or not, with a value of £25 or more 
must be recorded in a register of gifts and hospitality. A register is maintained by the 
ELWA office manager.  

13.4. When hospitality has to be declined, those making the offer must be courteously but 
firmly informed of the procedures and standards operating within the Authority. 

13.5. Employees must not solicit or accept personal gifts, other than ones of a token value 
such as pens and diaries. Any firm or individual who wishes to make a gesture of goodwill 
to the Authority or its officers should be redirected to any of the Constituent Councils’ 
Charity Funds. 

13.6. When receiving authorised gifts or hospitality employees must be particularly sensitive 
to timing in relation to any decisions which the Authority may be taking in connection 
with those providing the gift or hospitality. Hospitality which may compromise an officer’s 
impartiality or have the perception of doing so must be declined. 

13.7. Acceptance of hospitality at conferences and courses is acceptable where (i) it is clear 
that the hospitality is corporate rather than personal, (ii) the employee’s manager gives 
consent in advance, and (iii) the employee’s manager is satisfied that any purchasing 
decisions are not compromised.  

13.8. Where authorised visits are required to inspect equipment, meet with prospective service 
providers etc, officers must ensure that the Authority meets the cost of such visits to 
avoid jeopardising the integrity of subsequent purchasing decisions. Such cost does not 
include items of minimal value such as refreshments or where it would be reasonable to 
accept hospitality or assistance with travel at the discretion of the Managing Director.  

13.9. Guidance notes on Gifts and Hospitality are attached at Annex B. 

14. Sponsorship 

14.1. Where an outside organisation wishes to sponsor an Authority activity, whether by 
invitation, tender, negotiation or voluntarily, the basic conventions concerning 
acceptance of gifts or hospitality apply. Particular care must be taken when dealing with 
contractors or potential contractors. 

14.2. Where the Authority wishes to sponsor an event or service neither an employee nor any 
partner, spouse or relative must benefit from such sponsorship in a direct or indirect way 
without there being full advance disclosure to an appropriate manager of any such 
interest.  

14.3. Similarly, where the Authority, through sponsorship, grant aid, financial or other means, 
gives support in the community, employees must ensure that impartial advice is given 
and that there is no conflict of interest. 

15. Political neutrality 

15.1. Employees serve the Authority as a whole. It follows that employees must serve all the 
Authority’s Members and not just those of any particular Political Group, and must ensure 
that the individual rights of all the Constituent Council Members are respected. 

15.2. Employees may be required to advise Political Groups. They must do so in ways which 
do not compromise their political neutrality. Should information be communicated to an 
employee by a Political Group on the understanding it is in confidence, it must be kept 
private and should not be communicated to other Political Groups. 
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15.3. Employees must follow every lawful expressed policy of the Authority and must not allow 
their own personal or political opinions to interfere with their work. 

15.4. Employees must not use their workplace to promote/further personal political issues and 
must not demonstrate their personal political allegiances in carrying out their duties, nor 
display any party-political literature in or on ELWA premises or equipment, ELWA vehicles 
etc. 

15.5. Employees must not raise personal matters concerning their employment directly with 
the Authority Members or make claims or allegations about other employees directly 
with the Authority Members. 

15.6. As a public authority certain post-holders will be subject to  the political restrictions 
imposed by the Local Government and Housing Act 1989. Such post holder are politically 
restricted, which means that the individuals holding those posts cannot have any active 
political role. Politically restricted employees are prohibited from: 

 standing for office as local councillors, MPs, MEPs, Members of the Welsh 
Assembly or Members of the Scottish Parliament 

 canvassing on behalf of a political party or a person who is, or seeks to 
be, a candidate 

 speaking to the public at large or publishing any written or artistic work 
that could give the impression that they are advocating support for a 
political party 

15.7. Such employees will be informed on appointment by the Authority if they occupy a 
politically restricted post, as will constituent councils’ officers.   

16. Other employment 

16.1. Employees are required to obtain written consent from their manager before undertaking 
additional work with other employers. Employees may not: 

 undertake such work if it conflicts with the Authority’s interests; 

 use the Authority equipment, property or contacts in any such work; 

 do any private work during your working hours with the Authority; 

 undertake any private commitments or activities which may bring the 
Authority into disrepute; 

 opt out from the Working Time Regulations 1998, unless this is agreed 
with an appropriate manager and Human Resources. 

16.2. Any goods or services of value which are produced as a result of an individual’s 
employment with the Authority will remain the property of ELWA. 

17. Conflict of interest 

17.1. Employees should not be involved in any work matter in which they may be able to 
influence the outcome or decision and where they, or their family, friends or close 
associates, could gain financial or other material benefits.  To do so would be a conflict 
of interest and may result in action being taken under the Authority’s Disciplinary 
Procedure.  
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17.2. As soon as it becomes apparent that there is, or could potentially be, a conflict of interest, 
employees must advise their manager in writing and have no further involvement in the 
matter.  In the event that the manager agrees that there is, or could potentially be, a 
conflict of interest he/she must reallocate the task and notify the Monitoring Officer for 
record keeping purposes. 

17.3. Any employee who is at all uncertain should seek advice from the Monitoring Officer. 

18. Register of interests 

18.1. Senior Officers (i.e. Statutory Officers and Heads of Service) are required to provide 
written notification, via a Register of Interests form, of any personal and financial 
interests which could bring them into conflict with the Authority’s interests. This should 
be submitted to the Monitoring Officer annually or within 28 days of becoming aware of 
any new personal or financial interest or change to any personal or financial interest. 
The Monitoring Officer maintains a register for this purpose.  

18.2. Other employees may also be required, at the request of their manager, to complete a 
Register of Interest form in line with the requirements set out above. 

18.3. Employees must declare to the Managing Director any non-financial interests that they 
consider could bring about conflict with the Authority's interests, for example 
involvement with any organisation or pressure group which may seek to influence the 
Authority's policies; etc. 

18.4. Private work which might involve any dealings with the Authority must be disclosed and 
can only be done with the express consent of the Managing Director. 

18.5. Senior Officers must not engage in any other business or take up any other appointment 
without the express consent of the Managing Director. 

18.6. Employees must declare to the Managing Director membership of the Freemasons or any 
other organisation not open to the public without formal membership and commitment 
of allegiance and which has secrecy about rules or membership or conduct. 

19. Relationships 

19.1. Mutual respect between colleagues is essential to good governance. Close personal 
familiarity between colleagues can damage working relationships and prove 
embarrassing to others.  

19.2. In view of this, close personal relationships within the workplace must be declared to an 
appropriate manager where there may be a potential conflict of interests.  

19.3. The Authority has a separate protocol for the Authority Member/employee relations 
within this Constitution. Employees who have, or expect to have, contact with the 
Authority’s Councillors should read and understand this protocol. 

20. Procurement 

20.1. Managers/procuring officers must follow the Authority’s Contract Rules at all times when 
considering tendering and throughout the procurement process.  It is the 
manager/procuring officer’s responsibility to ensure they understand the Authority’s 
Contract Rules and take advice if required on the process to follow before commencing 
procurement. 

21. Contractors 

21.1. Orders and contracts must be awarded on merit in accordance with the Authority’s 
Financial and Contracts Rules and no special favour must be shown to businesses run 
by, for example, former colleagues, friends, partners or relatives in the tendering 
process. No part of the local community must be discriminated against. 

21.2. Employees who engage or supervise contractors or suppliers, or have any other official 
relationship with contractors or suppliers, and have previously had or currently have a 
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relationship in a private or domestic capacity with the contractors or suppliers, must 
declare that relationship at the earliest opportunity to their manager in line with the 
‘Conflict of Interest’ requirements. 

22. Separation of roles during tendering 

22.1. Employees involved in the tendering process and who deal with contractors or suppliers 
must be clear about the separation of client and contractor roles within the Authority.  

22.2. Those employed in contractor or client units must exercise fairness and impartiality 
when dealing with all customers, suppliers, other contractors and sub-contractors. 

22.3. Employees who are privy to confidential matters on tenders or costs for either internal 
or external contractors must not disclose those matters to any unauthorised party or 
organisation. 

22.4. Employees contemplating a management buyout must, as soon as a definite intent has 
been formed, inform the appropriate manager and withdraw from the contract awarding 
processes. 

23. Equality Issues 

23.1. All employees have a duty to ensure that policies relating to equality issues, as agreed 
by the Authority, are complied with in addition to the requirements of the law. All 
members of the local community, service users and colleagues have a right to be treated 
with respect, fairness and equality. The Authority’s Equal Opportunities Policy and 
Procedure provides further information. 

23.2. In particular, employees are reminded that discrimination against or harassment of an 
employee, a prospective employee, a client or member of the public, on any of the 
grounds set out in the Authority’s Equal Opportunities in Employment Policy, will incur 
action under the Authority’s Disciplinary Procedure.  

24. Health and Safety 

24.1. Employees have a responsibility to comply with Health and Safety guidelines as outlined 
in their Contracts of Employment.  This applies to both the workplace and on operational 
3rd party sites. 

25. Constitution 

25.1. Employees should abide by the Constitution. 

26. Monitoring Officer 

26.1. Employees must understand and support the role of the Monitoring Officer. 

27. Chief Financial Officer (Section 73) 

27.1. Employees must understand and support the role of ELWA’s Finance Director. 

28. Travel and subsistence expenses 

28.1. If employees attend relevant conferences or events they should claim reasonable costs 
for accommodation, travel, food and refreshments in accordance with financial rules and 
guidelines.  An extract from LBBD guidelines are attached at Annex C. 

29. Use of Financial Resources 

29.1. Employees must ensure that public funds entrusted to them are used in a responsible 
and lawful manner.  They should strive to ensure value for money to the local community 
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and to avoid any risk of legal challenge to the Authority. 

29.2. Employees must abide by Financial Rules and appropriate financial procedures. 

30. Whistleblowing 

30.1. The Authority will take seriously any complaint or concern raised by employees, the 
public and/or clients.  In keeping with the Code, serious or sensitive concerns about 
wrongdoing as described in Annex D may be raised by adhering to the Authority’s policy 
on Whistleblowing. 

31. Breach of the Code 

31.1. Any breach of this Code may be regarded as a disciplinary offence and will be dealt with 
under the Authority’s Disciplinary Policy and Procedure.  

 

04 February 2019 
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Annexes 

A Confidentiality 

B Gifts and Hospitality Guidance  

C Expenses and Claims 

D Whistleblowing Procedure 

 

Other documents 

 Document Location of Hard copy 

A Employment policies Contract of employment 

B Employment policies – other Administration Office 

C Constitution and Financial Rules Administration Office 

D Register of Interest (gifts / hospitality Administration Office 

E Equality and Diversity Contract of employment 
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ANNEX A CONFIDENTIALITY - EXTRACT FROM IWMS CONTRACT (13.02.03) 

65. Information and Confidentiality 

65.1. Subject to the Authority’s statutory responsibilities and Clause 44 (Information to be 
Submitted to Third Parties) the Parties shall keep confidential all matters relating to this 
Contract and Project Documents and shall use all reasonable endeavours to prevent 
their employees and agents from making any disclosure to any person of any matter 
relating to the Contract. 

65.2. This Clause 65 shall not apply to: 

a) any disclosure of information that is reasonably required by persons engaged in 
the performance of their obligations under the Contract; 

b) any matter which a Party can demonstrate is already generally available and in 
the public domain otherwise than as a result of a breach of this Clause; 

c) any disclosure (but then only on a need to know basis to the extent reasonably 
necessary to allow an informed determination to be made) to enable a 
determination to be made pursuant to the DRP; 

d) any disclosure which is required by any Law (including any order of a court of 
competent jurisdiction) or the rules of any stock exchange or governmental or 
regulatory authority having the force of law; 

e) any disclosure of information which is already lawfully in the possession of the 
receiving Party, prior to its disclosure by the disclosing Party; 

f) any disclosure of information to the Funders or the Funders’ professional advisers 
or insurance advisers or, where it is proposed that a person should or may provide 
funds (whether directly or indirectly and whether by loan, equity participation or 
otherwise) to the Contractor or the Funders (including those institutions involved 
in syndication) to that person or their advisers but only to the extent reasonably 
necessary to enable a decision to be taken on the proposal; 

g) any disclosure by the Authority of information relating to the design, construction, 
operation and maintenance of the Project and such other information as may be 
reasonably required for the purpose of conducting a due diligence exercise to: 

h) any proposed Incoming Contractor, its advisers and lenders, should the Authority 
decide to re-tender the Contract;  

i) any person in connection with Clause 29 (Best Value); or 

j) any registration or recording of the Consents and property registration required; 

k) any disclosure of information by the Authority to any other department, office or 
agency of the Government; 

l) any disclosure by the Authority of any document or part thereof related to the 
Contract to which it is a party and which the Contractor (acting reasonably) has 
agreed with the Authority contains no Commercially Sensitive Information; and 

m) any disclosure for the purpose of: 

n) the examination and certification of the Authority's or the Contractor's accounts; 
or 

o) any examination pursuant to Section 6(1) of the National Audit Act 1983 of the 
economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which the Authority has used its 
resources. 

65.3. Where disclosure is permitted under this Clause 65 (other than pursuant to Clause 65.2 
above) the recipient of the information shall be placed under a binding obligation of 
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confidentiality the same (mutatis mutandis) as that contained in this Contract. 

65.4. For the purposes of the Audit Commission Act 1998, the Contractor acknowledges and 
agrees and shall procure that each Sub-contractor acknowledges and agrees that the 
Authority's auditors may examine such documents as such auditors are permitted by 
law to demand without consent in the exercise of and in compliance with their statutory 
powers which are owned, held or otherwise within the control of the Contractor and any 
Sub-contractor and may require the Contractor and any Sub-contractor to produce such 
oral or written explanations as he considers necessary. For the avoidance of doubt it is 
hereby declared that the carrying out of an examination under the Audit Commission 
Act 1998 and all relevant Legislation thereto in relation to the Contractor is not a function 
exercisable under this Contract. 

65.5. The provisions and obligations set out in this Clause 65 shall survive and remain in force 
upon and following the termination of this Contract for a period of five (5) years. 

65.6. The Contractor shall not make use of the Contract or any information issued or provided 
by or on behalf of the Authority in connection with the Contract otherwise than for the 
purpose of the Contract, except with the prior written consent of the Authority which it 
may withhold at its absolute discretion. 

65.7. Where the Contractor, in carrying out its obligations under this Contract, is provided 
with information from or by a third party, the Contractor shall not disclose or make use 
of any such information otherwise than for the purpose for which it was provided, unless 
the Contractor has sought the prior written consent of that third party, and has obtained 
the prior written consent of the Authority. 

65.8. On or before the Expiry Date, the Contractor shall ensure that all documents or 
computer records in its possession, custody or control, which contain information 
relating to Staff and users of the Waste Management Facilities including any documents 
in the possession, custody or control of a Sub-contractor, are delivered up to the 
Authority, and the Authority shall be entitled to make such reasonable checks and 
enquiries as are necessary to ensure that all records have been so delivered up. 
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ANNEX B GIFTS & HOSPITALITY GUIDANCE 

1. Introduction 

1.1. It is not uncommon for suppliers to offer "thank you" gifts to staff by way of a gift or 
hospitality.  As public employees we have to be very careful about how we respond to 
such offers, while, of course, not wanting to be discourteous.  

1.2. The Authority's rule is that where gifts are offered to staff in their Authority role they 
should not be accepted if they have anything more than a token value (for example, 
bottles of wine, boxes of chocolates, flowers, pens, calendars, diaries, etc.) Money of 
any value must never be accepted. 

1.3. More significant gifts should be refused where practicable to do so and where refusal 
would not offend. Where this is not possible the gift may be kept provided the value is 
considered to be worth less than £25, but a record must be entered in the gifts and 
hospitality register kept within each department. 

1.4. Any gifts considered to be worth over £25 must be reported, in writing, to the Managing 
Director or Monitoring Officer, with a recommendation for their disposal in a manner 
which is not to the sole advantage of the person who received the gift.  Again details 
must be recorded in the gifts and hospitality register. 

1.5. Similarly, care must be taken with any hospitality which may be offered, particularly 
from customers or contractors. You should always consider the following tests of 
reasonableness: 

 the hospitality should be directly linked to Authority business and/or the well 
being of the community; 

 the receipt of the proposed hospitality should be limited to those who have a 
relevant interest; 

 the scale and type of hospitality should not bring into question the motive of 
the person or organisation offering it. If there is any doubt at all about the 
motive, or if the hospitality could be viewed as intending to influence 
judgement, the hospitality must not be accepted. 

1.6. Tickets for major sporting events or the opera/ballet and so on are examples of 
hospitality which should never be accepted as this kind of activity has no relevance to 
Authority business. Meals are slightly different in that Authority business could be 
conducted during a meal, but be extremely careful if this type of offer comes your way 
as this could easily be perceived as a company or individual seeking to influence a 
situation or obtain preferential treatment. 

1.7. Like gifts, any hospitality accepted must be recorded in the appropriate register. 

1.8. Whilst during the festive season offers of gifts or hospitality may be more likely, please 
note that these rules apply all year round. 

1.9. Regular monitoring of the register does take place. Also please note that these rules are 
in line with the Employees' Code of Conduct and the Authority's Conferences, Visits and 
Hospitality Rules.  Anyone found to be in breach of these could be subject to action 
under the disciplinary procedures. 
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ANNEX C EXPENSES & CLAIMS 

Payment Matters – Guidance - January 2019 

1. Staff Expenses 

1.1. If employees incur additional expense in the course of their work, in respect of travel, 
meals or overnight accommodation, this should be reimbursed. You must provide 
appropriate evidence of this expenditure in order to receive full reimbursement. If 
receipts are not produced a claim can be made through the member of staff's salary, 
however the amount will be subject to National Insurance deductions. 

2. Travel Expenses 

2.1. If you required to travel to a place other than your normal place of work in the course 
of work (including undertaking training activities), you are entitled to receive 
reimbursement for any additional costs. If you are in receipt of a car allowance and 
choose to use your car for this journey that will be reimbursed using that system (also 
see Car Users) If you do not receive this allowance or choose not to use your car, the 
cost of second class public transport should be reimbursed to you for the journey. As 
mentioned above, tickets should always be retained. 

3. Subsistence Allowance 

3.1. If you are required to work (including undertaking training activities) in a place other 
than your normal place of work, which is outside of the Borough, you are entitled to 
receive a subsistence allowance. Receipts for subsistence should always be retained, 
there are however maximum levels of un-receipted allowance are as detailed below: 

Breakfast - £4.92  

Lunch - £6.77  

Afternoon Tea - £2.67  

Evening meal - £8.35  

3.2. Managers will need to assess what allowances you should receive in accordance with 
the times that you are required to be at the different, out of Borough, place. 

4. Overnight Accommodation  

4.1. Where you are required to stay overnight, hotel accommodation should be booked in 
advance and wherever possible paid directly by the Authority. In most circumstances, 
3-star standard accommodation will be considered acceptable unless agreed otherwise 
with the Managing Director, or if the Managing Director, with the Director of Finance. 
However, in determining accommodation a reasonable balance between convenience 
and value for money should be exercised, taking into account factors such as 
inclusiveness of catering, time saved travelling to required meetings, parking and any 
specific factors such as availability bulk discount and team needs. 

4.2. If you are required to make overnight stays in the course of you work (including 
undertaking training activities), you will be reimbursed out of pocket expenses, including 
travelling expenses, the cost of the overnight accommodation and subsistence 
allowances (as detailed above if not included in the overall cost of accommodation). 
These expenses should be approved in advance. As previously you should retain all 
receipts and tickets. If the cost of the accommodation includes meals, then subsistence 
allowance should not be claimed for the meals unless there are dietary reasons for not 
taking up the catering offer. 
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5. Forms and Letters 

5.1. Expenses can be claimed by logging into the Authority’s HR sharepoint system (currently 
Oracle) and selecting Expense Reports/Create Expense Report.  

6. Car Users 

6.1. Some employees will be required to use their car to assist in the efficient performance 
of their duties, if this is the case they will be entitled to receive an allowance for using 
their car. The Human Resource Manager can authorise the attachment of a car allowance 
to a post where appropriate. There are two types of allowance, the details of which are 
as follows:  

a) Essential Car User Allowance 

 Essential car users are those whose duties are of such a nature that it is 
essential for them to have a car at their disposal whenever required.  

 Essential car users receive a monthly lump sum allowance and a payment 
for the miles they undertake in the course of performing their duties.  

 The lump sum and payment per mile varies according to the engine capacity 
of the car, and is changed in accordance with the National pay increases.  

 The lump sum is payable in full to all essential users regardless of their hours 
of work. This is a non-taxable element of pay and will be reported on your 
P11D.  

 Where a car is not in use as a result of a mechanical defect or the absence 
of the employee through illness or maternity leave (providing the employee 
has stated their intention to return to work) the monthly lump sum should 
remain being paid in full for the month the car stopped being used, and for 
the following 3 months. For the next 3 months, if the car remains to be un-
used, payments should be made at 50% of the monthly lump sum payment.  

 Essential car users should submit a claim form for the mileage undertaken 
every month, even if they do not undertake any mileage they must still 
submit the form in order to activate the monthly lump sum.  

 Mileage can only be claimed from the employee's place of work to the 
required destination.  

 Employees must ensure that their car insurance has been arranged to 
provide cover for journeys undertaken in the course of performing their 
duties.  

b) Casual Car User Allowance 

 Casual car users are those for whom it is desirable that a car should be 
available when required.  

 Casual car users receive a payment for the miles they undertake in the 
course of performing their duties.  

 The payment per mile varies according to the engine capacity of the car, and 
is changed in accordance with the National pay increases.  

 Casual car users should only claim for their mileage when they have made 
relevant journeys, if this is regularly, claims should be made on a monthly 
basis.  

 Mileage can only be claimed from the employee's place of work to the 
required destination.  

6.2. The LBBD Payroll service is currently in the process of reviewing several Payroll 
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procedures, with particular attention to the way Car Mileage Claims are processed. 

6.3. The LBBD Payroll service operates a time limit on the date of claim submission in relation 
to the mileage having been undertaken of 3 calendar months. This will mean that any 
mileage undertaken more than 3 months prior to the date of the claim will not be 
included in the payment of the claim. 

6.4. The Director of Finance has further advised that Managers should be aware that when 
they authorise car mileage, they are confident that as, with any other payment, they 
have assurance that they are authorising a claim that is properly due and payable - that 
the claims accurately reflect journeys undertaken and that the employee is entitled to 
the payment. This assurance might be obtained by sample checking of mileage claimed, 
knowledge of the employees' movements and evidence that she/he is entitled to either 
essential or casual car allowance evidenced by the appropriate documents. Car mileage, 
as with any other council payment, will be subject to review by internal audit. But it is 
managers’ responsibility to ensure that they are properly authorising claims.  

7. Where is further advice available from? 

Car Allowance Rates and NI Dispensation 

The Payroll Service 
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ANNEX D WHISTLEBLOWING PROCEDURE  

1. Information for employees and people who have dealings with the Authority  

1.1. The purpose of this procedure is to enable you to raise your concerns with the Authority 
in confidence without any fear of reprisal.  We can learn a lot from what you tell us.  
Your information is important to us and we are looking to ensure that the highest 
standards of conduct and services are maintained.  We therefore ask that you do not 
take your concerns outside the Authority other than as stated at the end of this 
document.  All outside enquiries about any investigation relating to your concern must 
be referred to the Finance Director.  When raising your concern, you must declare any 
personal interest you have in the matter. 

1.2. This procedure will help employees to: 

 Discuss in confidence with a Senior Officer, any concerns you may have regarding 
a serious malpractice in the Authority  

 Seek reassurance that any proven malpractice will be stopped 

 Be safe in the knowledge that you will not be victimised 

2. What is Whistleblowing? 

2.1. All of us at one time or another have concerns about what is happening at work or within 
a particular organisation.  Usually these concerns are easily resolved.  However, when 
they are about serious malpractice like financial irregularities, dangerous working 
conditions, discrimination or fraud, it can be difficult to know what to do.  

2.2. You may be worried about raising such issues or may want to keep concerns to yourself, 
perhaps feeling that it is none of your business or that it is only a suspicion.  You may 
feel that raising your concern would be disloyal to colleagues, managers or the 
organisation.  You may decide to say something but find that you have spoken to the 
wrong person or raised the issue in the wrong way.   

2.3. The Authority has therefore a procedure to enable you to raise your concerns about 
serious malpractice at an early stage.  We want you to say something when it is a 
concern rather than wait for proof.  

2.4. It is impossible to give an exhaustive list of the activities that constitute misconduct or 
malpractice but, broadly speaking, we would expect you to report the following: 

 Criminal offences 

 Failure to comply with legal obligations or miscarriages of justice 

 Actions which endanger the health or safety of staff or the public 

 Actions which cause damage to the environment 

 Actions which are intended to conceal any of the above 

If in doubt – raise it! 

2.5. This procedure is a central part of the Authority’s programme to improve the delivery 
of services to the public, and it provides us with an opportunity to address a potentially 
serious problem before it is too late.  We will do everything possible to protect your 
confidentiality if required.  

2.6. This procedure should not be confused with the Authority’s Complaints Procedure which 
should be used where a customer has a specific complaint about the quality of service 
delivery, or the Grievance Procedure which should be used when an employee is 
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aggrieved about their own employment situation.  

3. As an employee, how do I raise my concerns? 

3.1. Where you have a concern, we hope you will be able to raise it with your manager within 
the Authority or with the relevant Waste Manager, Chief Finance Officers, Chief Auditors 
or Chief Personnel Officers in your employing Constituent Council (Switchboard contact 
numbers are shown below).   This may be done verbally or in writing.   

3.2. If you feel unable to follow that route, because they are in some way involved, your 
concern may be discussed in confidence with, or addressed to, either of the following 
ELWA Chief Officers (both are based in Lynton House, Ilford).  

Chief Auditor of both the London Borough of Redbridge and ELWA: 
Tel: 0800 633 5267 (24 hr answerphone) 

Finance Director of both the London Borough of Redbridge and ELWA: 
Tel: 020 8708 3588 

Or email us at whistleblow@redbridge.gov.uk. 

4. As a member of the public, how do I raise my concerns? 

4.1. Where you have a concern, we hope that you will be able to raise it at the relevant 
ELWA location.  This may be done verbally or in writing.  If you feel unable to do that 
because they are in some way involved, your concern may be discussed in confidence 
with, or addressed to, either of the following Chief Officers: 

Chief Auditor of the London Borough of Redbridge and ELWA: 
Tel: 0800 633 5267 (24 hr answerphone) 

Finance Director of both the London Borough of Redbridge and ELWA: 
Tel: 020 8708 3588 

Or email us at whistleblow@redbridge.gov.uk. 

5. Whistleblowing procedures 

5.1. Separate to this (ELWA) Whistleblowing procedure, our Constituent Councils and our 
Contractor have their own Whistleblowing procedures.  Copies of these can be obtained 
as follows:  

London Borough of Barking and Dagenham  Tel: 020 8592 4500 
www.lbbd.gov.uk 

London Borough of Havering  Tel: 01708 434343 
www.havering.gov.uk 

London Borough of Newham Tel: 020 8430 2000 
www.newham.gov.uk 

London Borough of Redbridge  Tel: 020 8554 5000 
www.redbridge.gov.uk 

Main Contractors - Renewi UK Services Ltd Tel: 01708 634540 
www.renewiplc.com 

6. What happens next? 

6.1. Having alerted to us your concern, it is our responsibility to investigate the issue.  The 
initial stage will be to discuss the issue with you, and then assess what further action 
may be taken.  If you want feedback on the action we have taken we will contact you 
in due course, however if you wish to remain anonymous you can telephone us at a 
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later date.  

6.2. Where the issue cannot be resolved quickly i.e. it requires more detailed consideration 
either because of the complexity of the concern or the possibility of other proceedings, 
an investigation will be carried out under the direction of the Managing Director, Finance 
Director or the Chief Auditor for ELWA.  

7. What assurances can be given to you? 

7.1. All concerns raised under this procedure, regardless of their nature, will be treated 
seriously and sensitively by highly trained and experienced officers.  Where practicable 
immediate steps will be taken to remedy the situation.  However, the final outcome may 
take longer depending upon the issue that is raised.  

7.2. We shall make every effort to keep your identity confidential if you wish this to be the 
case.  If this is not possible, for example if you are required to given evidence or a 
formal statement (e.g. a court case or disciplinary hearing), you will be told and we will 
discuss this with you.  

The earlier and more open the expression of a concern, the easier it will be for senior 
management to take action. 

7.3. The Authority will not tolerate harassment or victimisation of anyone raising a concern 
under the procedure in good faith, regardless of whether or not it proves well-founded.  
If anyone tries to discourage you from coming forward to express a concern, we will 
treat this as a disciplinary offence.  In the same way, we will deal severely with anyone 
who criticises or victimises you after a concern has been expressed.  The Public Interest 
Disclosures Act became law in 1999 and gives a worker the right not to be victimised or 
dismissed because he/she has made a protected disclosure.   

7.4. The Authority will monitor the effectiveness of the procedure and carry out an annual 
review.  

8. What can I do to help? 

8.1. The purpose of this procedure is to enable you to raise your concerns with the Authority 
in confidence without any fear of reprisal.  We can learn a lot from what you tell us.  
Your information is important to us and we are looking to ensure that the highest 
standards of conduct and services are maintained.  We therefore ask that you do not 
take your concerns outside the Authority other than as stated at the end of this 
document.  All outside enquiries about any investigation relating to your concern must 
be referred to the Chief Auditor or Finance Director.  When raising your concern you 
must declare any personal interest you have in the matter. 

9. What happens if an unfounded malicious concern is raised?  

9.1. Individuals are encouraged to come forward in good faith with genuine concerns in the 
knowledge that they will be taken seriously.  If individuals raise malicious unfounded 
concerns, attempt to make mischief, or attempt to make a personal gain, this will also 
be taken seriously and may constitute a disciplinary offence or require some other form 
of penalty appropriate to the circumstances.  

10. What happens after the concern has been investigated? 

10.1. You will be informed, where requested and subject to legal constraints, of the outcome 
of the action taken to resolve your concern.   

10.2. Where action is not taken you will be given an explanation.  

10.3. There will be an expectation on the managers of ELWA to minimise the risk of re-
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occurrence wherever possible.   

11. If I am unhappy with the way in which the issue has been investigated? 

11.1. If you are not satisfied with the outcome of an investigation, we would prefer that you 
raised this with us, explaining why this is the case.  Your concern will be looked at again 
if there is good reason to do so.  

11.2. The Authority would prefer that a serious concern is raised responsibly rather than not 
at all.  Despite our assurances, you may feel that it is more appropriate to raise your 
concern with an external organisation, such as a regulator.  It is, of course, open for 
you to do so provided you have sufficient evidence to support your concern.   

11.3. We strongly advise that before reporting your concern externally, you seek advice from 
one of the following: 

 As an employee:  Public Concern at Work, a registered charity which advises on 
serious malpractice within the work place, can be contacted on 020 3117 2520. 

 As an employee:  Your trade union. 

11.4. While we cannot guarantee that we will respond to your concern in the way you might 
wish, we will try to handle the matter fairly and properly.  By using this procedure, you 
will help us to achieve this. 

12. Other relevant documents 

12.1. This is Document 3 of the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy.  Other documents within 
the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy are: 

Document 1: Statement and Principles (Reference PN.01) 

Document 2: Guidance for Staff (Reference GN.01) 

Document 3: This document (Reference PN.02) 

Document 4: Whistleblowing Procedure – Information for Managers (Reference GN.02) 

Document 5: Fraud Response Plan (Reference PN.03) 

Document 6: Extracts from the Integrated Waste Management Contract (Ref. GN.03) 

Document 7: Copies of the Policy of Renewi (formerly Shanks Waste Management) 
(Reference GN.04)  
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Report Appendix C 

Protocol for Member / Officer & Employee Relations 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The aim of this protocol is to describe the relationships, roles and behaviours which 
should exist between elected Members and all those who work for the Authority in a 
modern, well run Joint Authority. The protocol provides guidance on how the 
complementary but very different roles of Members, officers (as employees) should 
work.  Equalities, natural justice and reasonableness are strong underlying intentions 
throughout. 

1.2 This protocol is not intended to be definitive and should be read alongside other relevant 
documents such as the relevant Constituent Council’s Code of Conduct for Members, the 
Code of Conduct for Employees, conditions of service, the whistle blowing procedures 
and the Council's Scheme of Delegation.  

1.3 This Protocol is adopted ELWA policy and applies to all Members and, where relevant, 
statutory co-opted members, and to all those who work for the Authority.  It is also 
intended that the Protocol should apply to any consultants, contractors, secondees or 
agency personnel working on behalf of the Authority and it is the responsibility of the 
employing manager to ensure that this protocol is brought to the attention of such 
individuals at the beginning of their employment or other engagement. 

2. The Distinctive Roles of Members, Statutory Officers and Employees 

2.1 The primary role of both Members, Statutory Officers (officers) and employees is to 
carry out the waste disposal function of a statutory joint waste authority and serve the 
local communities of the Constituent Councils to the best of their abilities. 

2.2 To do this most effectively, Members, officers and employees need to work together in 
a manner which combines their essential skills, knowledge and experience in a way 
which produces the best outcomes for individuals and communities and which is fair, 
sustainable and responsive. 

2.3 It is important that both Members, officers and employees respect their distinctive roles 
in order for relations to be clear and appropriate. 

Members: 

a) Members are elected democratically and speak for local people in the Authority’s 
area 

b) It is their role to: 

 Represent the local community and ensure that its best interests are considered 
during policy making; 

 Set the Authority’s strategic direction, the policy framework, corporate goals, 
overall priorities and targets; 

 Develop policy with professional advice from officers and employees; 

 Monitor the implementation and effect of their decisions; 

 Add a political dimension when appropriate. 

Statutory Officers 

a) Statutory Officers (officers) hold specific designated statutory roles of  

 Head of the Paid Service (ELWA Managing Director) 

 Finance Director 
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 Monitoring Officer 

b) These posts are formal appointments by the Authority, the Managing Director is an 
employer and the Director of Finance and the Monitoring Officer are employees of 
their Constituent Councils. 

Employees: 

a) Employees are employed by the Authority to undertake an organisational role.  It is 
their job to: 

 Deliver services to the community according to the policies and requirements 
set by the Authority; 

 Draft policy proposals which accord with the overall framework set by Members; 

 Give impartial, professional advice in the course of policy development; 

 Support the organisation. 

2.4 Put simply, Members are responsible for determining policy and the Authority’s strategic 
direction; officers and employees are responsible and accountable for suggesting and 
implementing policy and delivering services. 

2.5 Given these roles, officers and employees are employed to work within and pursue 
Authority policies and priorities, unaffected by personal inclinations.  

2.6 Officers and employees are accountable to their managers and, ultimately, the Managing 
Director.  They work to the instructions of their manager, and not to individual Members 
- whatever office a Member might hold. Members should not interfere with matters that 
are properly the responsibility of officers and employees. 

2.7 It follows that Members should not get involved in any operational situations.  If a 
Member considers that something is seriously of concern, they should report the matter 
to the relevant manager and leave it with him or her to address the issues as necessary.  
Members should not engage with staff on the ground regarding what they perceive to 
be a problem, nor must they inflame any such problem by engaging with any members 
of the public who may be in the vicinity at the time. 

2.8 The ELWA Constitution Scheme of Delegation explains in more detail where specific 
responsibilities lie. 

3. What Members Can Expect of Officers and Employees 

3.1 Members can expect officers and employees: 

 To do their job effectively and efficiently; 

 To strive to provide services which offer best value; 

 To behave in a manner which accords with the standards set by the Authority; 

 To be helpful, respectful and courteous to Members; 

 To assist Members in carrying out their role in connection with Authority 
business (officers and employees cannot, however, assist with party political or 
campaigning activity, or with private business); 

 To deal with Members' enquiries fairly and efficiently, in accordance with agreed 
protocols and timescales; 

 To be open and honest with Members.  To tell the whole story, giving any bad 
news as well as the good; 

 To keep Members well informed; 

 To work with all Members equally and fairly; 

 To act lawfully; 
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 To give advice or recommendations based on reasoned options; 

 To ensure that Members have all the information necessary to make informed 
judgements in a timely fashion and presented in a way which is easy to 
understand in accordance with Plain English guidance wherever practicable; 

 To maintain confidentiality when appropriate to do so; 

 Not to canvass Members or otherwise seek to gain favour from them for 
personal or career advantage; 

 To have regard to social hours and generally to be sensible about contacting 
Members at potentially inconvenient times, unless in an emergency or 
otherwise agreed; 

 Not to raise personal issues related to their employment with Members. 

4. What Officers and Employees Can Expect of Members 

4.1 Officers and Employees can expect Members: 

 To accept that officers and employees are accountable to their Manager; 

 Not to become involved in the day to day management of the Authority; 

 To fully consider advice and recommendations for the purpose of making 
informed judgements; 

 Not to ask officers or employees to breach Authority policy or procedures, or to 
act unlawfully, or outside the terms of their job; 

 Not to exert influence or pressure, or request special treatment, because they 
are a Member; 

 Not to request unauthorised access to resources or information held by the 
Authority; 

 Not to attempt to intervene in case management nor attempt to delve into the 
personal details of individuals and families; 

 To accept that officers and employees act independently of political bias; 

 To treat officers and employees in a reasonable manner and with respect; 

 To be open and honest with officers and employees; 

 To act lawfully; 

 To maintain confidentiality when appropriate to do so; 

 To respect that officers and employees have private lives and not to contact 
them outside normal working hours or at home (unless the employee is officially 
working from home), except in an emergency, or if otherwise agreed. 

5. Political Neutrality and Impartiality of Officers and Employees 

5.1 The National Code of Conduct for local government officers and employees states: 

“Employees [including officers] serve the Authority as a whole.  They must serve all 
Members and not just those of the controlling group and must ensure that the individual 
rights of all Members are respected”. 

5.2 Members should understand that officers and employees will generally operate in a 
politically neutral capacity.  By law, some posts are specifically designated as “politically 
restricted”, meaning that they cannot be filled by employees who are linked to a political 
party or group, either through direct involvement or by, for example, canvassing on 
their behalf.  These are mainly posts at a senior level within the organisation or where 
the post-holders are regularly involved, as part of their work, in advising Members. 
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5.3 Members should not discuss party politics with officers or employees nor must they 
assume that there is an allegiance to a particular party.   Members should not place 
officers or employees in an embarrassing situation where, for example, they feel they 
have to agree with a particular political line, whether this be nationally or locally based, 
although officers and employees must follow the overall objectives of the Council and 
must not work against them. 

5.4 Within the framework of a formal meeting, officers and employees should have a general 
awareness of the Authority’s agreed policy direction. 

5.5 It is not improper that officers and employees may sometimes wish to seek political 
guidance in framing policy proposals.  However, when they write reports or give advice 
they have a duty to give professional advice and to make Members aware of all the 
options available. 

6. Political Groups and Officers 

6.1 Officers and employees will respect the confidentiality of any party group discussions at 
which they are present and not relay any such discussion to another group. 

6.2 All requests for an officer or employee to attend a party group meeting should be made 
through the Manging Director, who will judge who is the most appropriate to attend.  
This avoids any danger of an individual officer or employee being identified with the 
party concerned.  They will be at senior level. 

6.3 Officers and employees must not attend political group meetings in a private capacity 
without the express permission of the Managing Director.   

6.4 Employees may also be asked to give support in other ways such as briefing Chairs or 
spokespersons prior to a formal meeting. 

6.5 In all these instances it is important that Members, officers and employees understand 
the following: 

 officer and employee support cannot extend beyond providing information and 
advice in relation to Authority business – officers and employees cannot be 
involved in party business.  Where possible, this rule can be assisted if officers 
and employees are not present when party business is being discussed – 
thought should be given to the way in which the business for the meeting in 
question is structured 

 party group meetings cannot make Authority decisions and any conclusions 
reached cannot be interpreted as such or acted upon 

 where officers and employees provide information and advice to a political 
group this cannot act as a substitute for providing all necessary detail to a 
formal meeting. 

6.6 Any cases of particular difficulty or uncertainty in relation to employee advice to party 
groups should be raised with the Managing Director who shall consult the relevant Chief 
Executive(s) of the Constituent Council. 

7. Members’ Enquiries 

7.1 Contact between Members and employees should be via the Managing Director. The 
other exceptions are for day to day factual enquiries and matters relating to meetings. 

7.2 Members should always contact the Managing Director, or the Authority’s Monitoring 
Officer, regarding anything very serious or sensitive.   

7.3 Care must be taken to ensure that a complaint, as opposed to an enquiry, on behalf of 
a resident is put through the official complaints procedure.  

7.4 Details of an appropriate contact employee should be given in all written 
communications with Members. 
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7.5 Members are required to ensure that the Office Manager is provided at all times with an 
address for the delivery of any hard copy correspondence.  As far as possible, however, 
written communications will be through email. Electronic communications with Members 
will only be via recognised council email addresses. 

7.6 Where an enquiry imposes a disproportionate burden on officers’ or employees’ work, 
this should be explained and discussed with the Member concerned and senior 
management should agree an alternative deadline and/or response. 

7.7 This Members’ enquiry procedure supplements and does not replace Members’ statutory 
and common law rights to information. 

7.8 Meetings which take place between Members, officers and employees in relation to 
enquiries are effectively private meetings to discuss Authority-related business.  
Members should not therefore invite external visitors such as party officials or workers, 
commercial representatives or local residents to such meetings without the prior 
agreement of the employee. 

8. Roles on Outside Organisations and Groups 

8.1 It is natural that some Members, officers and employees will be members - in their own 
right - of organisations or groups (political, voluntary or otherwise), within the 
community.  Some Members, officers and employees may work for such bodies. 

8.2 It is essential that Members, officers and employees do not use their Authority position 
to obtain preferential treatment for the organisation or group concerned in a way that 
a non-Member or non-employee could not.  To do so would be totally improper.  In 
particular it would make it very awkward for staff who might find it difficult to suggest 
that a Member should use the proper channels when they are clearly not carrying out 
ward work. 

8.3 If a Member or employee has a role on an outside organisation or group, whether it be 
in a personal capacity or as a result of a position held on the Constituent Council or the 
Authority, it is important to be aware that this could create a conflict of interest.  A 
Member can act in the interest of the external body but must recognise the need not to 
take part in any Authority decisions that affect the organisation or group - whether they 
be nominated by the Constituent Council or the Authority or not - or take part in any 
work associated with the organisation or group which could place them in a situation 
whereby they might be asked to make a judgement on an Authority action. 

8.4 Members, officers and employees should remove themselves from any potential conflict 
of interest.  Where there is doubt, it is always wise to err on the side of caution. 

9. Familiarity, Friendships and Relationships 

9.1 Close personal familiarity, in the office or at meetings, between individual Members, 
officers and employees should be avoided as this can damage working relationships and 
prove embarrassing to colleagues on both sides.  In particular, it could bring into 
question an officers or employee's ability to deal impartially with other Members, and 
vice-versa. 

9.2 However, it is recognised that personal, family or business relationships or friendships 
will exist between some Members, officers and employees.  Some of these relationships 
will be disclosable pecuniary interests and must be recorded in the Authority’s Register 
of Interests.  Other relationships which fall outside of those requirements should be 
notified to the Manging Director. 

9.3 Persons engaged in such friendships or relationships should take special care not to 
seek, or be seen, to influence their positions through their respective friend or partner.  
Name dropping to seek advantage is totally unacceptable.  People should also go out of 
their way to ensure that colleagues are not placed in an awkward or embarrassing 
situation as a result of a friendship or relationship. 
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9.4 Certain informal gestures in a formal work setting may be innocently made but could be 
perceived by the recipient to be unwelcome or embarrassing.  Such gestures should 
always be avoided.  Similarly, jokes or pranks should be avoided. 

9.5 A Member involved in a relationship or otherwise associated with an officer or employee 
should declare an interest if, on any occasion, they are involved in decision-making 
directly related to the officer or employee concerned, or the service in which they work.  
Where appropriate, they should seek to avoid being a participant of a related meeting. 

9.6 Members must be careful never to become engaged in any matter related to an 
individual’s employment (except through formal meetings when these are relevant). 
Any employee attempting to raise such issues with Members should be advised to take 
the matter up with their manager and/or their trade union representative, and the 
Member should take no part in any discussion.  

9.7 Members should not invite or encourage officers or employees to partake in unofficial 
social activities, irrespective of whether this is outside normal working hours.  This could 
be perceived by the recipient to be unwelcome and may result in them feeling obliged 
to become involved. 

10. Social Media 

10.1 Members, officers and employees interacting via social media must ensure that their 
actions cannot be construed in any way to bring the Authority into disrepute or 
undermine the political neutrality of officers and employees.  Officers and employees 
should not, therefore, respond to any comments or feeds posted by Members which 
have a political connotation or relate to Authority business.   

10.2 The Authority’s “Social Media Policy” and “Rules for staff on the use of social media 
sites” should be followed at all times.  Any breach of these rules may result in disciplinary 
action / sanctions being taken. 

11. Appointment or Dismissal of Employees 

11.1 Members should take no part in the appointment or dismissal of an employee nor should 
they seek to influence in any way the appointment or dismissal of a particular person to 
a post, other than where this is explicitly provided for in the Constitution (e.g. in relation 
to certain statutory chief officer posts). 

12. Officers and Employees’ Personal Life 

12.1 Officers and employees may live in the Constituent Councils’ areas and may wish to 
attend local events or public meetings in a personal capacity - for example, a Ward 
Surgery.  Members should respect this and not regard the individual concerned as an 
officer or employee at such times. 

12.2 Anything raised or discussed by an employee (in confidence or otherwise) as a resident 
at such events should be so respected by the Member and not discussed in the 
workplace. 

12.3 At public meetings and the like, an officer or an employee, as a resident, may wish to 
voice concerns about certain services or facilities in the area, or to ask questions or 
make suggestions.  This is natural and acceptable to a certain degree.  However, that 
person should not maliciously undermine the Authority by adverse or negative 
comments.  At all times, officers and employees must observe the standards set out in 
the Code of Conduct for Employees.  Also, any officers and employees who hold 
politically restricted posts are generally prohibited from speaking publicly with the 
apparent intention of affecting support for a political party. 

12.4 The area in which an officer or employee lives should have no bearing on their 
employment and Members should not, at any time, show favour to those who live in 
their Council or those who originated from the area. 
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12.5 Officers and Employees should not publicly demonstrate support for a political party in 
carrying out their duties. 

13. Members and the Use of Authority Services as a Resident of a Council 

13.1 There will be many times when Members use Authority services as a resident. In all 
instances, the employee providing the service will maintain full confidentiality where 
this is appropriate and will treat the Member concerned in the same way as any other 
customer.  The Member will not seek or expect any preferential treatment. 

14. Conduct at Meetings and Events 

14.1 Members, officers and employees should observe the degree of formality in behaviour 
that is appropriate to the event. 

14.2 A formal approach should generally be applied in open meetings although the use of 
first name terms is acceptable if there is a consensus. The important issue is that the 
audience should be able to identify who is speaking or being addressed.  

14.3 Such formality between Members, officers and employees is not usually necessary at 
social events.  However, any event attended as a result of the Member or employee's 
role with the Authority should have regard to the fact that close personal familiarity 
might embarrass others or damage external relationships, and therefore should be 
avoided.  Where there is doubt, a more formal approach is potentially less damaging 
than a casual one. 

14.4 Members, officers and employees should not undermine each other at meetings or in 
any public forum, as this would be likely to damage working relationships as well as the 
public image of the Authority. 

15. Documents and Information - Accessibility and Confidentiality 

15.1 Information and documents should be made available on request by officers to Members 
unless: 

a) there is a clearly and properly justifiable reason for declining access; and 

b) the Member in question cannot establish a legal right to the information or 
documentation. 

15.2 Members are entitled on a “need to know” basis to receive documents and information 
on request where it is clear that the Member concerned requires the documentation or 
information because of their position within the Authority or by virtue of their 
membership of a committee or sub-committee. 

15.3 Access to personal data (information about a living individual) is governed by the Data 
Protection Act 2018.  Personal data can be released to Members in specific 
circumstances, such as when they are acting on behalf of a resident.  In such cases, the 
Authority does not generally have to obtain the consent of the individual to disclose 
their personal information to a Member, as long as: 

 The Member represents the ward in which the individual lives; and 

 The Member makes it clear that they are representing the individual in any 
request for their personal information with the Authority; and 

 The information is necessary to respond to the individual’s complaint/enquiry. 

15.4 There is no general right of access for Members to personal data held by the Authority. 

16. When Things Go Wrong: Dispute Resolution 

16.1 The Authority’s experience is that Members and officers work well together. However, 
it is still necessary to have a clear process to deal with matters when they are not going 
well.  
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16.2 The key principle for dispute resolution is that both Members and officers are committed 
to informal, non-adversarial solutions. Where a dispute arises, the first step should be 
for both parties to seek to resolve any differences informally between themselves or, 
where necessary, with the assistance of a manager. 

16.3 When an informal resolution is not possible, the processes referred to below will apply. 

Complaints by Members about officers and employees 

16.4 All formal complaints should be marked "private and confidential" and made to the 
individuals referred to in the following paragraphs, who will determine how best to deal 
with the matter.  The recipient of the complaint may consult with others, as considered 
appropriate, such as the Chief Financial Officer regarding any matters of financial control 
or fraud or the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham Director of Law and 
Governance (as lead officer for Human Resources issues) where procedural advice is 
necessary. 

 A complaint by a Member against an employee should be made to the Managing 
Director.  

 A complaint by a Member against the Managing Director should be made to the 
Chief Financial Officer and copied to the Monitoring Officer. 

 A complaint by a Member against the Monitoring Officer should be made to the 
Managing Director. 

 A complaint by a Member against the Chief Financial Officer should be made to 
the Managing Director and copied to the Monitoring Officer. 

 A complaint by a Member against an employee (at any level) and another 
Member should be made to the Monitoring Officer. 

16.5 Members have a right to know if action has been taken to correct a matter, but they 
must not either: 

a) insist, or suggest to insist, that an employee is disciplined; or 

b) influence the level of any disciplinary action which might be taken against an 
employee. 

16.6 The matter will be investigated and the Member will be informed of its progress and 
outcome but has no entitlement to detailed information about any disciplinary hearing 
or its conduct. 

16.7 The decision to take formal action against an officer and the action taken is the sole 
responsibility of management. A Member’s evidence will be considered but the Member 
must: 

a) respect the confidentiality of the investigation and disciplinary process; 

b) not seek to improperly influence the action taken against an employee; 

c) accept the management decision. 

16.8 Where a Member has had reason to question, criticise or complain about the actions of 
a particular employee, once the issue has been dealt with through appropriate 
mechanisms, irrespective of the outcome, professional behaviour is expected from both 
parties - there must be no grudge to bear on either side. To do so openly or behind the 
scenes will only fuel continued unrest and is not in the Authority’s interests.  Any such 
difficulties should be referred by the employee to the Managing Director. 

Complaints by Employees 

16.9 Any complaints by an employee about a Member or a former Member should be 
discussed confidentially in the first instance with the Managing Director who, in turn, 
will discuss with the Monitoring Officer the best course of action.  However, where a 
breach of the Members’ Code of Conduct is alleged, the complaint must be in writing 
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using the form available and must be sent to the Monitoring Officer, marked “private 
and confidential”: 

Complaints by Members about Members 

16.10 A complaint in relation by a Member about another Member should be made in writing 
marked “private and confidential” to the Monitoring Officer.  If the complaint alleges a 
breach of the Members' Code of Conduct the complainant should use the form available 
for this purpose. 

17. Breaches of the Protocol 

17.1 Relevant Sections offer advice as to how to deal with any difficulties around or breaches 
of this Protocol. It is hoped that these routes will successfully and quickly resolve any 
issues. 

17.2 A breach of the Protocol by a Member may be reported to the Monitoring Officer, who 
will decide how the matter should be dealt with.  Where a breach of the Protocol 
constitutes a breach of the Member’s Constituent Council’s Members’ Code of Conduct, 
the Monitoring Officer will refer the matter to the relevant Constituent Council’s 
Monitoring Officer to investigate the matter.  

17.3 The Monitoring Officer will acknowledge receipt of the complaint within five working days 
and give an indication of how it is proposed to deal with it. 

17.4 In instances of a breach of the Protocol by an employee, the matter will be dealt with 
through the Authority’s disciplinary or other relevant employee related procedures. 
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Report Appendix D 

PART C, SCHEME OF DELEGATION 

SECTION A - THE AUTHORITY 

Insert after paragraph 1.2 (v): 

1. The Authority 

1.2 The following powers and functions are reserved to the Authority, either by law and/or 
statutory guidance and/or by local choice (and cannot be delegated): 

v) … 

w) Appointing an Authority Disciplinary Panel Sub-Committee with a Membership of 
the Chair and three additional Members one from each other Constituent Council, 
for the purpose of considering allegations of misconduct against the Statutory 
Officers 

x) Considering the report of the Authority Disciplinary Panel Sub-Committee with their 
recommendation for disciplinary action in the case of allegations of misconduct by 
a statutory officer. Note: Before taking a decision, the Authority shall invite 
representations from the Statutory Officer. Those representations shall constitute 
the appeals process. 

y) … [former (w)]; and 

z) … [former (x)]. 

such other matters that the Authority may from time to time reserve to itself. 04 February 
2019 
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Report Appendix E 

Part D1, Contract Rules 

1. Interpretation 

1.1 “Authority” means the East London Waste Authority and shall, where the context so 
admits, include a committee of the Authority and the Relevant Appointed Officer. 

1.2 “Chief Financial Officer” means the Finance Director whose role is defined at Part C 
Section C1. 

1.3  “Commissioning Officer” means the Relevant Appointed Officer. 

1.4 “Contract” means any contract, agreement or order for the carrying out of work, the 
provision of services or the supply of goods or materials intended to be legally 
enforceable in consideration of an offer made to the Authority by another party which 
the Authority has accepted.   This applies whether the offer or acceptance is oral or in 
writing and includes any order for supplies or services or execution of works or a 
combination of one or more of these, and also includes an agreement for the provision 
of supplies, services or execution of works made by deed, but does not mean a contract 
of employment, acquisition, disposal, or transfer of land and contracts for the use of 
Counsel or other legal representation. 

1.5 “Contractor” means an Organisation that offers and subsequently enters into legal 
contractual relations to provide goods, works and/or services to or on behalf of the 
Authority for consideration. 

1.6 “EU Procedure” means one of the procurement procedures prescribed under the Public 
Contracts Regulations 2015. 

1.7 “Framework Agreement” means any agreement between the Authority and one or more 
contracting authorities and/or one or more contractors, the purpose of which is to 
establish the terms governing contracts to be awarded to contractors during a given 
period, in particular with regard to price, and where appropriate, the quantity envisaged. 

1.8 “Invitation to Tender” means an invitation to prospective bidders to submit tenders for 
contracts for a value of £50,001 and over. 

1.9 “Legal Adviser” means generally the London Borough of Barking & Dagenham Legal 
Practice. 

1.10 “Light Touch Regime” – means the regime prescribed and covered by Part 2, Chapter 
3, Section 7 of the Public Contract Regulations 2015 for social and other specific 
services. 

1.11 “Managing Director” means as defined at Part C Section B. 

1.12 “Member” means a councillor of one of the Authority’s Constituent Councils, and 
“Member of the Authority” means a councillor who has been appointed by her/his 
Constituent Council to serve as a Member of the East London Waste Authority. 

1.13 “Modern Slavery” means the Modern Slavery Act 2016 Section 54(9) Guidance definition 
of slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour; and human trafficking. 

1.14 “Most Economically Advantageous” means the criteria used to determine whether an 
offer is the most economically advantageous to the Authority and shall be determined 
in each case by the Authority in accordance with any policy of the Authority and these 
Rules.  The criteria will always include price and may include any one or more of the 
following and such other criteria as the Authority or Relevant Appointed Officer may 
consider fit: 

a) period for completion or delivery 

b) quality 
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c) aesthetic and functional characteristics 

d) technical merit 

e) after sales service 

f) technical assistance 

g) running costs 

h) cost effectiveness 

i) best value/continuous improvement; 

j) equal opportunities 

k) sustainability including Fair Trade 

1.15 “Net Value” means the total aggregate monetary value for the provision of supplies, 
services or execution of works which the Authority expects to pay or receive under the 
full terms of the Contract excluding any Value Added Tax; 

1.16 “Organisation” means an individual or persons, unincorporated association company, 
partnership, limited liability partnership, charitable trust, incorporated association, other 
public or local authority, statutory body or government department; 

1.17 “Procurement Code of Practice” means a detailed instruction or guide published by the 
Authority for officers engaged in procurement activities. 

1.18 “Procurement Documents”  means any document produced or referred to by the 
Authority to describe or determine elements of the procurement or the procedure, 
including the contract notice, the prior information notice where it is used as a means 
of calling for competition, the technical specifications, the descriptive document, 
proposed conditions of contract, formats for the presentation of documents by 
candidates and tenderers, information on generally applicable obligations and any 
additional documents. 

1.19 “Relevant Appointed Officer” means the Managing Director or such other senior officer 
of the Authority to whom authority is delegated by either the Authority or the Managing 
Director for the purposes of these Contract Rules;  

1.20 “Relevant EU Rules” means the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 or such amendments 
or replacement thereof from time to time in force.  

2. Introduction 

2.1 These Rules apply to all Contracts entered into or proposed to be entered into by the 
Authority unless these Rules provide otherwise.  These Rules shall also apply where the 
Authority is acting on behalf of a partnership or other joint organisation.  These Rules 
may be supplemented by a Procurement Code of Practice which will set out detailed 
instruction and guidance for all officers engaged in procurement activities.  Any 
Procurement Code of Practice shall have the status of a guide for officers only and shall 
not be held in substitution of these Rules. 

2.2 Any change to the Relevant EU Rules or United Kingdom legislation, which affect the 
procurement of services, works supplies and utilities under these Rules shall take 
precedence over these Rules. 

2.3 These Rules are designed to promote efficient and effective procurement within the 
statutory framework whilst maintaining safeguards of probity and good governance and 
provide a frame work for the procurement of works, goods and services.  

2.4 Relevant Appointed Officers shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that the Authority 
is aware of and consulted upon Contracts of a sensitive nature. 
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3. Orders for Services, Supplies, Works and Utilities 

3.1 The Relevant Appointed Officer will be responsible for compliance with these Rules when 
procuring and/or entering into any Contract. 

4. Aggregation 

4.1 A Contract, ordinarily treated as a single Contract, must not be divided into more than 
one Contract in order to reduce the value of the Contract to below any of the Net Values 
stated in these Rules or to otherwise circumvent the requirements of these Rules or any 
relevant EU Rules. 

4.2 The aggregate value of any contract is to be calculated on the basis of the total value 
of the consideration estimated to be payable over the entire contract period. 

5. Prejudicial and Other Interests of Members and Employees in Contracts 

5.1 Both Members and Employees of the Authority must abide by the Member and Employee 
Codes of Conduct respectively, particularly in relation to their personal and prejudicial 
or other interests in Contracts, which have been or are to be awarded by the Authority. 

6. Contracts of a Net Value of up to £5,000 

6.1 For Contracts with a Net Value of up to £5,000 one (1) written quotation must be 
obtained and the Relevant Appointed Officer may use their discretion as to whether 
additional quotations should be obtained having regard to relevant factors that should 
be taken into account including but not limited to: 

a) an externally imposed time limit; 

b) the subject matter or availability of the supplies, services, works and utilities in 
question. 

6.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer must record in writing the process used to determine 
the number of quotations obtained and the reason for selecting Organisation(s) to 
quote.  Such records shall be retained for a minimum of six (6) years from the date of 
recording. 

7. Contracts of a Net Value between £5,001 and £50,000 

7.1 For Contracts with a Net Value between £5,001 and £50,000, the following procedures 
shall apply to all procurements, unless otherwise specified in these Rules. 

7.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer must arrange for not less than three (3) written 
quotations to be obtained from appropriate Organisations.  In determining the 
appropriate Organisations from which quotations are to be obtained in accordance with 
this Rule, the Relevant Appointed Officer shall take into account the subject matter of 
the Contract and any other considerations, which in the Relevant Appointed Officer’s 
opinion are appropriate.  The Relevant Appointed Officer shall record the reason for 
selecting the particular Organisations to provide quotations.  Such records shall be 
retained for a minimum of six (6) years from the date of recording. 

7.3 Where, in the Relevant Appointed Officer’s discretion it is not practicable for three (3) 
written quotations to be obtained, fewer than three (3) written quotations may be 
obtained with the written approval of the Managing Director.  Subsequent to such 
consultation the Relevant Appointed Officer shall record the reason for not obtaining 
three (3) quotations.  Such records shall be retained for a minimum of six (6) years 
from the date of recording. 

8. Contracts of a Net Value of £50,001 up to £500,000  

8.1 The following procedures shall apply to all procurements with a Net Value of £50,001 
up to £500,000, unless otherwise specified in these Rules. 
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8.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer must arrange for contracts between £50,001 up to 
£500,000 to be let following a publication of an appropriate advertisement and a 
subsequent competitive tendering process.  

8.3 Where the contract exceeds the goods/services or works thresholds (as appropriate) set 
out in the Relevant EU Rules, the opportunity must be advertised in the Official Journal 
of the European Union (OJEU) and tendered in compliance with the Relevant EU Rules 
(see Contract Rule 13). 

8.4 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall consult with and take the advice of the Authority’s 
Legal Adviser and Chief Financial Officer before embarking on any procurement of 
contracts mentioned in Rule 8.1 above. 

9. Contracts of a Net Value of £500,001 and above 

9.1 The requirements and procedures set out in Contract Rule 8 must be complied with in 
all instances. The Authority shall award all contracts with a Net Value above £500,000 
save where it has expressly delegated authority to the Relevant Appointed Officer to 
award the contract. 

10. Reverse Tendering/Electronic Auctions   

10.1 Where the Authority or the Relevant Appointed Officer so decides, a reverse tendering/ 
electronic auction, process may be utilised.  Such process shall provide for participating 
organisations to compete by submitting prices, revised downwards, or submitting new 
values concerning certain elements of a tender for specified services, goods or works.  

10.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall ensure that this process is advertised and 
conducted in accordance with the requirements of Regulation 35 of the Public Contracts 
Regulations 2015.  

11. Purchasing from Framework Agreements  

11.1 The Authority or the Relevant Appointed Officer may decide to access and call-off goods 
services or works from a Framework Agreement if the Authority is either specifically 
identified or described or referred to in acceptable geographic or functional terms in the 
Framework Agreement and the scope of the Authority’s requirements are specified in 
the Framework. 

11.2 Advice must be sought from the Authority’s Legal Adviser to confirm the Authority is 
signed up to or otherwise has access to a specific Framework Agreement before 
procuring from that Framework Agreement. 

11.3 Where the terms of a Framework Agreement allow for direct call-offs without 
competition and the terms of such call-off are sufficiently precise, the Relevant 
Appointed Officer may, after consultation with Authority’s Legal Adviser, call-off under 
the Framework Agreement without competition. 

11.4 Where it is proposed to award a specific contract based on a Framework Agreement in 
which all the terms of the proposed contract are not laid down or where the terms of 
the Framework Agreement so specify, a mini-competition shall be held in accordance 
with the terms of the Framework Agreement.  Unless otherwise provided, tenders shall 
be invited from all members of the relevant category of the Framework Agreement which 
are capable of carrying out or delivering the requirements of the specific contract. 

11.5 The use of a Framework Agreement in accordance with this Contract Rule 11 will satisfy 
the requirements of a competitive tendering process as required under Contract Rule 8, 
above. 

12. Setting up a Framework 

12.1 Before promoting the procurement of a new or joining a pre-existing framework, the 
Relevant Appointed Officer must be satisfied that such an approach represents the most 
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economically advantageous solution for a service, work, supply or utility provision and 
with regard to the Relevant EU Rules on the use of such arrangements. 

12.2 Before procuring or entering into a framework, the Relevant Appointed Officer shall be 
satisfied that: 

a) the term of the arrangement shall be or is for a period of no longer than four years 
duration; 

b) the terms and conditions of the arrangement do not compromise the Authority’s 
contractual requirements in Rule 31; 

c) the parties to the arrangement are recognised public bodies or providers from the 
private sector as approved by the Authority;  

d) full, open and proper competition in respect of the creation of the framework has 
taken or will take place in accordance with the relevant EU Rules and these Rules; 

e) the arrangement is within the powers of the Authority. 

13. Relevant EU Rules 

13.1 Where a competitive tendering process is required under Contract Rule 8 or 9 and the 
proposed contract exceeds the applicable threshold set out in the Relevant EU Rules, 
the procurement procedure shall be one of the following procedures prescribed by the 
Relevant EU Rules: 

Open procedure - where all contractors expressing an interest in the contract are 
invited to submit tender bids in response to an advertisement;  

Restricted procedure - where all interested contractors are invited to submit 
expressions of interest in response to an advertisement, and shortlisted contractors are 
then invited to submit a tender bid;  

Competitive Procedure with Negotiation – where all interested bidders are invited 
to submit expressions of interest in response to an advertisement, and shortlisted 
contractors are invited to negotiate. This procedure can be concluded following 
evaluation of the bidders’ initial tenders or can be carried out in successive stages in 
order to reduce the number of tenders to be negotiated provided this is indicated to 
bidders upfront.  When the Authority intends to conclude the negotiations, it must inform 
the bidders and set a deadline for submission of new or revised tenders. The Authority 
must then assess the final tenders on the basis of the award criteria and award the 
contract.  

Competitive dialogue - where all interested contractors are invited to submit 
expressions of interest in response to an advertisement, and the Authority enters into 
dialogue with shortlisted contractors to identify a solution (or solutions) which meets 
the Authority’s requirements, and selected bidders are invited to submit tenders based 
on the solution/s resulting from the dialogue. 

Innovation Partnership - a procedure designed to allow the Authority to establish a 
long-term partnership for the development and subsequent purchase of a new, 
innovative product, service or works. The Commissioning Officer must obtain advice 
from the Authority’s Legal Adviser in relation to this procedure. 

Pre-qualification – A pre-qualification stage cannot be used on procurements which 
are below the thresholds for goods and services. Contracting Authorities may however 
ask questions that are relevant to the subject matter of the procurement and 
proportionate. 

Negotiated Procedure without prior publication – this procedure may be used 
where the specific grounds for its application apply. Use of this procedure will require a 
waiver under Rule 39 and advice of the Authority’s Legal Adviser needs to be obtained 
before proposals for its use are progressed. 
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Below EU threshold Procurements - There are no prescribed procedures to be 
followed for the procurement of contracts with a value below the thresholds set out in 
the Relevant EU Rules. The Commissioning Officer can determine what procedure to use 
but shall not introduce a pre-qualification stage. Contracting Authorities may however 
ask questions that are relevant to the subject matter of the procurement and 
proportionate. Any such procurement will be subject to the application of the EU Treaty 
principles of transparency, non-discrimination and openness.   

Social, Education, Health and Other Specific Services - Contracts for social, 
education, health and other specific services listed in Schedule 3 of the Public Contracts 
Regulations 2015 and which have a contract value of £615,278 (or such other threshold 
as revised from time to time) or over shall be subject to the Light Touch Regime. The 
Light Touch Regime means that the procurement of these contracts is not subject to the 
same full regime as other above threshold service contracts but are subject to a lighter 
touch procedure which requires only that a contract notice or PIN be used to commence 
the procurement and a contract award notice published once a contract has been 
awarded. The Authority has flexibility to determine what type of procedure it uses but 
any such procedure must comply with the principles of equal treatment and 
transparency and provide reasonable and proportionate timescales. A Commissioning 
Officer may use or adapt any of the procedures set out in Contract Rule 13.1. 

13.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall take advice from the Authority’s Legal Adviser to 
determine if the Relevant EU Rules apply to any procurement. 

13.3 Where the Relevant EU Rules apply to a procurement the Authority or the Relevant 
Appointed Officer shall ensure that the requirements set out in the Relevant EU Rules 
are followed and those Relevant EU Rules shall take precedence over these Rules in 
such cases. 

14. Other Contracts 

14.1 Counsel/Barrister 

a) Instructions to, or a Brief to Counsel shall only be prepared and issued by the 
Authority’s Legal Adviser in respect of any matter; 

b) Before instructing or briefing Counsel, the Authority’s Legal Adviser shall take all 
reasonable steps to obtain a quotation in the form of a written estimate at to the 
likely cost from Counsel’s clerk.  Where the Authority’s Legal Adviser anticipates 
that the Net Value of Counsel’s fees will exceed £50,000, the Authority’s Legal 
Adviser shall take all reasonable steps to obtain estimated fee costs from three (3) 
different Counsels’ Chambers for Counsel of comparable experience and seniority 
unless, in the opinion of the Authority’s Legal Adviser it is not practicable or 
appropriate to do so. 

c) The Authority’s Legal Adviser must record in writing the number of quotations 
obtained and the reason for selecting those Chambers to provide quotations. 
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14.2 Solicitors 

a) The Authority’s Legal Adviser, upon the instructions of the Authority or the Relevant 
Appointed Officer, may instruct external solicitors in respect of any particular 
matter.  The procedure set out in Contract Rules 6, 7, 8 or 9 shall be followed in 
such cases.  The Contract shall be awarded in accordance with Contract Rule 27; or 

b) A Framework Agreement may be used to instruct external solicitors providing the 
procedure referred to in Contract Rule 11 is followed.   

14.3 Consultants  

a) Before engaging a consultant, the Relevant Appointed Officer shall follow the 
procedure set out in Contract Rules 6, 7, 8 or 9, depending on the value of the 
Contract.  The Contract shall be awarded in accordance with Contract Rule 27. 

15. Assignments and Novatians 

15.1 In circumstances where the Authority’s Contractor has made an application for consent 
to assign or novate its rights and obligations under a contract or in the event of a 
Contractor’s insolvency or bankruptcy an administrator or other appointed official seeks 
consent to assignment or novation of the rights and obligations of a Contract, the 
Relevant Appointed Officer may, taking all information into account and with advice from 
the Finance Director and the Authority’s Legal Adviser: 

a) consent to assignment by the Contractor of the benefit of the Contract to another 
Organisation without variation but subject to payment of all properly incurred costs 
and the honouring by the assignee of all and any warranties indemnities or similar 
as deemed appropriate, OR 

b) agree to novation of the Contract without variation subject to payment of the 
Authority’s properly incurred costs.  

15.2 In circumstances where the authority wants to assign or novate a contract it shall follow 
the provisions in that contract 

16. Tender Documentation 

16.1 The number of tenderers invited to participate in a tender exercise must be in 
accordance with Contract Rules 6 – 9. Where the number of tenders/quotes falls below 
the specified amount the Relevant Appointed Officer must ensure it is sufficient to 
ensure genuine competition. All invitations to tender shall include the following 
documents and information as appropriate, noting that some external frameworks may 
be differently structured: 

a) conditions of contract;  

b) Specification or Statement of Requirements;  

c) drawings and/or plans as applicable;  

d) the selection criteria (if appropriate); 

e) the evaluation criteria and sub-criteria for contract award; 

f) the last date, time and method by which tenders may be submitted; 

g) such other information or documents as specified in the invitation to tender or as 
may be required by the Relevant EU Rules that the Authority is not bound to accept 
the lowest or any tender; 

h) state that bidders are required to hold their tenders open and valid for acceptance 
by the Authority for a minimum of 90 days from the date of opening; 

i) state that the Authority is not liable for any of the cost of the bidders in preparing 
any tendering documentation of any Organisation participating in any tender 
whether or not a contract is awarded, or awarded to another Organisation; 
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j) where electronic tendering is used, detail such as the electronic address and tender 
reference for submission of the tender is made known. 

16.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that no order 
is placed, or no services, supplies, works or utilities are received until contract 
documentation has been completed or commencement has otherwise been authorised 
in writing by the Managing Director or Legal Adviser. 

17. Failure to Sign Contract 

17.1 If after acceptance of its tender an Organisation fails within a reasonable period and 
without reasonable justification to sign or enter into a written Contract after acceptance 
of its tender, the Authority may refuse to proceed with the Contract. 

18. Standards and Proprietary Names 

18.1 Where a relevant British standard specification or British standard Code of Practice is 
specified in the tender it shall require that any services, works, supplies and utilities 
provided or executed shall accord with that defined standard or the European 
equivalent. 

18.2 No tender documentation shall make reference to materials, goods or any other item of 
a specific make, source or to a particular process, or references to trade marks, patents, 
origin or means of production where such reference has the effect of discriminating 
between any particular organisations. 

19. Communications or Attempted Communications Between Tenderers and 
Members 

19.1 No Member of the Authority shall have or allow any interview or communication or any 
attempted interview or communication with any Organisation or any representative of 
any Organisation proposing to tender or contract with the Authority at any stage of the 
procurement process on any subject matter except with the prior authority of the 
Authority.  If any such interview or communication or attempted interview or 
communication does occur the Member must report it to the Monitoring Officer 
(Authority’s Legal Adviser) immediately and any tender from that Organisation, they 
received may be disqualified if the circumstances merit such action. 

20. Receipt, Opening and Recording of Tenders 

20.1 All invitations to tender must state that no tender will be accepted except in a plain 
sealed envelope bearing the word “Tender” or in accordance with Rule 22 by electronic 
tender to the electronic address given followed by the subject to which it relates.  Any 
tenders bearing any name or mark indicating the identity of the sender will not be 
considered.  Envelopes shall remain in the custody of the Authority’s Office Manager or 
other designated officer until their appointed time for opening. 

20.2 Tenders shall all be opened at the same time, and where requested, but at the sole 
discretion of the Relevant Appointed Officer, in the presence of the Managing Director 
or Legal Adviser. Where these include electronic tenders, these shall be opened using 
appropriate information technology in the presence of the Relevant Appointed Officer. 
Such tenders shall be recorded as received electronically.  All tenders shall be recorded. 

20.3 The Authority shall maintain a record of Tenders in all cases where a tender process has 
been followed. 

21. Electronic Tendering  

21.1 All communication and information exchange relating to and during a procurement 
exercise must be carried out by electronic means. Where the Relevant Appointed Officer 
wishes to use an alternative method, this must be allowed under the Relevant EU Rules 
and advice must be sought from the Authority’s Legal Adviser.  
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21.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall, by means of the internet, unless otherwise 
prescribed, offer unrestricted and full direct access free of charge to the Procurement 
Documents from the date of publication of the contract notice or the date on which the 
Invitation to Tender is sent. 

22. Criteria and Tender Evaluation 

22.1 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall cause tenders to be evaluated to establish the most 
economically advantageous tender assessed by the Authority taking account of its own 
interests and those of its Constituent Councils.  This may be on the basis of the price or 
cost, using a cost effectiveness approach, such as life-cycle costing, and may include 
the best price-quality ratio, assessed on the basis of criteria such as qualitative, 
environmental and/or social aspects linked to the subject matter of the contract in 
question. Such criteria may include, by way of example, quality, organisation, 
qualifications and experience of staff assigned to performing the contract, after sales 
service and technical assistance and should look at the total cost to the Authority across 
the full contract term including its termination. This should be made explicit in both the 
Invitation to Tender and any advertisement. Any sub-criteria must also be documented 
in the Invitation to Tender. Every contractor must be informed of the weightings 
attached to each criterion.  

22.2 Evaluation criteria and weightings must be non-discriminatory and should look at the 
cost of the service across the full contract term where appropriate. 

22.3 Following evaluation, the Relevant Appointed Officer shall, make recommendations to 
the Authority or the Managing Director as to the award of the contract.  

23. Post Tender Clarification  

23.1 Unless permitted by the relevant EU Procedure, seeking post-tender clarification of a 
tender whether in writing or by way of a meeting is permitted only on the advice of 
Authority’s Legal Adviser. 

23.2 Post tender clarifications should not be used as opportunities to conduct post-tender 
negotiations. Post-tender negotiation means negotiations with any bidder after 
submission of a tender and before the award of the contract with a view to obtaining an 
adjustment in price, delivery or content. Such negotiations are prohibited under EU law.   

23.3 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall take into account the requirements of the Relevant 
EU Regulations and these rules and consult the Authority’s Legal Advisor before 
conducting any clarifications or refinements to any tender and related documentation. 

23.4 Any post-tender clarifications must be conducted in line with the relevant EU Procedure 
and must not distort competition particularly with regard to price. They should be used 
only to clarify any aspect of a tender that is not clear.  

23.5 Any clarification or discussions must be conducted by two Authority representatives and 
minutes of meetings should be recorded and signed by all attendees. 

23.6 Where post-tender clarifications may result in a significant change to the specification 
(or contract terms) the contract must not be awarded but be re-tendered. The Relevant 
Appointed Officer should consult the Legal Advisor and the Authority’s Legal Adviser in 
cases of uncertainty. 

24. Adjustment of Errors 

24.1 In all cases, tenders and the priced bills of quantities (where appropriate) supporting 
the most economically advantageous tender under consideration, shall be examined by 
the Relevant Appointed Officer.  If errors are detected a tenderer may be given the 
opportunity to amend or correct genuine arithmetic or clerical error or omission which, 
in the opinion of the Relevant Appointed Officer in consultation with the Managing 
Director and Legal Advisor, is an obvious one and if they determine that the bidder has 
gained no unfair advantage from correcting the error. 
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24.2 Any amendments correcting an error shall be made in writing by the tenderer, recorded 
on the tender file and attached to the contract documentation. 

25. Allocation and Award of Contracts to More Than One Contractor 

25.1 In cases where it is intended that more than one contractor will be used on identical 
work, the following steps should be followed: 

a) the results of the tender process shall be reported to the Authority; 

b) the additional costs of using contractors not ranked the most economically 
advantageous tender(s) should be identified together with the implications of giving 
the work solely to the highest ranked tenderer; 

c) the Authority shall consider whether (if) the tender prices should be paid to, (ii), or 
(ii) the work should simply be awarded to the highest ranked tenderer; 

d) the results of any decision made should be reported back to the Authority before 
any contractual commitments are made unless the Authority has delegated 
authority to an officer for this. 

26. Standstill Period and Challenge 

26.1 For all supplies, works and service contracts tendered under the Relevant EU Rules, a 
ten day ‘standstill period’ must be observed between the decision to award and the 
entering into a legally binding agreement so that other bidders have an opportunity to 
challenge the contract award before the contract is entered into. 

26.2 Contracts must not be entered into until the standstill period has expired. The standstill 
period must not commence until all internal approvals have been finalised. 

26.3 Tenderers that submitted a bid must be notified of the Authority’s decision to award the 
contract. This must be done in writing by the quickest means of communication available 
as soon as possible after the award decision has been made, and in a form approved by 
the Legal Adviser. 

26.4 The notice referred to above must include: 

a) details of the award criteria;  

b) the reason for the decision, including characteristics and (in the case of bidders 
only) the relative advantages of the winning bidder; 

c) the score(s) obtained by the unsuccessful bidder; 

d) the score obtained by the successful bidder; 

e) the name of the bidder to be awarded the contract; and 

f) the date on which the standstill period ends or before which the Authority will not 
enter into the contract with the successful bidder. 
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26.5 A notice of the nature and containing the detail referred to in Rule 26.4 above must also 
be sent to all candidates i.e. those who applied to be invited to bid but who were not so 
invited.  Such notice must also inform the candidates of the reason why they were 
unsuccessful but does not need to detail the relative advantages of the winning bid. 

26.6 It is most important that any communication with the preferred bidder(s) does not lead 
such bidders to believe it constitutes a contract award or a conditional award.  

26.7 The mandatory standstill period does not apply to below threshold procurements. 

26.8 The mandatory standstill period applies for framework agreements only at the stage at 
which the framework agreement itself is awarded, but not during subsequent call-offs 
or mini-competitions within framework agreements.  

26.9 In the event a challenge is made to the award of the contract, the Authority’s Legal 
Adviser must be notified immediately, and advice obtained. 

27. Award of Contract 

27.1 In accordance with Rule 6, Contracts with a Net Value of up to £5,000 shall be awarded 
and entered into at the discretion of the Relevant Appointed Officer. 

27.2 Those contracts with a value between £5,001 and £50,000 shall be awarded and entered 
into by and at the discretion of the Managing Director. 

27.3 The Managing Director may accept a tender with a value of £50,001 and above provided 
it is the most economically advantageous tender and it is within the budgetary provision 
allowed for the Contract; 

27.4 Only the Authority may accept a tender with a value of more than £500,000 or a tender 
which is not the most economically advantageous tender whatever the value of such 
tender may be. 

28. Purported Authority 

28.1 No officer of the Authority (Except always the Relevant Appointed Officer) shall purport 
to act on behalf of the Authority in respect of any Contract or proposed Contract except 
with the prior delegated authority or decision of the Authority. Where the need arises 
to act as a figure-head then the Managing Director may so act. 

28.2 No Member shall be involved in, or directly or indirectly influence the procurement 
process and, in particular, the short-listing selection of invitees to tender, evaluation of 
tenders or terms of appointment except with the prior authority of the Authority. 

28.3 No Member shall enter into any Contract on behalf of the Authority or purport to bind 
the Authority. 

29. Contracts Register 

29.1 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall ensure that Contracts are recorded on the 
Contracts Register.  

29.2 It shall be the responsibility of the Managing Director to maintain and keep current a 
register of the Contracts, which shall contain a brief description of all Contracts entered 
into by the Authority. 

30. Agency Arrangements and Partnerships 

30.1 The term “partnership” is applied to a variety of contexts in both the public and private 
sector. This section is concerned with public sector partnerships in which the Authority 
participates as a constituent participant or lead authority within a separate organisation. 

30.2 The Contract Rules recognise that these partnerships may be effectively separate legal 
entities with their own rules which may, on occasion, take precedence over the 
Authority’s rules when applied to the work of the partnership. 
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30.3 When the Authority acts as an agent, any instructions or requirements issued to the 
Authority under the agency agreement from another legal entity take precedence over 
these Rules, subject to the overriding requirements of the legislation, regulations, orders 
and directives of the United Kingdom and European Union. 

30.4 When a body or person acts on the Authority’s behalf then it shall, where appropriate, 
be a term of the agreement that these Rules and the Constitution of the Authority shall 
prevail. 

30.5 From time to time the Authority may enter into joint-working, partnering, or agency 
arrangements with other public sector bodies (“Partnerships”). In such circumstances, 
the decision whether to join such Partnership may be made by the Managing Director, 
where appropriate, in consultation with the Finance Director and the Authority’s Legal 
Adviser, except where the cost of participating in the arrangement exceeds £50,000 in 
which case the matter will be decided by the Authority.  

30.6 Subject to the prior agreement of the Authority, when the Authority participates in a 
Partnership which is a separate legal entity, the rules and financial regulations of the 
Partnership may take precedence over these Rules.  In these cases, the Partnership’s 
governing body may assume the powers and responsibilities of the Authority 

31. Written Contracts 

31.1 Every written Contract to be entered into by the Authority shall specify: - 

a) the services, works, supplies and utilities to be provided or executed; 

b) the Net Value of the Contract; 

c) the time within which the Contract is to be performed. 

31.2 Every Contract shall provide that the Authority or the Managing Director may terminate 
the Contract and recover from the contractor any resulting loss, if the contractor has  
committed an offence under the Bribery Act 2010 or has given any fee or reward the 
receipt of which is an offence under section 117(2) of the Local Government Act 1972 
or an offence under the Modern Slavery Act 2015. No such contract shall be terminated 
without the approval of the Authority’s Legal Adviser. 

31.3 Every Contract shall require the contractor to indemnify the Authority against any civil 
liability arising as a result of a breach of any statutory duty by the contractor or any of 
its employees, agents, sub-contractors or suppliers  

31.4 Every Contract shall draw attention to the contractor’s obligations under the following 
statutes where applicable: 

a) The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974; 

b) The Equalities Act 2010 

c) The Data Protection Act 2018; 

d) The Computer Misuse Act 1990; 

e) Freedom of Information Act 2000 and to any amendments or re-enactments, any 
subsidiary legislation (such as Regulations) and to any future Acts of a similar 
nature. 

f) Bribery Act 2010 

32. Liquidated Damages 

32.1 Where a Contract contains a liquidated damages clause, the amount of liquidated 
damages shall be a genuine pre-estimate of loss that would be suffered by the Authority 
should any given breach occur.  The right to liquidated damages may attach to certain 
pre-set milestones occurring under the Contract. 
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32.2 The Relevant Appointed Officer shall have the discretion as to whether a liquidated 
damages clause is appropriate in specific contracts taking into account all relevant 
factors and advice from the Authority’s Legal Adviser. 

33. Security 

33.1 The Authority or the Relevant Appointed Officer may, where appropriate, require 
sufficient security to be determined by the Relevant Appointed Officer in consultation 
with the Finance Director, for the due performance of Contracts for the execution of 
works or for the provision of supplies or services. This security may be in the form of a 
performance bond, Parent Company Guarantee (PCG) or other security. 

33.2 The security shall be released as specified in the contract, or if not so specified on (or 
before if being modified) the completion of the contract and any post-service obligations 
provided that the Relevant Appointed Officer, after consulting with the Finance Director, 
is satisfied that to do so will not be detrimental to the interests of the Authority. 

33.3 Where it is determined that a bond, PCG or other form of security is required, the 
Relevant Appointed Officer shall ensure that arrangements are in place for the provision 
of the bond, or such other security required, before the contract start date. 

33.4 Where the Authority is acting as an agent for a statutory authority and that authority is 
meeting the cost of the Contract or a specific part of it, the Authority shall comply with 
the requirements of that authority with regard to the taking of security for due 
performance of the Contract or part. 

34. Variations and Extensions  

34.1 Subject to compliance with the prevailing and relevant EU Rules and compliance with 
the Financial Rules of the Authority, the Relevant Appointed Officer may authorise the 
following extensions and variations to an existing contract up to a maximum Net Value 
of £50,000: 

a) an extension for a specified period which is provided for within the terms of the 
contract (but subject to satisfactory performance); 

b) the extension is covered by one of the permitted modifications to contracts set out 
in the Relevant EU Rules; 

c) any other variation, and, if relevant, a consequential change in price, determined in 
accordance with the contract terms, provided the change in contract price is not 
substantial i.e. is below the relevant EU thresholds and does not exceed 10% of the 
initial contract value for goods or service contracts or 15% for works contracts. 

34.2 In any other circumstances not covered by 34.1 above, the Managing Director may vary 
or extend a contract providing that to do so is consistent with financial controls and is 
not a breach of these Rules or EU or UK legislation. Advice must be sought from the 
Authority’s Legal Adviser in these circumstances. 

34.3 In addition, the Managing Director may authorise variations to a contract where either:  

a) delay would incur substantial cost penalties to the Authority,  
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b) or the proposed variations are unavoidable and/or essential for the contract to 
proceed or continue, and the additional cost of such variations does not exceed 25% 
of the value of the contract, up to a maximum of £50,000 (fifty thousand pounds).  
Variations above this level may be authorised by the Managing Director, where the 
Managing Director considers that circumstances require such authorisation, as long 
as such variations are reported to the Authority at the earliest opportunity. 

34.4 In all circumstances, the decision to vary or extend must be recorded in writing with full 
explanation given of the basis of such variation or extension. Any Deed of Variation or 
Novation is to be retained with the original contract documentation. 

34.5 In all circumstances where variations and extensions to Contracts are being considered, 
the Authority’s Legal Adviser must first be consulted. 

34.6 No Contract shall be varied or extended where the Authority’s Legal Adviser advises that 
such variation or extension will result in a breach of UK or EU law. 

35. Final Account 

35.1 As may be required by the Relevant Appointed Officer, on completion of the Contract, 
the Contract shall provide that the Contractor shall provide on request a detailed Final 
Account in respect of the work done or supplies or services provided together with all 
receipted vouchers, invoices, time sheets and other documents as may be reasonably 
required. 

36. Assignment 

36.1 The Contractor shall either be prohibited from directly or indirectly transferring, 
assigning or sub-letting any portion of the Contract or doing so without the prior written 
consent of the Authority. 

37. Default 

37.1 The Responsible Appointed Officer shall ensure that every Contract shall provide that, 
in the event of default by the Contractor, whether in whole or in part, the Authority may 
without prejudice to any other remedy for breach of contract: 

a) terminate the Contract; 

b) purchase other supplies or services from a third party to make good the default; 

c) recover from the Contractor any loss, expense and/or additional expenses incurred 
as a result of such breach. 

38. Termination of Contracts 

38.1 If in the opinion of the Relevant Appointed Officer a Contractor is not performing 
satisfactorily on any contract or for any other reason appears to be unable to meet the 
terms of the Contract, the Relevant Appointed Officer shall consider whether the 
Contract should be terminated.  In all cases the decision to terminate must be approved 
by the Managing Director or, the Authority, and in each case, with the advice of the 
Authority’s Legal Adviser and the Finance Director. 

39. Waiver of Rules 

39.1 The Authority may authorise a waiver from compliance with any of these Rules.  Every 
such waiver shall be reported in the minutes of the Authority meetings specifying the 
reason and justifying the waiver and recorded in the appropriate register. 
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39.2 No waiver shall be granted which purports to or has the effect of waiving the 
requirements of UK and EU Law or the EU treaty principles of transparency, equality 
and non-discrimination. 
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Report Appendix F 

PART D3, EMPLOYMENT RULES 

1. Personnel, Payroll and Pensions 

1.1 The Managing Director in consultation with the Financial Director, shall make 
proper and appropriate arrangements for personnel advice and support, payroll 
and pension services. 

1.2 The staffing structure of the Authority is shown elsewhere in the Constitution. 

1.3 Also refer to protocol on dealing with Human Resource Issues at Part E: Code of 
Conduct for Employees. 

2. Appointment of the Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring Officer and the 
Chief Financial Officer 

2.1 The Authority shall make appointments to the positions of Head of Paid Service, 
Monitoring Officer and Chief Financial Officer. 

3. Recruitment, Selection and Appointment of Other Officers 

3.1 The Head of Paid Service (the Managing Director) will be responsible for all other 
appointments including making any necessary arrangements in respect of job 
evaluations and specifications, the placing of advertisements, recruitments and 
selection policies etc. 

4. Disciplinary Action and Dismissal 

4.1 The holders of the statutory offices of Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring Officer 
and the Chief Financial Officer (Statutory Officer(s)) are legally protected in their 
roles due to their statutory position. 

4.2 They may only be dismissed by a decision of the Authority. 

4.3 In the event of alleged misconduct, the Authority will establish an Authority 
Disciplinary Panel with a Membership of the Chair and three other Members one 
from each Constituent Council.  The Disciplinary Panel shall have the power to 
suspend a Statutory Officer from duties on full pay and conditions for no more 
than two months unless extended by the Authority. 

4.4 The Disciplinary Panel will commission and utilise an Independent Investigator, as 
would be used by the Constituent Councils for investigation of their Statutory 
Officers, from a list held by the Joint National Conditions Joint Secretaries for the 
purpose of evidence collection and investigation, to be presented by the 
Independent Investigator to the Panel as a report. The report should also be 
supplied on a confidential basis to the Statutory Officer. When determining the 
report of an Independent Investigator, the membership of the Panel shall be 
extended to include at least two Independent Persons appointed by two of the 
Constituent Councils under the Localism Act 2011. 

4.5 In the event that the Disciplinary Panel shall consider disciplinary action should 
be taken they shall present their recommendations to the Authority which, before 
making a decision, shall permit the Statutory Officer to make representations. 

4.6 No other disciplinary action may be taken in respect of any of those Statutory 
Officers. 

4.7 The Managing Director is responsible for ensuring appropriate employment 
policies are in place. 
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5. Dealing with Human Resource Issues 

5.1 When Members consider items about the people that are employed solely on 
behalf of the Authority (e.g. ELWA full-time employees), the Authority must be 
mindful of a number of matters: 

a) Employees have rights, on an individual basis, to be treated fairly.  (This 
includes expecting the Authority to maintain confidentiality about an 
individual's personal and employment details). 

b) Information relating to employees is often confidential in nature and should 
not be available widely throughout the organisation (at Member or officer 
level).  Only those who need to know should know. 

c) Members should have the opportunity to consider, debate and decide upon 
issues without managers/officers being present. 

d) A variety of decisions on Human Resource (HR) matters, including the fair 
treatment of people by their employer, are subject to external scrutiny. 

5.2 For these reasons: 

a) Written information to Members on HR management and/or personal HR 
matters which address employee issues in respect of an individual, should be 
restricted to relevant Members and appropriate officers.  This information 
should not be included as part of the usual circulation for a report.  

b) The meeting considering these matters should be conducted in private and 
those people who should not be in attendance should be asked to leave the 
meeting. 

6. Guidelines 

6.1 If there is any doubt as to who should receive copies of the report and who should 
be allowed to remain at the meeting, the Managing Director should be consulted. 

6.2 The Managing Director will have access to all reports and all meetings of Members 
about Human Resource matters. 

6.3 The Managing Director may delegate some matters to an Officer, the relevant 
Borough Personnel Manager (from the employing Council) and/or Legal Officer, 
who will have access to appropriate reports and meetings. 

6.4 Where there are any financial implications to be considered by the Authority, the 
Finance Director will have access to appropriate reports and meetings. 

6.5 There may be meetings where it is appropriate to invite representatives of trade 
unions. If there is any doubt, the Managing Director should be consulted. 
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Report Appendix G 

Other proposed changes to the Authority’s Constitution 

Location and nature of change Authority 
Obtained 

Date 
Published 

   

Part A – Summary and Explanation 
  

Para 3 – An updated list of the Authority’s duties and 
powers. 

  

Para 4 – References as needed to the proposed Member : 
Officer Protocol. 

  

Para 5 – Functional updates to the Management Board 
description and move to Para 6. 

  

Para 6 – Move to Para 5.   

Para 6 – Move into a new Para 6.2 the names/roles of the 
three statutory officers, and say “as at Feb 2019”. 

  

Part B1 – Articles / Meetings   

Para 5.9 – Remove the requirement for a Chair to resign 
after two years [to permit political continuity, subject of 
course to annual elections at the AGM, during the 
development of the new waste strategy and its 
implementation]. 

  

Para 9.2 – A note of the absolute importance of certain 
statutory deadlines for the timing of some Authority 
meetings. 

  

Para 11.1 – Greater flexibility of the timing of the AGM 
[particularly allowing it to move into July to help with 
finance deadlines]. 

  

Para 21.1 – A Localism Act update that Constituent 
Councils’ Registers of Interests should also cover / apply to 
ELWA. 

  

Part 26.1 – Clarification of the Managing Director’s powers 
in the case of urgent action, the need for consultation with 
the Monitoring Officer and Finance Director, and then with 
the Chair and/or Vice-Chair. 

  

Part B2 – Access to Information   

Para 12.2 – New para to introduce the public interest test 
into any consideration of designating reports or other 
information as exempt from public disclosure. 

  

Part D2 – Financial Rules   

Para 9 – Change “Three Year Plan” to “Medium Term 
Financial Strategy”, and include the need for budget 
forecasts. 
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Para 10 – Include the need for matters to be presented to 
the Authority. 

  

Para’s 12.2 and 15.2 – Change terminology as at Part D2 
para 9. 

  

Para 32 – Remove provisions in relation to Private Funds, as 
the Authority has none. 

  

Part D4 – Members’ Conferences, Visits and 
Hospitality Rules   

Para 5.2 – Add flexibility to consider overall value for money 
when booking accommodation. 

  

Part D5 – Land Acquisitions and Disposals Rules 
  

Para 2.3 – Allow the appointment of an independent 
surveyor, rather than the previous limitation to the relevant 
Head of Service at LB Barking & Dagenham. 

  

Para 3.1 – Minor amendment to reflect that the Audit 
Commission has been abolished. 

  

Part G – Authority Officers and the Management 
Structure   

Update the structure chart to show Members, Statutory 
Officers referencing their support staff, and the 
Management Board. 

  

   

 

Other minor grammatical / legal amendments will be made too. 
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AUTHORITY REPORT: REVIEW OF THE CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
1. Confidential Report 

1.1 No. 

2. Recommendation: 

2.1 Members are asked to approve the revised corporate risk register. 

 

3. Purpose 

3.1 To report on the review of the corporate risk register and highlight the current risk 
profile of the Authority. 

4. Background 

4.1 Risk management is central to good governance and the effective strategic management 
of ELWA.  It is a structured, consistent and continuous process for identifying, assessing, 
deciding on responses to and reporting on opportunities and threats that affect the 
achievement of our objectives.  

4.2 A key element of the Authority’s approach to risk management is the corporate risk 
register.  The register includes the following: 

a) the risk assessment criteria; 

b) details of the strategic and operational risks faced by the Authority; and 

c) a summary of the results of the risk assessment. 

4.3 The Managing Director is responsible for ensuring the corporate risk register is up-to-
date to help inform strategic and operational decisions. 

5. Current Position 

5.1 The complete corporate risk register can be found at Appendices A-C. 

Corporate risk register format 

5.2 The format of the corporate risk register is designed to show assessed risks and the 
impact of existing controls and other mitigation factors.  The register shows a clear 
progression: 

a) identification of risks; 

b) scored assessment of the likelihood and impact of the risks materialising; 

c) details of the existing controls and mitigation factors to reduce the likelihood and 
impact of the risks; 

d) a revised scored assessment of the risks in light of the existing controls and 
mitigation factors; and 

e) an assessment of the appetite for a particular risk and specifically whether to 
accept the risk or to undertake further actions in order to try and reduce the impact 
or likelihood of the risk occurrence, along with a recommended position that is a 
balance between the risk exposure and the ability or resource cost of taking further 
action. 
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Risk matrix - assessment criteria and scoring 

5.3 The risk assessment criteria combine to create a matrix for scoring the likelihood and 
impact of the risks materialising.  The likelihood aspect is considered in terms of the 
percentage chance of a risk materialising.  The impact aspect is considered in terms of 
the financial costs, service disruption levels and reputational consequences in the event 
that a risk materialises. 

5.4 Each aspect is scored from 1 to 4, giving a range of risk assessment scores of 1 to 16.  
The risk assessment results in risks categorised as low (1-3), medium (4-6) or high (8-
16). 

5.5 An overview of the risk assessment criteria can be viewed at Appendix A. 

Risk categories 

5.6 Risk can be categorised in many different ways and the Authority identifies two types 
of risk:  

a) Corporate risks - risks affecting the medium to long term aims and objectives of 
the Authority (including political, financial, technological, legislative, performance, 
partnership and environmental factors); and 

b) Operational risks- risks encountered in the course of the day to day running of 
services (including professional, legal, financial and contractual matters). 

5.7 It should be noted that these categories are not mutually exclusive, and some risks 
could apply to both Corporate and Operational registers.  The purpose of categorising 
risk is to ensure that risk is considered across a broad range of issues. 

Corporate risks (See Appendix B) 

5.8 Officers identified and assessed fourteen high level corporate risks and the existing 
controls and mitigation factors and categorised them as below: 

Net Corporate Risks 

Li
ke

lih
oo

d
 

Likely 4        

Probable 3 C11       

Possible 2   C6, C12     

Unlikely 1   C1, C7, C8, 
C10, C13 C2, C9 C3, C4, C5, 

C14 

   1 2 3 4 

   Minimal Moderate Critical Calamitous 

   Impact 
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No. Description of Risk (Corporate) 

C1 Authority does not maintain effective partnership working with Constituent Councils 
(CCs) 

C2 Breakdown of relationship with Contractor and/or Operator 

C3 Termination of IWMS contract by Authority 

C4 Termination of IWMS contract by ELWA Ltd 

C5 Termination of IWMS sub-contract by ELWA Ltd or Renewi 

C6 
Authority and ELWA Ltd do not adequately anticipate impacts of new legislation or 
services, including possible Brexit impacts on export of RDF and recyclates, or new 
legislation imposes new duties and burdens 

C7 Authority doesn't implement new legislation properly 

C8 The Authority's control systems do not provide timely detection of fraudulent or 
corrupt acts 

C9 Authority has insufficient funds to meet its obligations 

C10 Authority does not have adequate systems in place to ensure continuity of its 
business operations 

C11 CC resource reductions such that they are unable to engage (fully) with ELWA 
developments 

C12 ELWA & ELWA Ltd failure to agree Contract insurance proposals 

C13 Failure to deliver specified or agreed improved levels of contractual performance 

C14 Revised local resources and waste strategy and arrangements not in place when 
needed 

 

5.9 Of the risks identified and assessed it is considered that current mitigations and controls 
that are in place are adequate.  There are only three high scoring gross risk 
assessments, and of these only the annual contract insurance item (C9) is regarded as 
probable, and this is due to the difficulties faced by Renewi in the insurance market 
arising from wider waste industry issues. 

Operational risks (See Appendix C) 

5.10 Officers identified and assessed twelve operational risks and the existing controls and 
mitigation factors and categorised them as below: 
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 Net Operational Risks 
Li

ke
lih

oo
d

 

Likely 4         

Probable 3         

Possible 2 O6, O9 O3, O12     

Unlikely 1 O1, O7 O2, O4, O5, 
O8, O10, O11     

   1 2 3 4 

   Minimal Moderate Critical Calamitous 

   Impact 
 

No. Description of Risk (Operational) 

O1 Loss of accommodation and documents contained within, or loss of access to LBBD 
IT systems 

O2 Non-availability of a Reuse and Recycling Centre 

O3 Trespass on closed landfill site leading to death / serious injury 

O4 Trespass on closed landfill site leading to fly-tipping / traveller settlement 

O5 Closure of a key waste facility 

O6 Major Health & Safety event at a waste site. 

07 Major Health & Safety event at offices 

O8 Major failure of contractor's technology 

O9 Discovery of hazardous substances (key facilities or RRCs) 

O10 Lone working (both office and site) 

O11 Operational incidents on landfill site e.g. leachate overflow, gas release 

O12 Change in collection methods by Constituent Council(s) 
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5.11 Of the risks identified and assessed it is considered that current mFitigations and 
controls that are in place are adequate with no risks identified as being high risk. 

6. Conclusion 

6.1 The review of the corporate risk register has highlighted the key risks faced by the 
Authority and the actions required to further limit the likelihood and impact of those 
risks.  Whilst the formal review of the register is undertaken annually, it is amended as 
and when changes in the Authority’s risk profile are identified. 

6.2 Maintaining the existing mitigating controls is an important part of managing these risks 
particularly where there is no appetite to accept a specific risk and further actions have 
been identified. 

 

7. Relevant officer: 

7.1 Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 
8724 5614  

8. Appendices attached: 

8.1 Appendix A: Corporate Risk Register Risk Assessment Criteria. 

8.2 Appendix B: Corporate Risk Register High Level Corporate Risks. 

8.3 Appendix C: Corporate Risk Register High Level Operational Risks. 

9. Background Papers: 

9.1 None. 

10. Legal Considerations: 

10.1 The Legal Adviser has been consulted in the preparation of this report.  The use of an 
actively managed risk identification and mitigation scheme is an essential element of 
the sound governance of a public authority.  This is because in the core activities of a 
waste authority there needs to be vigilance for new and emerging risks to its operations.  
As in the main body of the report so identifies items C3, C4 & C5 which relate to the 
integrated waste management contract are significant risks in terms of consequences, 
though low in likelihood.  It is confirmed that the key legal risks associated with the 
several contracts and agreements identified in the risk register have been identified and 
managed by the respective agreements’ terms and conditions.  The performance of 
these agreements is kept constantly under review.  The Legal Adviser confirms that they 
are not aware of any additional specific legal implications to highlight at this time 

11. Financial Considerations: 

11.1 The regular review of the Authority risk register, as well as the actions that have been 
put in place to mitigate against these risks, are an important control mechanism in 
reducing the Authority’s exposure to financial risk and loss.  Dependant on the specific 
risks identified, there may be significant associated financial implications; this is 
reflected in the risk ratings, and mitigations put in place 

12. Performance Management Considerations: 

12.1 The corporate risk register is one of the tools used to identify performance management 
issues. 
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13. Risk Management Considerations: 

13.1 The corporate risk register is a key element of the authority’s risk management strategy. 

14. Equalities consideration 

14.1 There are no specific equality implications arising from this report. 

15. Follow-up Reports: 

15.1 None. 

16. Websites and e-mail links for further information: 

16.1 ELWA: http://www.eastlondonwaste.gov.uk. 

17. Glossary: 

17.1 CC – Constituent Council (of the Authority). 

17.2 ELWA/the Authority - East London Waste Authority. 

17.3 IWMS - Integrated Waste Management Services. 

17.4 RRC - Reuse and Recycling Centre. 

18. Confidentiality: 

18.1 No. 

19. Reviewed by Management Board: 

19.1 21 January 2019. 
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Likelihood of Risk 

Materialising
Unlikely (0% - 5%) Possible (6% - 35%) Probable (36% - 75%) Likely (76% - 100%)

Likelihood 

Assessment
1 2 3 4

Impact of Risk 

Materialising
Minimal Moderate Critical Calamitous

Cost <£50k £50k - £2m £2m - £5m >£5m

Service Minor disruption Service disruption Significant disruption Total service loss

Reputation Isolated complaints
Adverse local media 

coverage

Adverse national media 

coverage
Ministerial intervention

Impact 

Assessment
1 2 3 4

Corporate Risk Register January 2019

Risk Assessment Criteria

Agenda Item 7- Appendix A
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Risk Assessment Criteria

Risk Owner Date updated

L I Rating L I Rating L I Rating

Delayed decision making Constitution Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Uncertainty over way forward Joint Waste Management Strategy

Failure to agree budget and consequent levy Open dialogue at all levels within Boroughs

Lack of strategic focus IWMS Service Delivery Plans

Corporate divisions and disagreements Primary legislation

Reputation damage Legal ability to recover levy and charges

Increased Authority costs and possibly CC costs Financial strategy & budget planning

Non co-operation by Contractor Contractual provisions & penalties / incentives Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Problems not resolved Dispute Resolution Procedures in IWMS Contract

Performance suffers IWMS Service Delivery Plans

Eventual failure of PFI contract Timely legal advice

Increased Authority costs and possibly CC costs Regular officer contact at various levels

Termination of IWMS contract by Authority Re-tender costs for ELWA As at C2 and provisions in IWMS Contract Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Adverse media attention Review ELWA Ltd  and Renewi financial results and 

Disruption of services ELWA contingency plans and reserves

Increased Authority costs and possibly CC costs ELWA files of licences and operation manuals

Termination of IWMS contract by ELWA Ltd Re-tender costs for ELWA if irrecoverable from ELWA Ltd As at C2 and provisions in IWMS Contract Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Adverse media attention Review financial results and accounts

Disruption of services ELWA Ltd contingency plans and reserves

Increased Authority costs and possibly CC costs ELWA files of licences and operation manuals

Re-tender costs for ELWA Ltd As at C2 and provisions in IWMS Contract Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Adverse media attention Review financial results and accounts

Disruption of services ELWA Ltd board meetings and liaison committee

Increased Authority costs and possibly CC costs ELWA and ELWA Ltd contingency plans and reserves

ELWA files of licences and operation manuals

Urgent investment required Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Urgent adjustment to services at higher cost

Disruption of services Close liaison with Renewi and ELWA Ltd

Increased Authority costs and possibly CC costs ELWA contingency plans and reserves

Change of law provisions in IWMS Contract

Production of new joint resources and waste strategy

Authority doesn't implement new legislation properly Legal challenge to Authority decisions or processes As at C6 Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Additional burden on ELWA staff Review working procedures and staff traniing needs

Possible urgent changes needed

Possible impact on day to day service provision

Possible poor perception of Authority

Termination of contract Authority's anti fraud and corruption strategy Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Criticism by Government / District Audit Contractual provisions on corrupt gifts and fraud.

Service performance jeopardised Weighbridge data checks by WCAs under SLA

Legal action to recover funds Purchasing controls

Internal and external audit

Progress is limited by lack of resources Medium Term financial strategy Reduce

Subsequent levy increases are unpredictable Risk Management strategy

Unplanned borrowing Treasury management regime

Impact on day to day service provision Annual budget and levy/charges regime

Maintain reserves at adequate level.

Keep inflation, interest rates and insurances under review

Awareness of potential new regulations.

Authority fails to meet statutory requirements Approved staffing establishment Reduce

Lack of knowledge / experience in monitoring the IWMS Succession planning

Loss of strategic direction Shared knowledge within team

Decision making process impacted Performance management/appraisal regime Succession management work

Impact on governance Documented processes and procedures

Impact on day to day service provision Greater cross working within organisation

Business Continuity Plan

Internal and external audit

Lack of strategic direction Established experienced team Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Lack of knowledge / experience in monitoring the IWMS

Additional burden on ELWA staff

Decision making process impacted

Impact on day to day service provision Shared knowledge within team

ELWA & ELWA Ltd failure to agree Contract insurance 

proposals

ELWA could be responsible 80% of the uninsured losses of 

any claim

Engage with Renewi from Sept in relation to costs and 

options for insurance to be arranged by end December
Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Employ Insurance experts to access and mitigate losses

Poor perception of Authority Medium and long term strategy planning with contractor Reduce

Increased landfill costs IWMS Service Delivery Plans

Side agreement to contract for increased diversion of 

coarse SRF to EfW markets

Increased Authority costs and CC costs Reduce

Poor perception of Authority

Provision of relevant budget and resources

Early engagement with stakeholders

Option to extend contract

1

2

Agenda Item 7 - Appendix B

Maintain high level of national involvement and expertise 

including lobbying where necessary

2 2 1 2 2

4 Managing Director

10/01/2019

Review constitution to ensure good governence is 

maintained

Managing Director

Liaison between Management Board, Officer Management 

Team, Contract Management Group members

1

1 2 2 1

2 3 6 1

Termination of IWMS sub-contract by ELWA Ltd or Renewi

The Authority's control systems do not provide timely 

detection of fraudulent or corrupt acts

Finance Director

2 2

Actively seek to dispose of assets where unpredictable 

financial risk is identified.i.e. closed landfills

Finance Director

and

Monitoring Officer

3 3

2

Managing Director

1 4 4 1 4 4

4 4

3

2

6

4 4

2 3

2

4

1 4 4 1 41 4

Managing Director 

through 

Management 

Board

Description of Risk

Gross Risk 

Assessment
Controls and Mitigation

Net Risk 

Assessment
Risk response

Authority does not maintain effective partnership working 

with Constituent Councils (CCs)

Effect

3 Managing Director

Breakdown of relationship with Contractor and/or Operator

1 4 4 1 4

3

3

Authority has insufficient funds to meet its obligations

4 Managing Director1

2 3 6 4

Managing Director, 

Finance Director, 

Legal Adviser as 

appropriate

2 4 8

2 2 2

3 6 1 2

Authority does not have adequate systems in place to 

ensure continuity of its business operations

3 3 9 2

3 2 6 2

2

2 4

Failure to deliver specified or agreed improved levels of 

contractual performance

4

1

2 4

2

21

1

2

2

1 2 2

1 3

3 6 1 2

1

3

CC resource reductions such that they are unable to 

engage (fully) with ELWA developments
2 2 4 3 1 3

2

1 2 2

2 4 8 1 4 4 Managing Director

Managing Director

Managing Director 

and

Finance Director

4

1 3
Management 

Board

4

Managing Director

2

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

Residual Risk 

Assessment

Revised local resources and waste strategy and 

arrangements not in place when needed

Timely consideration of future strategy and program of 

work required to deliver Take all steps to ensure that strategy development is 

progressed to allow for option of replacement facility at an 

appropriate time (i.e. Data Modelling, Collections Analysis, 

Facility Needs Analysis, Strategy Adoption, Joint Waste 

Plan input) and subsequent implementation

Authority and ELWA Ltd do not adequately anticipate 

impacts of new legislation or services, including possible 

Brexit impacts on export of RDF and recyclates, or new 

legislation imposes new duties and burdens

1 4

3

Engage with contractor to identify performance 

improvement measures
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Risk Assessment Criteria

Date 

Reviewed

L I Rating L I Rating L I Rating

Unable to access important documents Landlord responsibilities for accommodation. Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Loss of critical data SLA with LBBD IT incl. daily data backup

Monitoring and reporting are weakened Key contractual documents held elsewhere (Wragge & 

Redbridge).

IT link up for home-working or hot desking within LBBD.

Business Continuity Plan

Insurance 

Non-availability of a Reuse and Recycling Centre Unable to receive waste from public Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Unable to receive waste from CCs

Potential for fly tipping near the site Penalty regime on contractor

Poor perception of the Authority Alternative sites if one closes

HSE / Police investigation Quarterly review of site security. Reduce

Adverse national media attention On site monitoring Sell off landfill sites (best consideration)

ELWA security provisions called into question  Appropriate signage Look for alternative uses (if best value)

Legal action and costs Insurance cover

Clean up cost of flytipping On site monitoring Reduce

Land being placed on Contaminated Land Register 2m high bunding Sell off landfill sites (best consideration)

Poor perception of the Authority Appropriate signage Look for alternative uses (if best value)

Legal action by EA and costs Maintain relationships with neighbours

Harder to sell a site

Unable to manage other site risks

Closure of a key waste facility Service to Boroughs disrupted Business Continuity Plan Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Significant costs (Authority and CCs) if a long period Contractor contingency plans

Poor perception of the Authority Penalty regime on contractor

IWMS Required Insurances

Major Health & Safety event at a waste site. HSE / Police investigation Contractual requirements Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Contract Monitoring

Penalty regime on contractor.

Disruption to service provision Contractor Health and Safety procedures monitored.

Business Continuity Plan

Major Health & Safety event at offices HSE / Police investigation Landlord requirements Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Disruption to service provision Business Continuity Plan

Poor perception of the Authority Risk Assessments

Major failure of contractor's technology Performance is poor Contractor's planned maintenance Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Excess waste disposal costs to landfill. Contractor's risk management regime

Site closure IWMS performance regime incl. £ deductions

Service to Boroughs disrupted IWMS Required Insurances

Significant costs (Authority and CCs) if a long period Business Continuity Plan

Poor perception of the Authority

Discovery of hazardous substances (key facilities or RRCs) Site closure Contractual service requirements Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Service to Boroughs disrupted Specific contractor arrangements for hazardous waste

Significant costs if a long period. Contingency plans

Unable to receive waste from public

Potential for fly tipping near the site

Adverse local media attention

Lone working (both office and site) Personal attack on a member of staff Risk assessments Reduce

Personal injury / incapacity not discovered Security arrangements at Harvey House Review working practices at landfill sites
Potential legal action and costs Working practices and communication equipment on sites.

High cost of remediation and correction Testing of gas and leachate equipment Reduce

Adverse media attention Inspection by on-site staff

Legal action and costs Insurance re: sudden events

Poor perception of the Authority

Land being placed on Contaminated Land Register

Change in collection methods by constituent council(s) Requirements upon collection authorities in IWMS Contract Accept - With Controls and Mitigation actions

Annual Service Delivery Plans

Potential +/- impact on waste arisings Monthly provision of information by Renewi

Potential +/- impact on IWMS Contract target performance Monthly meetings with Renewi; quarterly with ELWA Ltd

IWMS Contract challenge from ELWA Ltd / Renewi

Agenda Item 7- Appendix C

Risk response

1 107

3 2

222

6

O2

1 2 1

Office Manager1

2

2

4

No. Description of Risk

Gross Risk 

Assessment
Controls and Mitigation

Net Risk 

Assessment

O1 1 2 2 1

4

2

2

Contract Manager

O3 2 3 6 2 2

Contract Manager 

(services); 

Managing Director 

(sale or new use)

2 2

2 4

O5 2 3 6 1 2

2 1

O6 2 2 4 2 1

O4

1 2 2 1

3 2 6 1 2

O10 2

Contract Manager

122 4 1 2

1

O8

Operational incidents on landfill site e.g. leachate overflow, 

gas release

O9 2

2

O11 2 2 4

2

1

Office Manager

(in office) and

Contract Manager 

(outside office)

O12 2 4 8 2

1 2 2

Effect

1 1 1

1 24 1 2

1

1

2

Managing Director 

(Management 

Board) and 

Contract Manager 

(Heads of Service, 

Contract 

Managers, Renewi)

2 2

2

1

Managing Director 

and

Contract Manager

2 4

2

2 2 10/01/2019

Obtain technical reports and review control methods at 

sites

2

2

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

2 2

2

1 2

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

10/01/2019

2 2 4 10/01/2019

10/01/2019

Contract Manager

10/01/2019

Contract Manager

1

Contract Manager

Managing Director 

and

Office Manager

2 2

2

Contract Manager

Potential conflict between CCs, esp. if costs fall to other 

CCs

Loss of accommodation and documents contained within, 

or loss of access to LBBD IT systems

Potential increased ELWA costs (then charges and levy to 

CCs)

Quarterly meetings with CCs' Directors of Environment, 

Heads of Service and Contract Managers

Residual  Risk 

Assessment

Contractual performance requirements and service 

monitoring

Trespass on closed landfill site leading to death / serious 

injury

Trespass on closed landfill site leading to 

flytipping/traveller settlement

ELWA Ltd and Renewi safety provisions called into 

question

Potential additional costs (Authority and CCs) if a long 

period
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AUTHORITY REPORT: TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2019/20 AND 
PRUDENTIAL CODE INDICATORS 2019/20 TO 2021/22 

1. Confidential Report 

1.1 No. 

2. Recommendations 

2.1 That Members agree: 

a) The Borrowing Strategy for 2019/20 as set out in paragraph 9; 

b) The Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement for 2019/20 as set out in 
paragraph 10; 

c) The Annual Investment Strategy for 2019/20 as set out in paragraph 11-15 and 
summarised in paragraph 18; 

d) The Prudential Indicators for Capital and Treasury Management as set out in 
paragraph 19-21. 

 

3. Purpose 

3.1 This report sets out ELWA’s Treasury Management Strategy for 2019/20 together with 
the Prudential Indicators for Capital and Treasury Management. The report 
encompasses new borrowing requirements and debt management arrangements, as 
well as a Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement.  The report also looks at the 
Annual Investment Strategy, the Treasury Management Policy Statement and the 
Prudential Indicators for Capital and Treasury Management. 

4. Background 

4.1 The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Authority to adopt the Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential Code for Capital 
Finance in Local Authorities as a professional code of practice to support local 
authorities in taking these decisions.  The Prudential regime requires consideration of 
the Authority’s borrowing and investment strategies within the decision making 
process for setting the Authority’s spending plans.  

4.2 The Authority’s treasury activities are strictly regulated by statutory requirements and 
a professional code of practice, the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management in 
the Public Services. The Authority has adopted this code of practice and subsequent 
revisions as part of its Financial Rules by resolution of the Authority.  

4.3 In 2019/20, the Authority’s maximum borrowing requirement to meet new capital 
expenditure and debt redemptions/replacement is estimated to be £60.400m. The 
borrowing strategy to meet this requirement is set out in paragraphs 6 to 9. 

4.4 ELWA is required to prepare an Annual Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement 
setting out its policy for the prudent repayment of debt. The Authority must have 
regard to statutory guidance issued by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government (MHCLG) when preparing this statement. The Authority’s Minimum 
Revenue Provision Policy Statement is set out at paragraph 10. 
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4.5 Each year the Authority is required to produce an Annual Investment Strategy that 
sets out the Authority’s policies for managing its investments.  The Authority’s 
investment strategy must have regard to guidance issued by MHCLG and is compliant 
with the current MHCLG guidance (February 2018). The Annual Investment Strategy is 
at paragraphs 11 -15. 

4.6 The Financial Rules require that the Finance Director present to Members the Treasury 
Management Strategy for recommendation prior to the start of the Financial Year.  
The Prudential regime requires that the Prudential Indicators for Treasury 
Management be considered with the Treasury Management Strategy and that ELWA 
set these limits.  These are detailed at paragraph 19 - 21. This is an annual process.  

4.7 It is a statutory requirement under Section 32 of the Local Government Finance Act 
1992 for the Authority to produce a balanced budget. In particular, the Authority is 
required to calculate its budget requirement for each financial year to include the 
revenue costs that flow from capital financing decisions.  This therefore means that 
increases in capital expenditure must be limited to a level which is affordable within 
the projected income of the Authority for the foreseeable future.  

4.8 There have been revisions of the MHCLG Investment Guidance, the MHCLG Minimum 
Revenue Provision (MRP) Guidance, the CIPFA Prudential Code and the CIPFA Treasury 
Management Code. The primary reporting changes include the introduction of a capital 
strategy, to provide a longer-term focus to the capital plans, and greater reporting 
requirements surrounding any commercial activity undertaken under the Localism Act 
2011.   

4.9 This Authority has not engaged in any commercial investments and has no non-
treasury investments. The Capital Investment Strategy is being reported separately. 

4.10 As reported previously the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) came 
into force on 3 January 2018. In accordance with Members’ agreement, applications 
for elective professional client status were sent out and accepted by relevant 
institutions. This has allowed the Authority to continue with the effective 
implementation of its Investment Strategy. 

4.11 Inevitably, certain technical terms have been used in this report. Explanations are 
provided where possible and a glossary covering main terms is included at 
Appendix D. 

5. Capital Expenditure 

5.1 The capital expenditure plans in this report are contained in the Authority’s Capital 
Investment Strategy which is appended to the Levy Report. 

6. Borrowing Requirements and Debt Management Arrangements for 2019/20 

6.1 The Treasury Management function ensures that the Authority’s cash is organised in 
accordance with the relevant professional codes, so that sufficient cash is available to 
meet the service activity and the Authority’s Capital Investment Strategy. This will 
involve both the organisation of the cash flow and, where capital plans require, the 
organisation of appropriate borrowing facilities. The strategy covers the relevant 
treasury / prudential indicators, the current and projected debt positions and the 
Annual Investment Strategy. 

6.2 ELWA’s estimated total borrowing of £1.250m at 31 March 2019 consists entirely of 
Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) loans.  All of these loans are on a fixed rate of 
interest. 
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6.3 The current fixed borrowing rate of 10.02% is the average rate of interest payable on 
all loans within the portfolio. All of these loans were taken out many years ago when 
interest rates were much higher than now.  Early repayment of these loans would 
incur a large premium as rates are much lower now. Refinancing will be reviewed as 
part of the Authority’s borrowing strategy.   

7. Prospects for Interest Rates 

7.1 As part of the Treasury Management service provided by the London Borough of 
Redbridge (LBR), economic forecasting is provided to assist the Authority to formulate 
a view on interest rates. LBR’s treasury management advisers, Link Asset Services, 
have provided forecasts for medium term interest rates (as at December 2018) as 
shown in the table below.  

Annual Average Percentage 

Annual Average % Bank Rate 
* % 

PWLB Borrowing Rates (includes 
certainty adjustment) 

% 
  5 year 25 year 50 year 

March 2019 0.75 2.10 2.90 2.70 

June 2019 1.00 2.20 3.00 2.80 

Sept 2019 1.00 2.20 3.10 2.90 

Dec 2019 1.00 2.30 3.10 2.90 

March 2020 1.25 2.30 3.20 3.00 

June 2020 1.25 2.40 3.30 3.10 

Sept 2020 1.25 2.50 3.30 3.10 

Dec 2020 1.50 2.50 3.40 3.20 

March 2021 1.50 2.60 3.40 3.20 

June 2021 1.75 2.60 3.50 3.30 

Sept 2021 1.75 2.70 3.50 3.30 

Dec 2021 1.75 2.80 3.60 3.40 

March 2022 2.00 2.80 3.60 3.40 

* Bank of England Rate 

7.2 The flow of generally positive economic statistics after the quarter ended 30 June 
2018 meant that it came as no surprise that the Bank of England's Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) came to a decision on 2 August 2018 to make the first increase in 
Bank Rate above 0.5% since the financial crash, from 0.5% to 0.75%. At their 
November meeting, the MPC left Bank Rate unchanged, but expressed some concern 
at the Chancellor’s fiscal stimulus in his Budget, which could increase inflationary 
pressures.  However, it is unlikely that the MPC would increase Bank Rate in February 
2019, ahead of the deadline in March for Brexit.  On a major assumption that 
Parliament and the EU agree a Brexit deal in the first quarter of 2019, then the next 
increase in Bank Rate is forecast to be in May 2019, followed by increases in February 
and November 2020, before ending up at 2.0% in February 2022. 

7.3 From time to time, gilt yields, and therefore PWLB rates, can be subject to exceptional 
levels of volatility due to geo-political, sovereign debt crisis, emerging market 
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developments and sharp changes in investor sentiment. Such volatility could occur at 
any time during the forecast period.  

7.4 Economic and interest rate forecasting remains difficult with so many external 
influences weighing on the UK. The above forecasts (and MPC decisions) will be liable 
to further amendment depending on how economic data and developments in financial 
markets transpire over the next year. Geopolitical developments, especially in the EU, 
could also have a major impact. Forecasts for average investment earnings beyond 
the three-year time horizon will be heavily dependent on economic and political 
developments. 

7.5 The interest rate forecasts provided by Link Asset Services in paragraph 7.1 are 
predicated on an assumption of an agreement being reached on Brexit between the 
UK and the EU. In the event of an orderly non-agreement exit, it is likely that the 
Bank of England would take action to cut the Bank Rate from 0.75% in order to help 
economic growth deal with the adverse effects of this situation. This is also likely to 
cause short to medium term gilt yields to fall. If there was a disorderly Brexit, then 
any cut in Bank Rate would be likely to last for a longer period and also depress short 
and medium gilt yields correspondingly. It is also possible that the Government could 
act to protect economic growth by implementing fiscal stimulus. 

7.6 The current economic outlook and structure of market interest rates and government 
debt yields have several key treasury management implications: 

a) Investment returns are likely to remain low during 2019/20 but to be on a gently 
rising trend over the next few years; 

b) Borrowing interest rates have been volatile so far in 2018/19 and have increased 
modestly since the summer.  This will affect borrowing costs in the future when 
authorities may not be able to avoid new borrowing to finance capital expenditure 
and/or the refinancing of maturing debt; 

c) There will remain a cost of carry (the difference between higher borrowing costs 
and lower investment returns) to any new long-term borrowing that causes a 
temporary increase in cash balances as this position will, most likely, incur a 
revenue cost. 

8. New Borrowing Requirements 

8.1 Every year the Authority is required to inform Government whether there is a 
possibility that it may need to borrow to fund capital expenditure. The Authority may 
need to make arrangements to finance expenditure during 2019/20 in respect of its 
post 2027 strategy and any possible capital works identified as a result of the ongoing 
review of landfill sites.  Indicative estimates for production of Prudential Indicators are 
shown for 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22: 

Borrowing Requirement 2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

Post 2027 Waste Disposal Strategy 60.000 - - 

Potential Capital Works – Landfill Site  0.400 - - 

Maximum Estimated Borrowing 
Requirement 60.400 - - 

8.2 New Borrowing Requirements - The options available to ELWA to finance any future 
capital requirements include the temporary use of internal cash balances and raising 
loans via the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB). 
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8.3 The PWLB is a statutory body operating within the United Kingdom Debt Management 
Office (DMO), an executive agency of HM Treasury. Their function is to lend money 
from the National Loans Fund to local authorities and other prescribed bodies and to 
collect repayments. Interest rates are determined by the DMO using a methodology 
specified by HM Treasury.  

8.4 The Government provides a 0.2% discount on loans from the PWLB under the 
prudential borrowing regime for those local authorities providing improved information 
and transparency on capital spending plans and associated long term borrowing. This 
is known as the ‘Certainty Rate Discount’. Access is by application and the Authority is 
currently included on the list of qualifying local authorities (see table 7.1). 

8.5 It is recommended that £60.400m is set as the borrowing requirement for 2019/20. 
This will only be utilised if needed and Members agree. 

9. Borrowing Strategy 2019/20 

9.1 Paragraph 8 indicates a potential need to finance £60.400m of capital requirements in 
2019/20.  The Authority is free to borrow what it deems to be prudent, sustainable 
and affordable within the Authority’s approved Authorised External Debt Limit. See 
further detail at Paragraph 19-21.  

9.2 The need to undertake external borrowing can be reduced by the temporary 
application of internal balances held for provisions and reserves within ELWA’s 
accounts and cashflow movements on a day-to-day basis. The option of postponing 
borrowing and running down investment balances will reduce investment risk and 
provide some protection against low investment returns.  The use of internal balances 
however must be monitored in order to mitigate the risks arising from the need to 
externally refinance when rates are unfavourable. 

9.3 Regard must be given to the maturity profile of the loan portfolio.  All borrowing 
undertaken will be in accordance with the objectives set out in the Authority’s 
Treasury Management Policy Statement.    

9.4 A view has to be taken on the balance between variable rate borrowing and fixed rate 
borrowing. To give ELWA maximum flexibility, it is suggested that the upper limit for 
fixed rate borrowing be set at 100% of its outstanding principal sums, and the upper 
limit for variable rate borrowing be set at 25% of its outstanding principal sums.  

9.5 It is good practice to evaluate the borrowing portfolio on a periodic basis to see if it 
could be structured more efficiently.  Treasury management consultants, Link Asset 
Services, provide information on potential restructuring opportunities as part of their 
service.  

9.6 The uncertainty over the future movement of interest rates increases the risks 
associated with treasury activity. Therefore, all borrowing options will be carefully 
evaluated, and professional advice sought where appropriate.  

9.7 In summary, considering the factors set out above, the recommended Borrowing 
Strategy is: 

a) That cash balances are used to finance capital expenditure on a temporary basis, 
pending permanent funding at a time when rates are deemed favourable; 

b) All available sources of finance are evaluated when undertaking decisions for long 
term borrowing and advice sought as appropriate; 
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c) The repayment spread period of the long-term debt portfolio is set at a maximum 
period of 50 years or maximum asset life if shorter; 

d) That the maturity schedule is maintained so that no more than 37% of total 
borrowing is due for renewal in any one year. 

e) That the upper limit for fixed rate borrowing be set at 100% and the upper limit 
for variable rate borrowing be set at 25%.  

10. Minimum Revenue Provision 

10.1 In accordance with the Local Government Act 2003, the Authority is required to pay 
off an element of accumulated capital expenditure each year through a revenue 
charge known as the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP). MRP was originally calculated 
in accordance with the detailed methodology set out in the regulations.  An 
amendment to these regulations has now replaced the detailed statutory calculation to 
one that gives local authorities more flexibility provided the outcome is prudent.  

10.2 In conjunction with the regulatory amendment, the MHCLG have issued statutory 
guidance on the options available for making prudent provision for the repayment of 
debt. These options relate to existing and supported debt, whereby the Authority 
receives government support towards capital financing costs, and unsupported 
(Prudential) borrowing whereby financing costs are met wholly by the Authority. 
Authorities must have regard to this guidance.  

10.3 Guidance issued by the Secretary of State requires that before the start of each 
financial year the Authority prepares a statement of its policy on making MRP in 
respect of the forthcoming financial year and submits it to Members for approval.  

10.4 Annual Minimum Revenue Provision Statement 

a) For capital expenditure incurred before 1 April 2008, or any new capital 
expenditure incurred in the future up to the limit of the Authority’s supported 
borrowing, minimum revenue provision will be provided for in accordance with 
existing practice outlined in the former regulations, which is based on a 4% 
charge.  

b) Minimum revenue provision for new capital expenditure incurred wholly or partly 
by unsupported (Prudential) borrowing or credit arrangements is to be determined 
by reference to the expected life of the asset. Asset life is deemed to begin once 
the asset becomes operational. Minimum revenue provision will commence from 
the financial year following the one in which the asset becomes operational.  

c) Minimum revenue provision in respect of Finance Leases and on balance sheet 
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) contracts will be regarded as being met by a 
charge equal to the element of the rent/charges that goes to write down the 
balance sheet liability. Where a lease (or part of a lease) or Private Finance 
Initiative PFI contract is brought onto the balance sheet, having previously been 
accounted for off balance sheet, the minimum revenue provision requirement will 
be regarded as having been met by the inclusion in the charge, for the year in 
which the restatement occurs, of an amount equal to the write down for that year 
plus retrospective writing down of the balance sheet liability that arises from the 
restatement. 

d) Minimum revenue provision in respect of unsupported (Prudential) borrowing 
taken to meet expenditure, which is treated as capital expenditure by virtue of 
either a capitalisation direction or regulations, will be determined in accordance 
with the asset life method as recommended by the statutory guidance.  
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e) The Authority retains the right to make additional voluntary payments to reduce 
debt if deemed prudent. 

11. Annual Investment Strategy 2019/20 

11.1 The Authority is required to produce an Annual Investment Strategy that sets out the 
Authority’s policies for managing its investments.  The Authority’s investment strategy 
must have regard to the following: 

a) MHCLG’s revised Guidance on Local Government Investments - (“the Guidance”), 
which came into operation from 1 April 2018 

b) CIPFA Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and Cross 
Sectoral Guidance Notes 2017 (“the Code”)  

c) CIPFA Treasury Management Guidance Notes 2018   

11.2 The Code and the revised Guidance have extended the meaning of “investments” to 
include both financial and non-financial investments. The Treasury Management 
Strategy deals solely with financial investments, (as managed by the Treasury 
Management function). Non-financial investments, essentially the purchase of income 
yielding assets, are covered in the Capital Investment Strategy.  

11.3 The key intention of the guidance is to maintain the requirement for authorities to 
invest prudently, and that priority is given firstly to security and secondly to liquidity 
of investments before yield. The guidance also places a high priority on the 
management of risk.   

11.4 The Guidance requires the Authority to set out within its Annual Investment Strategy:  

a) Security, creditworthiness criteria, risk assessment and monitoring arrangements 
for investments;  

b) The liquidity of investments and the minimum amount to be held in short-term 
investments (i.e. one which the Authority may require to be repaid or redeemed 
within 12 months of making the Investment) and those that are available to be 
lent for a longer period; 

c) Which investments the Authority may use for the prudent management of its 
treasury balances and limits for each class of investment;  

d) The classification of each investment instrument for use by either the Authority’s 
in-house officers and/or external fund managers, and the circumstances where 
prior professional advice is to be sought from the Authority’s treasury 
management advisers. 

12. Investment Objectives 

12.1 The Authority’s investment strategy gives priority to:  

a) the security of the investments it makes;  

b) the liquidity of its investments to meet known liabilities.  

12.2 The Authority’s objective is therefore to achieve, within this constraint, the optimum 
return on its investments with the appropriate levels of security and liquidity.   

12.3 Within the prudent management of its financial affairs, the Authority may temporarily 
invest funds, borrowed for the purpose of expenditure expected to be incurred in the 
reasonably near future. Borrowing purely to invest or on-lend for speculative purposes 
remains unlawful and the Authority will not engage in such activity.  
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13. Security of Capital  

13.1 The Authority seeks to maintain the security of its investments by investing in high 
credit quality institutions. These institutions comprise the Authority’s lending list.  In 
order to establish the credit quality of the institutions and investment schemes in 
which the Authority invests, the Authority primarily makes use of credit ratings, both 
country (sovereign) ratings, and institution ratings provided by the three main ratings 
agencies, Fitch Rating Ltd, Moody’s and Standard & Poors.  

13.2 Link Asset Services provides information from the above-mentioned rating agencies as 
part of the creditworthiness service provided to the Authority.    

13.3 Credit Risk Assessment: As set out above, the creditworthiness of counterparties is 
evidenced by the application of minimum credit quality criteria, primarily through the 
use of credit ratings from the three main ratings agencies. These ratings are used to 
formulate a credit matrix to determine prudent investment periods and monetary 
limits.  

13.4 In formulating the credit matrix, consideration has been given to the levels of historic 
default against the minimum criteria used in the Authority’s investment strategy. The 
information in the table below, provided by Fitch Ratings, shows average defaults for 
differing periods of investment grade products for each long term rating category. 

 

Long-Term 
Rating Percentage Historic Experience of Default 

 Less than 1 
year 
% 

1 – 2 
years 

% 

2 – 3 
years 

% 

3 – 4 
years 

% 

4 – 5 
years 

% 
AA 0.020 0.040 0.100 0.170 0.240 

A 0.050 0.150 0.280 0.420 0.590 

BBB 0.160 0.440 0.770 1.150 1.550 

 

13.5 The Authority’s credit matrix minimum long-term rating for investments with banks 
(excluding part nationalised banks) is “A”.  The Authority’s investment strategy is 
therefore considered low risk. 

13.6 Other counterparties and investment schemes that may be included on the approved 
lending list are:  

a) UK Part Nationalised Banks; 

b) Money Market Funds; 

c) The UK Government (Debt Management Office and Gilts); 

d) Building Societies with assets in excess of £3bn; 

e) Enhanced Cash Funds; 
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f) Equity/Bond/Multi Asset Funds 

g) Other Local Authorities, parish & community councils; and 

h) Non-UK Government and Supranational Institutions. 

13.7 All counterparties must meet the Authority’s Creditworthiness Criteria as set out at 
Appendix B. 

13.8 Credit Quality Monitoring: LBR’s treasury management advisers, Link Asset Services, 
provide credit rating information as and when ratings change and these are acted 
upon when received.  An institution’s credit quality is reviewed before any investment 
is made. 

13.9 On occasion credit ratings may be downgraded when an investment has already been 
made. The creditworthiness criteria used are such that minor downgrading should not 
affect the full receipt of the principal and interest.  Any counterparty whose ratings fall 
to the extent that they no longer meet the approved credit quality criteria is 
immediately removed from the lending list.  If an institution or investment scheme is 
upgraded so that it fulfils the Authority’s criteria, its inclusion will be considered. The 
inclusion of institutions and investment schemes that meet the agreed credit criteria is 
delegated to the Finance Director.  

13.10 Reliance is not placed on credit ratings alone. Regard is also given to other sources of 
information such as: 

a) Publicity from sources such as the quality financial press and internet sites and 
from ratings alerts from the credit rating agencies; 

b) Investment rates being paid, and whether they are out of line with the market as 
this could indicate that the investment is of a higher risk.  

c) Where available, price movements of Credit Default Swaps, which are a financial 
instrument for swapping the risk of debt default, can be plotted to give an 
indicator of relative confidence about credit risk. 

d) All information received is acted upon promptly as appropriate.  

 

13.11 Investments and Diversification across Asset Classes - Additional security of capital is 
also achieved through diversification and the specifying of the type of investment that 
the Authority is prepared to invest in.  

13.12 “Guidance on Local Government Investments” requires the Authority to set out the 
investments in which it is prepared to invest under the headings of Specified 
Investments and Non-Specified Investments. 

13.13 Specified Investments are those investments that meet the Authority’s high credit 
quality criteria as set out in this section and also meet the following criteria: 

a) Are due to be repaid within twelve months of the date in which the investment 
was made; 

b) Are denominated in sterling and all repayments in respect of the investment are 
only payable in sterling; 

c) The investment is not defined as capital expenditure by virtue of the Local 
Authority Capital Finance Regulations. 
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d) The investment is made with the following organisations: 

 The United Kingdom Government; 

 A local Authority, as defined in regulation; and 

 A Parish Council or Community Council 

 

13.14 Specified investments are therefore deemed to be of low risk. 

13.15 Non-specified investments are all other investments that do not satisfy the Specified 
investment criteria. Non-specified investments are deemed to have a greater potential 
of risk, such as investments for longer than one year or with institutions that do not 
have credit ratings, such as building societies.  Limits must be set on the amounts that 
may be held in such investments at any one time during the year. The Authority’s 
creditworthiness criteria for selecting non-specified investments is set out at Appendix 
B and specified and non-specified investment categories are detailed at Appendix C. 

13.16 UK banks – ring fencing - The largest UK banks, (those with more than £25bn of retail 
/ Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) deposits), are required, by UK law, to 
separate core retail banking services from their investment and international banking 
activities by 1 January 2019. This is known as “ring-fencing. 

13.17 Ring-fencing is a regulatory initiative created in response to the global financial crisis. 
It mandates the separation of retail and SME deposits from investment banking, in 
order to improve the resilience and resolvability of banks by changing their structure. 
In general, simpler activities offered from within a ring-fenced bank, (RFB), will be 
focused on lower risk, day-to-day core transactions, whilst more complex and “riskier” 
activities are required to be housed in a separate entity, a non-ring-fenced bank, 
(NRFB). This is intended to ensure that an entity’s core activities are not adversely 
affected by the acts or omissions of other members of its group. 

13.18 While the structure of the banks included within this process may have changed, the 
fundamentals of credit assessment have not. The Authority will continue to assess the 
new-formed entities in the same way that it does others and those with sufficiently 
high ratings, (and any other metrics considered), will be considered for investment 
purposes. 

13.19 Accounting for Investments - As a result of the change in International Financial 
Reporting Standard 9 (IFRS 9) the Authority will consider the implications of 
investment instruments which could result in an adverse movement in the value of the 
amount invested and resultant charge to the Revenue Reserve at year end.  

13.20 Asset class limits - In accordance with current practice and the investment limits 
contained within the Authority’s Treasury Management Practices, the maximum 
percentages of the portfolio which may be invested in each asset class are as follows: 
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 % 

UK Government  100 

Local Authorities 85 

UK Banks- Specified  80 

Money Market Funds (CNAV and LVNAV) 40 

Enhanced Cash Funds / Money Market Funds (VNAV) 15 

Building Societies - Specified  45 

Total Unspecified Investments  50 

Non-UK Banks – Specified (subject to group limit) 40 

Non-UK Government and Supranational Bonds (subject to group limit) 30 

Total Group Non-UK Investments 40 

Corporate Bonds 15 

13.21 These limits have been set to reflect the revised regulatory structure of entities, and 
to ensure that the Authority retains maximum flexibility and can react quickly to 
changing market conditions. A breach of an asset class limit due to unexpected 
cashflow movements will not result in the immediate sale of investments if the 
position is to be rectified within a short timeframe. The actual balance between the 
above asset classes will depend, at any one time, on the relative levels of risk and 
return and the overall balance of the portfolio.  

13.22 The creditworthiness criteria for choosing counterparties set out in this report provide 
a sound approach to investment in "normal" market circumstances.  Whilst Members 
are asked to approve the base criteria set out in this report, under exceptional market 
conditions institutions can face real and sudden difficulties with a time lag before the 
credit rating agencies reflect this. Therefore, it is vital that the Authority maintains a 
strategy of responding swiftly and the Finance Director will restrict further investment 
activity to those counterparties that are at any one time considered of the highest 
credit quality.  Security of the Authority’s money will always remain the main priority 
of this strategy and will take precedence over yield. 

14. Investment of Cash Balances and the Liquidity of Investments 

14.1 Cashflow Management - In order to assist in managing the Authority’s finances, a 
cashflow model is maintained. The model details all known major items of income and 
expenditure of both a revenue and capital nature, based on capital and revenue 
budget proposals, detailed elsewhere on the agenda.  Cash balances can fluctuate 
significantly during the course of the year due to timing differences between the 
receipt of cash such as grants and capital receipts and the corresponding expenditure.  
It is estimated that over the course of the year cash balances will vary between 
£15.000m and £26.000m. The initial cashflow estimates provide an indication of cash 
receipts and outgoings on a month-by-month basis.  

14.2 Liquidity: The Authority is required to have available, or access to adequate resources 
to enable it at all times to have available the level of funds which are necessary for the 
achievement of its service objectives.  The cashflow model provides the Authority with 
information on its cash requirements, detailing immediate cash requirements and 
indicating cash balances that are available for investment for longer periods.  The 
liquidity of the investment portfolio is monitored regularly and reported at monthly 
treasury meetings with senior finance officers. The minimum amount of cash balances 
required to support cashflow management on a monthly basis is £6.900m.   
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14.3 The borrowing strategy set out at paragraph 8 recommends the use of internal 
balances to temporarily fund capital expenditure.  Whilst this will help reduce the need 
for investing, this must be balanced against the future requirement to replace these 
balances, and ensure that sufficient cash is available to meet the ELWA’s liquidity 
requirements. 

14.4 For debt management purposes the Authority has in place overdraft facilities with its 
banker, National Westminster Bank plc, and access to the PWLB and the money 
market to fund capital projects.  

14.5 Borrowing in Advance of Need:  The Authority has some flexibility to borrow funds this 
year for use in future years.  The Finance Director may do this under delegated 
authority where, for instance, a sharp rise in interest rates is expected, and so 
borrowing early at fixed rates will be economically beneficial to meet budgetary 
constraints.  

14.6 The Finance Director will adopt a cautious approach to any such borrowing, and will 
only do so to fund the approved capital programme or future debt maturities where 
there is a clear business case. The investment of funds borrowed ahead of need will be 
within the constraints of the approved investment strategy. 

14.7 Interest Rates:  As set out at paragraph 7.2, the Bank Rate was increased to 0.75% in 
August 2018. The MPC also gave forward guidance that subject to a Brexit agreement 
being reached, they expected to increase the Bank rate in May 2019, followed by 
increases in February and November 2020, before ending up at 2.0% by March 2022. 
Bank Rate forecasts at financial year ends: 

a) 2019/20  1.25% 

b) 2020/21  1.50% 

c) 2021/22  2.00% 

14.8 Yield - The Authority uses the 7 day The London Interbank Bid (LIBID) rate plus 20 
basis points as a benchmark for comparing the return on its investments. 

14.9 The overall balance of risks to economic growth in the UK is probably neutral. The 
balance of risks to increases in Bank Rate and shorter dated PWLB rates, are probably 
also even and are dependent on how strong GDP growth turns out to be, how slowly 
inflation pressures subside, and how quickly the Brexit negotiations move forward 
positively (Link forecast December 2018). 

14.10 Investments Longer than a Year: The Code of Practice requires the Authority to give 
consideration to longer-term investment and set an upper limit for principal sums to 
be invested for longer than one year.   The Authority currently has no investments 
invested for longer than one year but a limit will still be set to provide flexibility.  

14.11 Having given due consideration to the level of balances over the next three years, the 
need for liquidity, spending commitments and provisions for contingencies, it is 
determined that up to £2.000m of total fund balances could be prudently invested for 
longer than one year. However, in making such investments, consideration must be 
given to the economic outlook, and the prospect for continued market volatility in the 
Eurozone. 

14.12 Therefore, taking all of the foregoing into consideration and to allow the Authority 
flexibility for market improvement, it is recommended that the Authority set an upper 
limit for principal sums to be invested for longer than one year at £2.000m for 
2019/20, £2.000m for 2020/21 and £2.000m for 2021/22. 
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14.13 Accounting treatment of investments: The accounting treatment may differ from the 
underlying cash transactions arising from investment decisions made by the Authority. 
To ensure that the Authority is protected from any adverse revenue impact, which 
may arise from these differences, the accounting implications from undertaking new 
transactions will be considered before any investment is undertaken. 

14.14 Market in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II): These regulations came into 
effect on the 3 January 2018. The regulations allowed for the Authority to opt up to 
“elective professional client status” on the basis that certain regulatory requirements 
were met. Applications were accepted by the relevant institutions allowing for 
Authority to continue with the effective implementation of its investment strategy. 

15. Provision for Credit-related Losses 

15.1 If any of the Authority’s investments appear at risk of loss due to default, provision 
would need to be made from revenue for the appropriate amount.  

16. Treasury Management Consultants 

16.1 Treasury management support is provided by The London Borough of Redbridge as 
part of a Service Level Agreement. The treasury management team currently use Link 
Asset Services as its external treasury management consultant. The company provides 
a range of services which include: 

a) Economic and interest rate analysis; 

b) Credit ratings/market information service comprising the three main credit rating 
agencies; 

c) Generic investment advice on interest rates, timing and investment instruments; 

d) Debt rescheduling advice; 

e) Technical support on treasury matters and capital finance issues. 

16.2 Whilst Link Asset Services provide support to LBR’s treasury management team, the 
Authority recognises that responsibility for treasury management decisions remains 
with the organisation at all times and will ensure that undue reliance is not placed 
upon external service providers. The treasury management consultancy service is 
subject to regular review. 

17. Member and Officer Training  

17.1 One of the main requirements of the Treasury Management Code of Practice is the 
increased Member consideration of treasury management matters and the need to 
ensure officers dealing with treasury management are trained and keep their skills up 
to date.  The Authority will address this important issue by: 

a) Providing training sessions, briefings and reports on treasury management and 
investment issues to those Members responsible for the monitoring and scrutiny 
of treasury management, as appropriate.   

b) Requiring all relevant LBR Officers to keep their skills up to date by utilising both 
external and internal training workshops and seminars, and by participating in the 
CIPFA Treasury Management Forum and other relevant local groups and societies. 

17.2 Member training will be reviewed and training will be provided as appropriate. 
Previous training was held on 17 September 2018. 
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18. Investment Strategy 2019/20 Summary 

18.1 In summary, considering the factors set out in Paragraphs 11 to 15, the recommended 
Investment Strategy is: 

a) That cash balances, not immediately required to finance expenditure, are lent to 
the money market for the most appropriate periods as indicated by the cashflow 
model and current market and economic conditions; 

b) That liquidity is maintained by the use of overnight deposits; 

c) That the minimum amount of short-term cash balances required to support 
monthly cashflow management is £6.900m;  

d) That the upper limit for investments longer than one year is £2.000m; 

e) That the maximum period for longer term lending be two years;  

f) That all investment with institutions and investment schemes is undertaken in 
accordance with the Authority’s creditworthiness criteria as set out at Appendix B; 

g) That more cautious investment criteria are maintained during times of market 
uncertainty; 

h) That all investment with institutions and investment schemes is limited to the 
types of investment set out under the Authority’s approved “Specified” and “Non-
Specified” Investments detailed in the appendix and that professional advice 
continues to be sought if appropriate; 

i) That all investment is managed within the Authority’s approved asset class limits 
as set out at paragraph 13.21. 

19. Prudential Indicators for Capital and Treasury Management 

19.1 Overview - The key objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure, within a clear 
framework, that the capital investment plans of authorities are affordable, prudent 
and sustainable. Further, that Treasury Management decisions are taken in 
accordance with good professional practice. To demonstrate that authorities have 
fulfilled these objectives, the revised Prudential Code and the revised CIPFA Treasury 
Management Code set out the indicators that must be used, and the factors that must 
be taken into account. 

20. Capital Prudential Indicators 

20.1 The Authority’s capital expenditure plans are a key driver of treasury management 
activity. The output of the capital expenditure plans is reflected in the Prudential 
Indicators, which are designed to assist Members’ overview and confirm capital 
expenditure plans. 

Capital Expenditure 

20.2 This Prudential Indicator is a summary of the Authority’s capital expenditure plans, 
both those agreed previously and those forming part of this budget cycle. Members 
are asked to approve the capital expenditure forecasts. 
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20.3 Capital Expenditure Forecast based on indicative estimates. 

Capital 
Expenditure 

 

2018/19 
Revised 
Budget 

£m 

2019/20 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2020/21 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2021/22 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2022/23 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2023/24 
Estimate 

 
£m 

Post 2027 
Strategy 

- 60.000 - - - - 

Potential 
Capital Works  

- 0.400 - - - - 

Maximum 
Estimated 
Expenditure 

- 60.400 - - - - 

Other long term liabilities: The above capital expenditure forecast excludes other long term 
liabilities such as PFI and leasing arrangements which are classified as borrowing instruments. 

20.4 The table below provides information on how capital expenditure plans are proposed 
to be financed by capital or revenue resources.  Any shortfall of resources results in a 
funding borrowing need. 

20.5 Capital Programme Funding Summary 

Financing of 
capital 

expenditure 
 

2018/19 
Revised 
Budget 

£m 

2019/20 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2020/21 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2021/22 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2022/23 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2023/24 
Estimate 

 
£m 

Maximum 
Estimated 
Expenditure 

- 60.400 - - - - 

Financed By:       

Strategy 
Reserve - - - - - - 

Potential Net 
financing 
need for the 
year 

- 60.400 - - - - 

The Authority’s borrowing need (Capital Financing Requirement - CFR) 

20.6 This Prudential Indicator is simply the total historic outstanding capital expenditure 
which has not yet been paid for from either revenue or capital resources. It is 
essentially a measure of the Authority’s indebtedness and so its underlying borrowing 
need.  The net financing need for the year will increase the CFR. 

20.7 The CFR does not increase indefinitely, as the minimum revenue provision (MRP) is a 
statutory annual revenue charge which broadly reduces the indebtedness in line with 
each asset’s life, and so charges the economic consumption of capital assets as they 
are used. 

20.8 The CFR includes other long-term liabilities such as the PFI scheme. Whilst this will 
increase the CFR, and therefore the Authority’s borrowing requirement, this type of 
scheme includes a borrowing facility by the PFI provider and so the Authority is not 
required to separately borrow for this scheme.  
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20.9 CFR Projections 

 2018/19 
Revised 
Budget 

£m 

2019/20 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2020/21 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2021/22 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2022/23 
Estimate 

 
£m 

2023/24 
Estimate 

 
£m 

Capital Financing Requirement 

Total CFR 63.130  117.610 110.413 103.063 95.405  86.560  

Movement in 
CFR (5.425) 54.480  (7.197) (7.350) (7.658) (8.845) 

       

Movement in CFR represented by 

Potential Net 
financing need 
for the year 
(above) 

- 60.400  - - - - 

Less MRP/VRP 
and other 
financing 
movements 

(5.425) (5.920) (7.197) (7.350) (7.658) (8.845) 

Movement in 
CFR (5.425) 54.480  (7.197) (7.350) (7.658) (8.845) 

Affordability Prudential Indicators 

20.10 These provide an indication of the impact of the capital investment plans on the 
Authority’s overall finances.   

20.11 Ratio of financing cost to net revenue stream:  This indicator identifies the trend in the 
cost of capital (borrowing and other long-term obligation costs net of investment 
income) against the net revenue stream. 
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20.12 Ratio of financing cost to net revenue stream 

 2019/20 
Estimate 

% 

2020/21 
Estimate 

% 

2021/22 
Estimate 

% 

2022/23 
Estimate 

% 

2023/24 
Estimate 

% 
Revenue 
Reserve 17.42 17.85 16.85 16.17 16.62 

20.13 The estimates of financing costs include current commitments and the proposals in the 
budget report. 

21. Prudential Indicators for Treasury Management 

21.1 These relate to: 

a) The adoption of CIPFA’s Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of 
Practice (the Code); 

b) Limits for external debt; 

c) Interest rate exposures; 

d) Maturity structure of borrowings; and 

e) Investment for periods of longer than one year. 

21.2 The Treasury Management indicators are not targets to be aimed at, but are instead 
limits within which the Treasury Management policies of the Authority are deemed to 
be prudent. 

21.3 CIPFA Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice - The Authority 
adopted the Code and subsequent revisions as part of its Financial Rules. The 
Authority’s Treasury Management policies and practices fully comply with the Code.  

21.4 In accordance with the Code, the Authority has an approved Treasury Management 
Policy Statement. This is a short policy statement, which sets out core strategic issues. 
It is reviewed periodically and amended if policies change. This Treasury Management 
Policy Statement complies with the requirements of the Code and is attached as 
Appendix A for information.   

21.5 Authorised limit for External Debt 2019/20 – 2021/22 - The authorised limit for 
external debt represents total external debt, gross of investments, and separately 
identifies borrowing from other long-term liabilities such as PFI schemes and finance 
leasing (see paragraph 21.8 below).  The authorised limit is based on the Authority’s 
spending plans, makes allowance for short-term cashflow movements and provides 
sufficient headroom for unusual cash movements.   

21.6 As previously advised, changes in accounting treatment have resulted in ELWA PFI 
assets and liabilities now being included on the balance sheet. As a result of this the 
table below now includes a long-term liability indicator of which £63m relates to the 
ELWA PFI liability.   

21.7 In order to determine the authorised limit, a number of assumptions need to be made 
on the possible future use of borrowing. Borrowing can be used to finance capital 
expenditure over and above that supported by government grant, or to cover for 
slippage in the realisation of capital receipts, as an alternative form of financing e.g. 
instead of leasing, and for short-term treasury management purposes.  The following 
table sets out limits that represent the maximum amount of gross debt:  
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 2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

Estimated borrowing b/f 1.300 61.700 61.700 

Borrowing requirement 60.400 - - 

Less: Maturing debt - - - 

Less: Loan replacement    

Short term/cashflow requirements 6.900 6.900 6.900 

Unforeseen cash movements 6.700 6.700 6.700 

Total borrowing 75.300 75.300 75.300 

Other long term liabilities 68.000 63.000 63.000 

Total external debt 143.300 138.300 138.300 

21.8 It is therefore recommended that the total Authorised Limit for External Debt for 
2019/20 set at £143.300m, for 2020/21 £138.300m and for 2021/22 £138.300m.  

21.9 Operational Boundary External Debt 2018/19 – 2020/21 - As with the authorised limit 
for external debt, the operational boundary represents total external debt, gross of 
investments, and separately identifies borrowing from other long term liabilities. The 
operational boundary is based on the same assumptions as the authorised limit but 
reflects the most likely estimate, i.e. a prudent but not the worst-case scenario of 
gross debt, as assumed in the authorised limit. This has resulted in a reduction of 
£2.000m that is included in the authorised debt calculation for unforeseen cash 
movements.   

21.10 The operational boundary is a key monitoring tool and whilst it may be breached 
temporarily due to cashflow variations, a sustained or regular trend above the 
operational boundary would be significant and lead to further investigation and action 
as appropriate. It is therefore recommended that the total operational boundary for 
external debt for 2019/20 be set at £141.300m, for 2020/21 £136.300m, and for 
2021/22 £136.300m.  

21.11 Interest rate exposure 2018/19 – 2020/21 - The management of interest rate risk is a 
priority for the Authority. This is recognised in the Prudential Code, which requires the 
Authority to establish operational boundaries on net interest rate exposure. These are 
set by way of two Prudential Indicators, the upper limit on fixed interest rate exposure 
and the upper limit on variable rate interest exposure: 

 2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

Fixed Rate (borrowing) 87.700  87.700  87.700  

Variable Rate (lending) (35.000) (35.000) (35.000) 

21.12 The limits indicate that all of the Authority’s borrowing is fixed and interest costs are 
therefore certain. Investments, because they are invested mainly for less than one 
year, are classified as variable and income is therefore subject to movement in base 
rates.  

21.13 The Authority’s Treasury Management Practices require the setting of a local indicator 
for the percentage of borrowing at fixed and variable rates. The borrowing strategy 
recommends an upper limit of 100% for fixed rate borrowing and, in order to maintain 
flexibility should fixed term interest rates be unfavourable, also recommends that the 
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percentage of variable rate borrowing be set at an upper limit of 25%. This would not 
breach the upper limit on variable rate exposure. 

21.14 Maturity Structure of Borrowings – The Authority is required to set upper and lower 
limits with respect to the maturity structure of its fixed rate borrowings. These have 
been set to avoid the need to refinance a significant proportion of outstanding debt on 
an annual basis, and to provide the Authority with flexibility to manage its debt 
portfolio efficiently. 

 Upper Limit  
% 

Lower Limit  
% 

Under 12 months 37 -   

12 Months and within 2 years 45 -  

2 years and within 5 years 60 -  

5 years and within 10 years 80 -  

10 years and within 20 years 100 -  

20 years and within 35 years 100 -  

35 years to 50 years 100 -  

 

21.15 Investments for longer than 365 days – Within the Annual Investment Strategy, 
paragraph 14.12, the following amounts have been identified as available for longer 
term investment: 2019/20 £2.000m, 2020/21 £2.000m and 2021/22 £2.000m.  

21.16 In Summary, the Prudential Indicators for Treasury Management are recommended as 
follows: 

Authorised Limit for External Debt 

 2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

Borrowing 75.300 75.300 75.300 

Other Long Term Liabilities 68.000 63.000 63.000 

TOTAL 143.300 138.300 138.300 
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Operational Boundary for External Debt 

 2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

Borrowing 73.300 73.300 73.300 

Other Long Term Liabilities 68.000 63.000 63.000 

TOTAL 141.300 136.300 136.300 

Upper Limits on Interest Rate Exposures  

 2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

Fixed Rate 87.700  87.700  87.700  

Variable Rate (35.000) (35.000) (35.000) 

Amount of Projected Fixed Rate Borrowing that is Maturing in each Period as a 
Percentage of Total Projected Borrowing that is Fixed Rate 

 Upper Limit % Lower Limit % 
Under 12 months 37 - 

12 Months and within 2 years 45 - 

2 years and within 5 years 60 - 

5 years and within 10 years 80 - 

10 years and within 20 years 100 - 

20 years and within 35 years 100 - 

35 years to 50 years 100 - 

Upper Limit for Total Principal Sums Invested for more than 365 days 

2019/20 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

2021/22 
£m 

2.000 2.000 2.000 

 

22. Relevant Officer 

22.1 Maria G. Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 
8708 3010 

23. Appendix Attached 

23.1 Appendix A Treasury Management Policy Statement 

23.2 Appendix B Creditworthiness Criteria 
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23.3 Appendix C Approved List of Specified and Non-specified Investments 

23.4 Appendix D Glossary 

24. Background Papers 

24.1 Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and Cross-Sectoral 
Guidance Notes (CIPFA) 

24.2 The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities (CIPFA) 

24.3 MHCLG Guidance on Local Government Investments 

24.4 MHCLG Guidance on Minimum Revenue Provision 

25. Legal Consideration 

25.1 Part 1 of the Local Government Act 2003 (the “Act”) requires ELWA as a joint local 
authority body to each year set out its Treasury Management Strategy for borrowing 
and to prepare an Annual Investment Strategy which sets out ELWA’s policies for 
managing its investments and for giving priority to the security and liquidity of those 
investments.   

25.2 ELWA also has to prepare an Annual Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement 
setting out how it proposes to repay its debts. The form of the policy must accord with 
prudential public finance accounting principles as espoused by CIPFA. The relevant 
guidance is set out in the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management in the 
Public Services and the CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities. 

26. Financial Consideration 

26.1 As detailed in the report.  

27. Performance Management Consideration 

27.1 The financial position and projections should reflect service performance trends.  

28. Risk Management Considerations 

28.1 Current position results in no change to present risk profile. 

29. Equalities consideration 

29.1 There are no specific equality implications arising from this report. 

30. Follow-up Reports 

30.1 Budgetary Control Report, next meeting. 

31. Websites and e-mail links for further information 

http://www.eastlondonwaste.gov.uk, http://www.communities.gov.uk/corporate/ and 
http@//www.cipfa.org 
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32. Glossary 

CIPFA - Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy 

MHCLG - Department of Housing, Communities and Local Government 

ELWA / the Authority – East London Waste Authority  

LBR – London Borough of Redbridge 

LIBID - The London Interbank Bid 

MRP – Minimum Revenue Provision 

PFI - Private Finance Initiative  

PWLB - Public Works Loan Board 

the Code = CIPFA Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and Cross 
Sectoral Guidance Notes 2017 

the Guidance = MHCLG’s revised Guidance on Local Government Investments 

33. Reviewed by Management Board 

33.1 21 January 2019 

34. Confidentiality 

34.1 None 
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT POLICY STATEMENT 
 

1. The Authority defines its Treasury Management activities as: 

a) The management of the organisation’s investments and cash flows, its banking, 
money market and capital market transactions; 

b) The effective control of the risks associated with those activities; and 

c) The pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks. 

2. The Authority regards the successful identification, monitoring and control of risk to be 
the prime criteria by which the effectiveness of its Treasury Management activities will be 
measured.  Accordingly, the analysis and reporting of Treasury Management activities 
will focus on their risk implications for the organisation, and any financial instruments 
entered into to manage these risks. 

3. The Authority acknowledges that effective Treasury Management will provide support 
towards the achievement of its business and service objectives.  It is therefore 
committed to the principles of achieving value for money in Treasury Management, and 
to employing suitable comprehensive performance measurement techniques, within the 
context of effective risk management. 

4. When setting borrowing and lending policies, the Authority adheres to the principles 
contained within the CIPFA Treasury Management Code of Practice, The Prudential Code 
and other statutory guidance. These policies are contained within the Authority’s 
Treasury Management Strategy which is approved annually. 
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CREDITWORTHINESS 

(Extract from Treasury Management Practices) 

The Authority is required to invest prudently and demonstrate that priority is given to 
security and liquidity before yield.  Creditworthiness covers:- 

a) Credit quality for selecting counterparties. 

b) Credit ratings for institutions and country. 

1. Credit Quality 

1.1 The criteria for providing a pool of high quality investment counterparties for both 
Specified and Non Specified investments is as follows: 

Banks with a Good Credit Quality  

a) UK banks 

b) Non UK banks domiciled in a country, which has a minimum Sovereign long term 
rating of AA-. 

c) Meet the requirements of the short term and or long-term credit matrices set out in 
2 below. 

UK Part Nationalised Banks 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group whilst it continues to be part nationalised, or meets the 
requirements of the credit matrices. 

The Authority’s banker 

National Westminster Bank (NWB), for transactional purposes.  NWB is a subsidiary of 
the Royal Bank of Scotland.  For investment purposes investments can be made with 
NWB and the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS).  RBS is a part nationalised bank.  If this 
were to cease and the ratings of RBS did not meet the creditworthiness criteria then cash 
balances would be minimised in both monetary size and time. 

Bank Subsidiary and Treasury Operations 

The Authority will use these where the parent bank has the necessary ratings outlined 
above. 

Building Societies 

The Authority will use Building Societies that: 

a) Meet the requirements of the short term and or long term credit matrices set out in 
2 below; or 

b) Have assets in excess of three billion pounds. 
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 Money Market Funds (including CNAV, LVNAV, VNAV) 
 UK Government (including the Debt Management Account Deposit Facility) 
 Enhanced Cash Funds 
 Local Authorities (including GLA, Police, Fire Authorities and Parish Councils) 
 Non UK Government 
 Supranational Institutions 
 Bond Funds 
 Equity Funds 
 Multi Asset Funds. 

 

2. Credit Criteria 

2.1 The Authority adopts a range of credit rating criteria. Creditworthiness is based on the 
credit ratings supplied by Fitch, Moody’s, and Standard & Poor. 

Short Term Credit Matrix 

For short term lending (less than one year) the following minimum credit criteria for 
Banks and Rated Building Societies will apply: 

 Fitch Fitch Moody’s Moody’s S&P's S&P's 

 Highest Lowest Highest Lowest Highest Lowest 

Long term credit AAA A- Aaa A3 AAA A- 

Short term credit F1+ F1 P-1 P-1 A-1 A-1 

 

Long Term Credit Matrix 

For Long Term lending (more than one year), the following minimum credit criteria will 
apply: 

 Fitch Fitch Moody’s Moody’s S&P's S&P's 

 Highest Lowest Highest Lowest Highest Lowest 

Long term credit AAA A Aaa A2 AAA A- 

Short term credit F1+ F1 P-1 P-1 A-1 A-1 

 

Long Term – relates to long term credit quality / Short Term – relates to short term 
credit quality. 

Monitoring of Investment Counterparties 

The credit rating of counterparties is monitored regularly.  The Authority receives credit 
rating information (changes, rating watches and outlooks) from Link Asset Services as 
and when ratings change and counterparties are checked promptly.  Any counterparty 
failing to meet the criteria is removed from the list immediately. 
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Use of additional information other than credit ratings 

The Code of Practice requires the Authority to supplement credit rating information.  The 
above criteria relates primarily to the application of credit ratings, however additional 
operational market information such as negative ratings watches /  outlooks and financial 
press information must be considered before any specific investment decisions can be 
made.  In addition, movement in credit default swap prices can provide an indication of 
credit risk, as can the rate of interest being offered if it is out of line with the market. 

Country Sovereignty Considerations 

Due care will be taken to consider the country, group and exposure of the Authority’s 
investments, no more than 35% of the total investment portfolio will be placed with non 
UK countries at any one time. 

For countries other than the UK, sovereignty ratings must fall within the ratings matrix 
below, before the country can be considered for inclusion on the lending list and then 
each individual institution domiciled to that country must meet the high credit quality 
criteria as detailed, and the credit matrixes. 

 Fitch Fitch Moody’s Moody’s S&P’s S&P’s 

 Highest Lowest Highest Lowest Highest Lowest 

Sovereign ratings AAA AA- Aaa Aa3 AAA AA- 

 

A Fitch rating of ‘AAA’ denotes the highest credit rating quality with the lowest 
expectation of default risk.  The lowest rating ‘C’ denotes that default is imminent and a 
rating of ‘D’ denotes that the issuer is currently in default. 
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Time and Monetary Limits applying to Investments 
 

Credit Rated Institutions   

Minimum Credit Rating 
Short Term 

Minimum Credit Rating 
Long Term 

Limit 
 

Time Limit 

Fitch S & P Moody’s Fitch S & P Moody’s £m Years 

F1 A-1 P-1 A A A2 5 1 

F1 A-1 P-1 A- A- A3 3 1 

F1 A-1 P-1 AA- AA- Aa3 3 2 

F1 A-1 P-1 A+ A+ A1 2 2  

F1 A-1 P-1 A A A2 1 2  

Other Institutions    

Money Market Funds (CNAV)  AAA 3 1 Year 

Money Market Funds 
(LVNAV)  

AAA 2 1 Year 

Money Market Funds (VNAV)  AAA 1 1 Year 

Unrated Building Societies Assets greater £3bn 3 6 Months 

Unrated Building Societies Assets greater £3bn 1 1 Year 

Enhanced Cash Funds AAA/V1 3 2 Years 
 

Other    

UK Government – DMADF  25 2 Years 

UK Government - Bonds  25 2 Years 

UK Government – Part 
Nationalised Banks 

Per group 5 2 Year 

UK Corporate Bonds  1 1 Year 

Local Authorities  5 2 Years 

    

Sovereign Ratings    

Non-UK Government - 
Bonds 

 AA- 3 1 Year 

Supranational Bonds  AA- 3 1 Year 

 

The creditworthiness criteria detailed above provides a sound approach to investment in 
"normal" market circumstances.  However, under exceptional market conditions 
institutions can face real and sudden difficulties with a time lag before the credit rating 
agencies reflect this. Therefore, the Authority will maintain a strategy of responding 
swiftly and the Finance Director will restrict further investment activity to those 
counterparties that are at any one time considered to be of the highest credit quality.  
Security of the Authority’s money always remains the main priority and this strategy will 
take precedence over yield. 
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APPROVED LIST OF SPECIFIED INVESTMENTS, CREDITWORTHINESS AND 
USAGE FOR UNDERTAKING THE AUTHORITY’S INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY 
(Extract from Treasury Management Practices) 

Specified Investments are sterling investments of not more than one year maturity, or 
those which could be for a longer period, but where the Authority has the right to be repaid 
within 12 months if it wishes.  These are considered low risk assets where the possibility of 
loss of principal is small. 

 

INVESTMENT SECURITY / CREDIT 
RATING 

USE 

Debt Management Agency 
Deposit Facility 

- In House 

Local Authorities & Parish 
Councils 

- In House 

Money Market Funds Rated AAAmf In House 

Enhanced Cash Funds Rated AAA/V1 In House 

UK Part Nationalised Banks  Government backed In House 

Banks  See table and criteria above 
Credit matrix 
Meets sovereign criteria 

In House 

Building Societies See table and criteria above 
Credit matrix 
Secured on tangible assets 

In House 

Supranational Bonds Sovereign rating criteria In house / external fund 
manager 

Certificates of Deposit issued 
by banks and building 
societies 

Short-term matrix 
Sovereign rating criteria 
Government Backed 

In house / external fund 
manager 

UK Government gilts and 
treasury bills 

UK Sovereign rating In house / external fund 
manager 

Local Government Bills UK Sovereign rating In house / external fund 
manager 

UK Gilt and Bond Funds Sovereign rating criteria and/ 
or AAA rated fund 

In house / external fund 
manager 

Non-UK Government Bonds Sovereign rating criteria In house / external fund 
manager 

Corporate Bonds See table and criteria above 
Credit matrix 
Meets Sovereign criteria 
Secured on tangible assets 

In house / external fund 
manager 
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APPROVED LIST OF NON-SPECIFIED INVESTMENTS, CREDITWORTHINESS 
AND USAGE FOR UNDERTAKING THE COUNCIL’S INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY 
(Extract from Treasury Management Practices) 

Non Specified Investments are any other type of investments that do not fall under the 
Specified classification. 

In accordance with the guidance issued by the Security of State effective from 1 April 2010, an 
upper limit must be stated for the percentage of the investment portfolio that may be held in 
non-specified investments at any time. This limit has been set at 50% of the total portfolio as 
per the asset class limit set in the Investment Strategy Report. 

Unrated banks, building societies and other institutions are classed as non-specified 
investments irrespective of the investment period. 

Investment Security/Credit Rating Maximum Term Use 

Unrated Building 
Societies 

Market capitalisation over 
£3bn  

6 months In House 

Long-term investments must be undertaken within the approved creditworthiness criteria and 
total exposure constrained within the boundaries of the approved limits. 

The table below details the total percentage of the Annual Principal Sums Invested for more 
than 364 days that can be held in each category of investment, for example 100% of the 
Principal Sums limit can be held with the UK Government at any one time. 

Investment 

(All in Sterling) 
Security/Credit 

Rating 
Maximum 

term Use 

Upper Limit 
% of the 

Total 
Principal 
sums for 
each year 

UK Government DMO 
/ Gilts  

Sovereign rating 
criteria 2 years In House 100% 

UK Bond Funds 

Sovereign rating 
criteria / 

Regulatory 
approved 

investment 
company 

2 years In House / external 
fund manager 50% 

Enhanced Cash 
Funds 

Sovereign rating 
criteria / AAA / 

V1 
2 years In House / external 

fund manager 50% 

Local Authorities   Sovereign rating 2 years In House 100% 

Banks See table and 
criteria above 

Long term credit 
matrix  

Meets sovereign 
criteria 

2 years In House 100% 
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Investment 

(All in Sterling) 
Security/Credit 

Rating 
Maximum 

term Use 

Upper Limit 
% of the 

Total 
Principal 
sums for 
each year 

Building Societies See credit 
criteria table 

Long term credit 
matrix. 

2 years In House 50% 

Non UK Government 
Bonds 

Sovereign rating 
criteria 

1 year In House / external 
fund manager 

35% 

Supranational Bonds Sovereign rating 
criteria 

1 year In House / external 
fund manager 

35% 

The Authority’s own 
banker 

Government 
backed  

1 year In house 50% 

Corporate Bonds See table and 
criteria above 

Long term credit 
matrix  

Meets sovereign 
criteria 

2 years In House / external 
fund manager 

15% 
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GLOSSARY 
Asset Class Limits The Authority is required to set limits in 

terms of percentages for each class of 
investment held as a percentage of the total 
portfolio.  

Asset Life How long an asset, e.g. a Authority building 
is likely to last.  

Borrowing Portfolio A list of loans held by the Authority. 

Borrowing Requirements The principal amount the Authority requires 
to borrow to finance capital expenditure and 
loan redemptions.   

Capitalisation direction or regulations Approval from central government to fund 
certain specified types of revenue 
expenditure from capital resources.  

CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury 
Management 

A professional code of Practice which 
regulates treasury management activities.  

Constant Net Asset Value (CNAV) Amortised cost accounting to value fund 
assets to aim to maintain a value of a share 
of the fund at £1.  

Counterparty Financial institutions with which the Authority 
transacts with for borrowing and lending.  

Credit Arrangements Methods of Financing such as finance leasing   

Credit Ratings A scoring system issued by credit rating 
agencies such as Fitch, Moody's and Standard 
& Poors that indicate the financial strength 
and other factors of a bank or similar 
institution.  

Creditworthiness How highly rated an institution is according 
to its credit rating.  

Debt Management Office / DMADF The DMO is an agency of the HM Treasury 
which is responsible for carrying out the 
Government’s Debt Management Policy.    

Debt Rescheduling The refinancing of loans at different terms 
and rates to the original loan.  

Depreciation Method The spread of the cost of an asset over its 
useful life.  

Fitch Ratings A credit rating agency who provides credit 
rated worthiness information.  

Gilts Issued by the UK Government in order to 
finance public expenditure.  Gilts are 
generally issued for a set period and pay a 
fixed rate of interest for the period.   

Guidance on Local Government 
Investments 

Statutory guidance issued by the Department 
for Communities and Local Government in 
respect of local authority investments  

Interest Rate exposures A measure of the proportion of money 
invested and what impact movements in the 
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financial markets would have on them.  

Lender Option Borrower Option (LOBO) Loans taken by the Authority that have a 
fixed rate for a specified number of years and 
then the rate can be varied by the lender at 
agreed intervals for the remaining life of the 
loan.  If the revised rate offered by the 
lender is unacceptable to the Authority, then 
the Authority has the option to repay the loan 
in full and the loan agreement will end.  

Limits for external debt The limit set for the total amount of external 
debt based on the Authority’s spending plans, 
allowing for cashflow movements and 
sufficient headroom.  

Liquidity The availability of finance to ensure that the 
Authority has adequate cash to be able to 
pay its obligations when they fall due.   

Low Volatility Net Asset Value (LVNAV) Similar to CNAV but has some mark to 
market pricing. Seeks to maintain a share 
value of £1 in normal market conditions 

Maturity The date when an investment is repaid or the 
period covered by a fixed term investment.  

Maturity Structure of Borrowings The composite repayment obligations of the 
Authority’s debt portfolio in order of maturity.  

Minimum Revenue Provision  The minimum amount which must be charged 
to an authority's revenue account each year 
and set aside to repay debt. 

Minimum Revenue Provision Policy 
Statement 

An annual statement which sets out the 
options available to the Authority  to 
calculate its minimum revenue provision 

Money Market The financial markets where investments and 
loans are traded.   

Money Market Funds An open ended mutual fund that invests in a 
mix of short term securities.  

Moody's  A credit rating agency who provides credit 
rated worthiness information.  

Non Specified Investments Investments deemed to have a greater 
element of risk such as investments for 
longer than one year  

Prudential Borrowing Borrowing in accordance with the 
requirements of the Prudential Code  

Prudential Code for Capital Finance in 
Local Authorities 

A professional code of practice for local 
authorities to meet statutory requirements of 
the Local Government Act  

Prudential Indicators Indicators specified in the Prudential Code 
that are set to ensure that capital investment 
is affordable, prudent and sustainable.    

Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) Statutory body operating within the UK Debt 
Management Office, who lend money and 
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collect repayments from local authorities and 
other prescribed bodies  

Credit Rated Institutions that possess a credit rating from 
a credit rating agency such as Fitch, Moody's 
or Standard and Poors.  

Risk Control Putting in place processes to control 
exposures to risk.  

Security The safety of an investment and the 
likelihood that it will be repaid.   

Specified Investments Investments that meet the Authority’s high 
credit quality criteria and repayable within 12 
months.   

Standard and Poors A credit rating agency who provides credit 
rated worthiness information.  

Supranational Institutions Multinational structures - an amalgamation of 
different countries offering investment 
opportunities - for example Euro Investment 
Bank  

Treasury Bills Short term, Government backed debt 
obligation with a maturity of less than one 
year. Very liquid and secure. 

Unrated institution An institution that does not possess a credit 
rating from one of the main credit rating 
agencies.  

Unsupported Borrowing Borrowing where costs are wholly financed by 
the Authority. 

Variable Net Asset Value (VNAV) Most fund assets priced on a mark to market 
basis resulting in a changing share price. 
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AUTHORITY REPORT: ANNUAL BUDGET AND SERVICE DELIVERY PLAN 2019-
2020 

1. Confidential Report 

1.1 No. 

2. Recommendation: 

2.1 Members are asked to note that: 

a) officers continue to have concerns relating to some aspects of the submitted Annual 
Budget and Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) 2019-20 and officers are therefore not 
yet able to recommend that the Authority gives approval of these documents as 
currently drafted; 

b) it is not necessary for the Authority to formally reject the Plans at this stage, as to 
do so could disrupt the discussions and trigger the Dispute Resolution Procedure 
(DRP) which is unlikely to be favourable to the Authority; and 

c) officers are continuing to engage with ELWA Limited (the Contractor) regarding 
these plans to ensure that the final documents reflect the Integrated Waste 
Management Services (IWMS) Contract requirements including a recycling 
improvement plan to move towards Contract targets. 

 

3. Purpose 

3.1 To consider the ABSDP produced by the Contractor. 

4. Background 

4.1 The IWMS contract contains specific requirements regarding service delivery plans. 

4.2 The Overall Service Delivery Plan (OSDP) of the Contractor is a plan that covers the 25 
years of the contract.  This large document is a schedule to the contract and is 
essentially the operational and technical proposal by the Contractor to meet ELWA’s 
original requirements. 

4.3 The 5 years’ Service Delivery Plan (SDP) follows a similar format to the OSDP but 
provides a greater level of detail. 

4.4 The ABSDP provides a further level of detail and focuses on the next contract year 
particularly in respect of financial matters.  The plans connect the Authority through 
ELWA Ltd (the Contractor) to Renewi UK Services Ltd (the Operator) in a substantive 
way, providing a basis for financial and performance monitoring.  The intention is for 
the Authority to consider the ABSDP in the autumn prior to the commencement of the 
relevant financial year to which it relates.  This is to ensure that the levy report in 
February can fully reflect the likely expenditure commitments arising from the contract.  

4.5 Penalties can be applied by the Authority if these plans are not received from the 
Contractor within the given time-frame but the Contract does not allow for any penalties 
or contractual sanctions if the submitted documents are not accurate.  

4.6 The contractual arrangements concerning service delivery plans are quite specific and 
are supposed to provide a firm foundation for the achievement of contractual targets.  
They also provide limited flexibility for reviews and minor variations over the life of the 
Contract. 
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4.7 Officers have been unable to recommend to the Authority that the last five consecutive 
ABSDPs be approved due to projected failures to reach contractual recycling targets.  

4.8 The lack of agreement of these plans does not prevent the Authority from setting its 
budget and levy as the overall diversion performance, which is the major financial driver 
for the Authority, is acceptable to officers within the submitted ABSDP.  Projected 
recycling performance remains the contentious issue for officers. 

5. Current Position – ABSDP 2019/20 

5.1 The Contractor submitted its plan to ELWA officers in accordance with contractual 
requirements in October 2018. 

5.2 The plan takes account of current and planned waste tonnages and operational 
performance in determining likely recycling and diversion rates for the coming year and 
the associated Contract costs.  

Tonnages 

5.3 The Operator’s forecast tonnage for 2019-20 is 447,995 tonnes, which is an overall 
increase from the Operator’s tonnage forecast for 2018-19 of 1,300t, which takes a 
prudent view on the Operator’s income for the year.  However, ELWA believes this 
tonnage may not take into consideration forecast housing growth and associated 
tonnages.  After consulting with Constituent Council officers regarding regeneration and 
housing growth projections, collection service provisions and budget planning, technical 
and finance officers are recommending a tonnage figure of 462,000t to allow for this 
growth, which takes a prudent view on the Authority’s potential expenditure. 

Recycling Performance 

5.4 The subject of recycling is the area of significant dispute.  There are two recycling targets 
within the IWMS contract; 22% of Contract Waste in the Payment Mechanism and 33% 
of Household Waste (reflecting prevailing national recycling targets when the IWMS 
contract was let) in the Specification.  The ABSDP projects a recycling rate of 26.5% for 
2019/20. 

5.5 ELWA officers have been looking for continuous improvement in recycling performance 
to move towards the Specification targets, but the 19/20 projection actually shows a 
decrease on the 18/19 projection, albeit a likely increase on actual performance.  While 
this is disappointing, officers understand this to be a cautiously realistic position for the 
Contractor to take in an increasingly challenging climate. 

5.6 In an effort to increase recycling performance, work was carried out by Renewi in 
December 2018 to improve recycling capture at the Jenkins Lane Mechanical Biological 
Treatment (MBT) facility and bring it closer in line with the Frog Island facility which 
benefitted from the rebuild after the 2014 fire, with positive results expected.  There 
are also encouraging early signs from a recent change of the Materials Recovery Facility 
(MRF) sub-contracted by Renewi for the Mixed Dry Recycling (MDR) delivered to ELWA 
by LB Barking & Dagenham and LB Newham.  A mattress recycling initiative has boosted 
performance in 2018/19 and will continue on a trial basis into the next year, and the 
recovery of gully detritus has also had a positive impact.  Other opportunities to increase 
the quantity and quality of recycling captured are being explored. 

5.7 Less positively the Chinese ban on recycling imports early in 2018 has had a significant 
effect on global recycling markets, the response from local MRFs/reprocessors being to 
raise their acceptance criteria and reject more of ELWA’s material as non-recyclable.  
This is not a uniquely local issue as authorities across the country are reporting similar 
problems; but given the relatively low quality of much mixed dry recycling being 
captured in ELWA, this shrinking of the market was particularly unwelcome from a 
recycling performance perspective. 
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5.8 Officers have had constructive and positive meetings with the Contractor’s 
representative and have agreed to review a recycling improvement plan alongside the 
ABSDP.  The Contractor has engaged with the Operator to develop this plan and their 
discussions are ongoing.  However, the fact remains that these discussions have not yet 
ensured the contractor meets the required level of recycling performance of 33% as set 
out in the IWMS Specification. 

5.9 Members are reminded that there are no financial penalties that can be applied for the 
failure of the achievement of this contractual target.  ELWA’s recourse would be to 
initiate a formal Dispute Resolution Procedure (DRP) which could be an expensive 
process with no certain outcome or improvement in performance. 

5.10 It is considered that the best outcome from any route would be the issuing of an 
improvement plan and current discussions are leading to this without triggering the DRP 
and associated costs. 

Diversion Performance 

5.11 Overall diversion of waste from landfill for April to December 2018 is at 91% which is 
comfortably above the contractual target of 67%, and the Contractor believes they will 
be able to maintain and build upon this performance.  The 2019-20 ABSDP diversion 
rate is projected to be 97%, which is ambitious but achievable, and if this level is 
reached it would represent the highest annual diversion performance to date.  The 
agreed diversion agreement that is in place means that the Authority’s financial position 
is protected from any volatility in relation to actual Contractor performance. 

5.12 It should also be noted that the agreement allows for material to be diverted from landfill 
by recycling should this avenue be followed but it is likely that given the markets and 
waste composition the diversion from landfill will predominantly be achieved by the 
production of Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) at the MBT facilities. 

Brexit 

5.13 The uncertainty around Brexit is briefly addressed within the ABSDP but not factored 
into the projections.  There is a particular risk around the export of RDF to Europe and 
conversations are being had with domestic RDF-users, but there is insufficient Energy 
from Waste (EfW) capacity in the UK to manage the circa 3m tonnes of RDF currently 
being exported from the UK by Renewi and other waste companies, so this may be 
challenging.  Recycling exports would also be at risk, although this is a considerably 
lower tonnage than RDF under the IWMS. 

5.14 The ABSDP makes reference to the Long-Term Trading Agreement (LTTA) in place with 
the waste management company FCC Environment which guarantees domestic landfill 
capacity for ELWA waste should it be required.  Although this would be a last resort, it 
does provide reassurance that the waste will have a destination in the worst-case 
scenario and Constituent Council collection services would not therefore be disrupted.  
Officers have asked Renewi to ensure that the LTTA can be called upon at relatively 
short notice if required. 

Contractual Cost 

5.15 The effect of increasing forecast tonnages as outlined in 5.3 above will be the raising of 
the contract sum figure provided in the ABSDP.  The levy report elsewhere on the 
agenda provides the detailed financial position.  

Contract Efficiencies 

5.16 Officers continue to progress dialogue with the Contractor and Operator regarding 
contract efficiencies in the interest of identifying and driving out savings in the IWMS 
where possible.  Annual savings agreed in previous years continue to reduce Contract 
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costs, but the Operator and Contractor have been tasked with presenting further 
opportunities to improve recycling levels.  Officers may bring in external support to aid 
this process. 

Communications Plan 2019-20 

5.17 The ELWA partnership communications programme will continue into 2019-20.  The 
programme will have the following focus: 

a) engaging with a minimum of 5,500 primary and secondary school children on the 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle message, encouraging children to take that message home; 

b) working with schools as hubs in the community, helping them reduce waste and 
increase recycling through specialised programmes such as Eco Schools; 

c) developing and delivering new projects and initiatives like (Re)Love Our Stuff which 
support pupils, teachers, parents and schools in the above; and 

d) MuRFY’s World at Jenkins Lane will continue to be made available to school groups 
as an interactive learning centre. 

6. Conclusion 

6.1 Officers consider that the ABSDP does not meet the contractually agreed target of 33% 
but recognise the ABSDP reflects a realistic position for the coming year and understand 
the reasons for a recycling rate projection of 26.5%.  Whilst it is disappointing and does 
not meet the contractually agreed target, there is an anticipated increase in 
performance relative to last year and, if the improvements are maintained, it remains 
possible that the contractual targets may be met in 2020-21. 

6.2 Officers agree with most aspects of the ABSDP and generally this is a reasonable plan, 
with projected diversion performance a notable positive; but due to the recycling level 
forecast officers are unable to recommend to Members that this plan be formally 
accepted. 

6.3 Considering the information in this report, Members are asked to agree the 
recommendation as in the recommendations at 2.1 above. 

 

7. Relevant officer: 

7.1 Andrew Lappage, Managing Director / andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 
8724 5614 and James Kirkham, Contract Manager/ 020 8724 5458. / 
james.kirkham@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk  

8. Appendices attached: 

8.1 None. 

9. Background papers: 

9.1 None. 

10. Legal considerations: 

10.1 The legal provisions relating to the provision of the waste disposal services delivered by 
the Contractor are set out in the waste management contract between the parties.  The 
Contract makes provision for the preparation and submission by the Contractor of 
Annual Budget, and SDP to be agreed with ELWA, the contents of which the Contractor 
will be bound and held to account over the period covered by the plan.  At the time of 
writing the Officers of ELWA are not minded to recommend the Annual Budget and 
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Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) 2019-20 to receive unqualified approval.  The reason is 
set out elsewhere in the body of this report.  In the event there is not an informal 
resolution the Contract documentation sets out a procedure for resolving disputes.  
Inevitably costs of resolving a dispute using the prescribed procedure may be quite 
significant, if contested through the full procedure.  Officers of ELWA will keep the board 
of directors and members informed of progress and implications for ELWA’s finances. 

11. Financial considerations: 

11.1 The ABSDP provides detailed information on expenditure commitments, tonnage 
estimates and landfill diversion rates.  These are all taken into consideration within the 
levy report reported elsewhere on the agenda.  It is vital that ELWA Officers are satisfied 
that these assumptions are accurate and achievable as these are factors considered 
when determining the levy. 

12. Performance Management considerations: 

12.1 The ABSDP sets the Operator’s planned level of performance for the year. 

13. Risk Management considerations: 

13.1 The risks associated with this report are detailed in the corporate risk register elsewhere 
on this agenda. 

14. Equalities considerations: 

14.1 The equalities impact assessment shows that this does not particularly affect any one 
group as defined by equalities legislation. 

15. Follow-up Reports: 

15.1 None. 

16. Websites and e-mail links for further information: 

16.1 None. 

17. Glossary: 

ABSDP - Annual Budget & Service Delivery Plan 

Constituent Councils – London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham (LBBD), Havering (LBH), 
Newham (LBN) & Redbridge (LBR) 

Contractor – ELWA Ltd 

DRP – Dispute Resolution Procedure 

ELWA / the Authority – East London Waste Authority 

IWMS - Integrated Waste Management Services Contract 

MRF – Materials Recovery Facility 

Operator – Renewi UK Services Limited (formerly Shanks Waste Management Ltd) 

OSDP - Overall Service Delivery Plan 

RDF – Refuse Derived Fuel 

SDP – 5 yearly Service Delivery Plan 
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18. Reviewed by Management Board: 

18.1 21 January 2019 

19. Confidentiality: 

19.1 Not Applicable 
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AUTHORITY REPORT: REVENUE & CAPITAL BUDGETS AND LEVY 2019/20 

1. Confidential Report  

1.1 No 

2. Recommendation  

2.1 Members are asked to agree: 

a) The revenue budget for 2019/20, totalling £68.979m as set out in Appendix A to 
the report; 

b) The Capital Strategy and capital programme for 2019/20 totalling £60.400m as 
set out in Appendix E. 

c) The charges for commercial waste for 2019/20: 
d) Commercial Waste – recycled  £86 per tonne 
e) Commercial Waste – other  £161 per tonne 
f) That on the basis of a) to c) above, ELWA determines its levy for 2019/20 as the 

sum of £67.488m, an average increase of 4.20%;  
g) That on the basis of the agreed formula for apportioning the levy, the levies for 

the constituent councils and the percentage increases are as follows: 
 £m % 

increase 
Barking and Dagenham 12.535  3.27  

Havering 17.049  7.32  

Newham 20.001  5.25  

Redbridge 17.903  0.91  

h) The risk analysis of the budget and the policy on reserves.  
i) The continuation of existing arrangements for the payment of the levy, commercial 

and other waste charges. 

 

3. Purpose 

3.1 To agree the revenue budget and capital programme for 2019/20.   

3.2 To determine and agree the ELWA levy for 2019/20.  

4. Executive Summary  

4.1 This report provides the Authority with information to agree the ELWA revenue budget 
and capital programme for 2019/20 and to determine the levy for each Constituent 
Council.  

4.2 The proposals set out in this report have been prepared within the context of the 
2019/20 to 2023/24 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) as reported at the 19 
November 2018 Authority meeting. The variables impacting on the levy reported were 
projected tonnages, inflation, insurance costs and reserves. The November 2018 MTFS 
report projected an indicative average increase in the ELWA levy of 5.52% for 2019/20 
and the variables remain broadly the same as previously reported. The impact of the 
increase is different for each Constituent Council dependent on those Constituent 
Councils’ tonnages and Council Tax Bases.  
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4.3 It is proposed that the levy is set at an average increase of 4.20%. However, this is an 
average and not the specific level for each Constituent Council.   

4.4 The table below summarises the movement and the increase in net cost pressures which 
will have a direct impact on the levy. 

 £m Reference para. 

Original Budget 2018/19 66.586   

IWMS contract – tonnage /contract   (0.065) 6.2 – 6.5 

IWMS contract – increase due to inflation   1.592  6.6 

Insurance costs (0.935) 6.8 

Net income change   (0.104) 6.15 - 6.19 

Capital financing 1.737  6.11 – 6.13 

Other including non-contract inflation    0.168  6.9 - 6.10 

Proposed Budget for 2019/20  68.979   

4.5 The table below summarises the movement in the levy since the 2018/19 budget. 
 £m Reference para. 

2018/19 levy 64.770   

IWMS contract – tonnage / contract   (0.065) 6.2 – 6.5 

IWMS contract – increase due to inflation   1.592  6.6 

Insurance costs (0.935) 6.8 

Net income change   (0.104) 6.15 to 6.19 

Capital financing 1.737  6.11 – 6.13 

Other including non-contract inflation    0.168  6.9 - 6.10 

Reserves movements:   

Increase net contributions to Reserves  01.325  7.2 – 7.3 

Proposed 2019/20 levy  67.488   

4.6 There has been a small mitigation of these pressures as a result of a lower RPIX increase 
in October 2018 than forecast in the MTFS report in November 2018.  This is 3.22% 
compared to 3.3% assumed in November 2018.  Elsewhere on the agenda is a report 
which details the budgetary position up to December 2018 and the forecast outturn 
position at 31 March 2019.  This shows a forecast underspend for 2018/19 of £2.141m. 
This forecast underspend has increased from that reported at the November meeting 
and is factored into the updated Strategy Reserve position.  

4.7 The updated ELWA technical and finance officer advice based on the latest trend data is 
that tonnage is now projected to be 462,000 tonnes in 2019/20, with projected 
increases of 6,000 tonnes in 2020/21, 9,000 tonnes in 2021/22 and 8,000 tonnes per 
annum for 2022/23 and 2023/24. 

4.8 Other updates since the November 2018 report reflected in the above tables include an 
increase in property rents and changes in capital financing detailed in paragraphs 6.11 
– 6.14. 
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4.9 The levy has been set on the basis that General Revenue Reserves are maintained at 
£3m over the five year period.  As part of the February 2018 levy report, a new Business 
Risk Reserve of £1m was created to manage any risks while maintaining the Revenue 
Reserve at £3m.  An additional contribution of £1m was also made from the 2017/18 
outturn bringing the total Business Risk Reserve to £2m. The assumption is also that 
the Strategy Reserve is built up in stages so that it can fund the revenue expenditure 
required for the work to plan for the post 2027 waste disposal arrangements.  Currently 
it is planned to have £22.458m available by the end of 2023/24, excluding any 
drawdowns. It is anticipated that drawdowns from this reserve will commence and this 
balance will reduce.  Taking account of accounting adjustments, the Capital Reserve is 
to be maintained at £0.100m. 

4.10 The agreed present method of allocating the levy between the Constituent Councils is 
as follows:  

a) waste tonnage levels for costs attributable to household waste delivered by the 
Constituent Councils; 

b) Council Tax Base to apportion other costs such as reuse and recycling centres and 
corporate costs.  

4.11 The ELWA Management Board supports the contents and recommendations set out here, 
and the Finance service of each Constituent Council has been consulted on and advised 
of the potential levy increases. 

5. Background  

5.1 This report sets out the background to determining the Authority’s levy, including cost 
pressures and the need to build up reserves for strategy development in relation to the 
waste strategy after 2027. Members are asked to consider these matters and determine 
the levy for 2019/20. 

5.2 This report builds on the MTFS 2019/20 to 2023/24 report as presented at the meeting 
of this Authority on 19 November 2018. The Constituent Councils were made aware of 
this and an indicative average levy increase of 5.52% in 2019/20 was projected in 
November 2018. 

5.3 ELWA is required to inform the Constituent Councils as to the amount of its levy 
requirement for each financial year before 15 February of the preceding financial year. 

5.4 There is no specific power enabling ELWA to make a supplementary levy during the 
course of the year should it require additional resources due to unforeseen 
circumstances.  

5.5 The levy requirement is made up of the ELWA budget plus any contingency provisions 
and drawings from/contributions to reserves. 

6. Cost Pressures on Revenue Budget 

6.1 The principal determinant of the levy is the level of costs facing ELWA, mainly from the 
Integrated Waste Management Contract and the ability to use/add to reserves to 
mitigate against cost pressures or build reserves to meet the risks facing the Authority.  
The following paragraphs detail the main cost pressures.  
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Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan (ABSDP) 

6.2 The key item within the revenue budget is ELWA Ltd’s Annual Budget and Service 
Delivery Plan (ABSDP) which forms approximately 93% of ELWA’s total gross 
expenditure. In recent years actual tonnage has been different to that forecast in the 
ABSDP and a prudent technical and finance officer view has been taken for budget 
purposes. At the meeting on 19 November 2018, which considered the MTFS 2019/20 
to 2023/24 based on ELWA and other technical officer advice as well as population and 
household data projections, a tonnage of 469,000 tonnes was projected for 2019/20. 
The latest officer advice is that the projected tonnage in 2019/20 has been reduced to 
462,000 tonnes and this has been adjusted for in the 2019/20 contractor costs budget.  

6.3 The revenue budget has accounted for further increases in landfill tax (LFT) which will 
increase from £88.95 to £91.35 per tonne in 2019/20. Under the Integrated Waste 
Management Services (IWMS) contract, the operator (Renewi) is only liable for a small 
element of the landfill tax whilst ELWA bears the majority of costs, provided the operator 
has achieved the IWMS contract target for diversion from  landfill, described in 
paragraph 6.7.  The overall landfill tax liability will vary depending on the diversion rate.  

6.4 As a consequence of additional LFT rate rises, the revenue budget has assumed 
subsequent increases in commercial waste disposal charges to the Constituent Councils 
in 2019/20 of the equivalent amount. 

6.5 Managing waste levels is a key pressure for Constituent Councils which will be affected 
by the pace of development of the ELWA region as well as general population growth in 
the Constituent Councils which could significantly add to waste growth over the next 
decade. Members were presented with details of the pressures affecting waste levels in 
the report on the MTFS in November 2018. Based on these pressures, annual increases 
of 6,000 tonnes in 2020/21, 9,000 tonnes in 2021/22 and 8,000 tonnes in 2022/23 and 
2023/24 have been included in the projections. 

6.6 As required in the contract, annual cost inflation has been built into the projections.  
This is based on the Retail Price Index excluding mortgages (RPIX) at the previous 
October each year (at the 80% level to reflect the contractor’s non-inflated finance 
costs). At this level, it is 3.22% for 2019/20. The Office for Budget Responsibility figures 
suggest that RPIX inflation will be between 3% and 4% over the next five years. To be 
prudent therefore it is proposed that the 80% level of 3.5%, built into the model as part 
of the November 2018 MTFS report, is retained for the projections in this report.  

6.7 Previous diversion agreements with the contractor have had a financial impact for ELWA. 
The current agreement which is effective until 2027 passes the financial risk onto the 
operator giving an incentive for the operator to landfill as little as possible. The 
percentage diversion rate is therefore no longer a variable in the projection of the 
contractor costs budget as the total of the LFT and diversion supplements are the same 
at diversion levels of 67% and above. Also under these arrangements a flat rate rebate 
rising to £0.500m per annum in 2019/20 is payable by the operator to ELWA.  
Efficiencies in the contract which have already been achieved have been built into the 
budgeted figures. 

Insurance Costs 

6.8 The insurance budget has been decreased by £0.935m. In respect of the contract, 
Members will be aware that insurance premiums have increased significantly in recent 
years due partly to the major incident in 2014 at the Frog Island Waste facility, but also 
due to the market place for insurance where, because of the overall number of fires in 
the wider waste industry, there are very few providers of this type of insurance. 
Therefore, due to this uncertainty increases of 10% have been assumed in the 
projections from 2020/21.  
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Non-Contract Costs 

6.9 Salaries and related costs are assumed to increase by 2% per annum over the five-year 
period. Salary budgets also include an uplift of £0.128m for the proposed staffing 
structure which includes a new Head of Strategy and Development role and additional 
administrative support being created for 2019/20. Other costs are assumed to increase 
by 3%. 

Landfill Sites  

6.10 ELWA still retains some closed landfill sites and the general policy is to dispose of these. 
The cost of maintenance of the Aveley site is funded from ELWA’s revenue budget and 
includes the cost of two full time staff.    

Capital Financing Charges 

6.11 Through the IWMS contract, ELWA Ltd has delivered a major capital investment for the 
provision of waste disposal facilities and the refurbishment of existing ones in the ELWA 
area.  The costs of this are reflected within the contract.  

6.12 Every year the Authority is required to inform Government whether there is a possibility 
that it may need to borrow to fund capital expenditure.  In the Treasury Management 
report elsewhere in the agenda there is an annual request for £0.400m to fund any 
possible capital works identified as a result of the ongoing review of the landfill sites. 

6.13 The report also requests approval of a capital programme in 2019/20 of £60.400m in 
relation to the Authority’s post 2027 waste strategy and other potential capital works - 
see Appendix E.  The Treasury Management Strategy makes provision for this 
investment to be funded by borrowing. In 2019/20, the Authority’s maximum borrowing 
requirement to meet new capital expenditure and debt redemptions/replacement is 
estimated to be £60.400m.  

6.14 The revenue implications of the additional proposed borrowing of £60m are included 
within the revenue budget which results in an increase in capital financing charges in 
2019/20 of £1.737m compared with 2018/19. 

Income  

6.15 ELWA receives interest on its balances and the total income generated depends on the 
level of balances and interest rates. ELWA’s Treasury Management Strategy, elsewhere 
on this agenda, continues to focus on security and maintaining liquidity for the Authority. 
The income target has been increased reflecting higher balances and higher projected 
interest rates. 

Commercial and Royalty Charges 

6.16 There are some other income streams within the revenue budget projections.  These 
are commercial waste charges to the Constituent Councils and trade waste royalty 
income from ELWA Ltd.   

6.17 ELWA makes charges to Constituent Councils for commercial waste disposal based on 
the tonnage disposed. Under the IWMS contract Renewi must accept and deal with this 
waste. It is assumed that volumes remain constant over the five-year period.   

6.18 To reflect the increased cost of landfill tax (in 2019/20) and inflation within the IWMS 
contract it is the view of the ELWA technical officers that the charge for commercial 
residual waste for 2019/20 is increased from £155 to £161 per tonne. £3.60 of the 
increase relates to inflation and £2.40 to the increase in landfill tax. The charge for 
recycled waste is recommended to increase from £84 to £86.    
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6.19 The Authority receives royalty income in respect of non-contract waste that the operator 
processes in any of ELWA’s key facilities. In principle this is determined by an agreement 
with the contractor to take up all excess capacity beyond that used by ELWA regardless 
of whether the contractor or operator fills this capacity. For 2019/20 this would mean a 
projected income of £0.341m. As ELWA’s tonnage increases over the subsequent years 
the amount of excess capacity will reduce and therefore the budgeted income over these 
years reflects this by reducing to £0.308m in 2023/24.    

Contingency 

6.20 In order to deliver a sustainable budget that is able to adapt to uncertainty, it is prudent 
for the Authority to set aside a provision or contingency for uncertain events. 

6.21 The contingency assumed in the 2018/19 budget was £0.500m. Given the possible 
pressures due to the fluctuations in tonnages the contingency will remain at £0.500m 
per annum over the five-year period.  Any greater variation would be funded from 
reserves. 

Summary 

6.22 Details of the recommended budget for 2019/20 are at Appendix A. This is compared 
on a line by line basis with the budget agreed for 2018/19.   

7. Reserves Strategy 

Revenue Reserve  

7.1 Members will be aware that in previous budget reports the Authority agreed to set a 
minimum level of Revenue Reserve of £3m.  A higher level of reserves was allowed for 
at the start of the contract due to the uncertainty around the innovative nature of the 
contract, the technologies used and planning risk. Once the contract was established, 
reserves were reduced in stages to an appropriate level. At the meeting in November 
2018 on the MTFS, Members agreed to keep the level of General Reserves at £3m.   

Strategy Reserve  

7.2 Members have previously agreed the policy of holding a Strategy Reserve to cover costs 
arising out of the post 2027 waste disposal arrangements. Members have been advised 
that the Strategy Reserve will be used for revenue costs including feasibility works 
relating to site options and appraisals, pre-planning work and elements of the planning 
approval process e.g. procurement of a design, build and operate contract. Currently 
the agreed strategy is to build up reserves over five years to have a total of £22.458m 
available before spending on the post 2027 arrangements over the five-year period is 
taken into account.  It is anticipated that drawdowns from this reserve will commence 
and this balance will reduce, although these have not yet been quantified. 

Business Risk Reserve  

7.3 As part of the February 2018 levy report a new Business Risk reserve of £1m was 
created to cover any risks such as those contained in Appendix B whilst maintaining the 
Revenue Reserve balance at £3m. An additional contribution of £1m was also made 
from the 2017/18 outturn bringing the total reserve to £2m.  The Business Risk reserve 
will be reviewed annually over the five-year period. It is recommended that this reserve 
is only utilised if a risk materialises and all exhaustive management action has been 
taken to mitigate the risk and financial impact.      

Capital Reserve  

7.4 The main purpose of the capital reserve is for potential future costs at Aveley.     
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PFI Funding  

7.5 Although there is no longer a PFI Reserve the Authority continues to receive PFI grant 
funding of £3.991m per annum. The Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local 
Government in January 2011 advised that the annual PFI grant would be paid on an 
annuity basis rather than the declining balance basis with a final payment made in 
2026/27.  The main impact of this is that for the five years commencing 2019/20, the 
Authority will receive £5m extra compared to the position if the grant had continued to 
be paid on the declining balance basis.  It is proposed that this continues to be utilised 
to reduce the levy requirement.  

Summary of Reserves Position 

7.6 The following table provides a summary of forecast levels of reserves for the current 
year 2018/19 until 2023/24.  

Summary Budget 
2018/19 

£m 

2019/20 

£m 

2020/21 

£m 

2021/22 

£m 

2022/23 

£m 

2023/24 

£m 

Strategic Reserve       

Opening balance 6.642 9.958 12.458 14.958 17.458 19.958 

Less Strategy spend - - - - - - 

In year movement:       

- MTFS 1.175 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 

- predicted under spend 2.141 - - - - - 

Closing balance 9.958 12.458 14.958 17.458 19.958 22.458 

       

Revenue Reserve       

Opening balance 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 

In year movement - - - - - - 

Closing balance 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 

       

Business Risk Reserve       

Opening balance 1.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 

In year movement 1.000 - - - - - 

Closing balance  2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 

       

Capital Reserve       

Opening balance 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 

In year movement - - - - - - 

Closing balance  0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 
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8. Levy for 2019/20 and Subsequent Years 

2019/20 Levy  

8.1 The levy requirement is made up of the ELWA net revenue budget plus/minus any 
contingency provisions and contributions to or from reserves.   

8.2 The levy for 2019/20 is recommended to be £67.488m including a contingency of 
£0.500m. This represents an average increase of 4.20%. 

8.3 The above reserves projections reflect the current understanding and assessment by 
officers of the risks faced by ELWA.  These matters will need to be kept under review 
and the advice may change in light of any future developments.    

Levies 2020/21 to 2023/24 

8.4 The table below highlights potential levies of £71.125m for 2020/21 up to £79.524m for 
2023/24.  The reserves position at the end of 2023/24 is projected to be £3m of Revenue 
Reserve, a Strategy Reserve of £22.458m, excluding any potential drawdowns, and a 
Business Risk Reserve of £2m. The PFI Contract Reserve remains at zero. 

8.5 The levy forecasts for 2020/21 to 2023/24 clearly can only be taken as an indication for 
planning purposes.  A change in any of a number of uncertain factors for example 
changes in landfill tax legislation, waste growth, inflation assumptions and any new 
legislation could impact on the overall projections.  The report at item 11 of the agenda 
provides an overview of the Government’s recently published Resources and Waste 
Strategy.  

8.6 The indicative levy position and reserves figures for the next five years (assuming all 
above assumptions are correct) are summarised in the following table:  

Summary Budget   2019/20
£m 

2020/21
£m 

2021/22
£m 

2022/23 
£m 

2023/24 
£m 

Revenue Budget            68.979 72.616 75.368 78.140 81.015 

Annual PFI Grant   (3.991)  (3.991)  (3.991)  (3.991)  (3.991) 

Sub Total 64.988 68.625 71.377 74.149 77.024 

Financed By/Funded      

Transfer to Reserve 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 

      

Levy   (67.488)  (71.125)  (73.877)  (76.649)  (79.524) 

Levy increase over 
previous year 4.20% 5.39% 3.87% 3.75% 3.75% 

8.7 Increases in the levy in future years are likely to put pressure on the budgets of the 
Constituent Councils. If increases of this level are to be avoided, ELWA should continue 
to work with the operator and contractor to find further ways to substantially reduce 
costs and with the Constituent Councils to reduce tonnages.  

8.8 Public sector financial constraints remain a key feature of Government policies. This 
reinforces the need for ELWA to seek ways to limit future levy increases as far as 
possible. 
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8.9 Any changes in the budgets provided in the recent MTFS will be reflected in the next 
MTFS review due in November 2019. 

Apportionment of the 2019/20 Levy and Monitoring Arrangements  

8.10 The basis of the apportionment of the levy is explained in paragraph 4.8 of the report.  
The detailed apportionment is given in the table below: 

Actual 
Levy 

2018/19 

Estimated 
Levy per 

November 
2018 

Report 

Constituent 
Council 

Updated 
Delivered 
Tonnages 

Apportion 
on 

Tonnages 

Band D 
Council Tax 
Base Basis 

Apportion 
on Band D 

Council Tax 
Base  

Proposed 
Levy 

2019/20 

Percentage 
increase in 
2019/20 

   £m       £m         £m       £m      £m       % 

12.138 12.818 LBBD 68,701 10.443 46,794 2.092 12.535 3.27 

15.887 17.176 LBH 86,091 13.086 88,636 3.963 17.049 7.32 

19.004 20.239 LBN 108,374 16.473 78,906 3.528 20.001 5.25 

17.741 18.112 LBR 91,189 13.861 90,386 4.042 17.903 0.91 

64.770 68.345 Total 354,355 53.863 304,722 13.625 67.488 4.20 

 

8.11 Changes in the relative tonnages between Constituent Council and between household 
and commercial waste tonnages may reflect not only volume changes but also the re-
classification of waste.  

8.12 The proposed levy for each Constituent Council shows some variation around the 4.20% 
average increase.  Members will recall that the household waste element of the levy 
(the major part) is calculated on the relative delivered household tonnages of the last 
complete year. Therefore, the household part of the 2019/20 levy is based on 2017/18 
delivered household tonnages. The variation around the average rise of 4.20% largely 
reflects the Constituent Councils’ movements from 2016/17 tonnages to 2017/18 
tonnages.    

8.13 The levy is paid in twelve monthly instalments to assist ELWA’s cash flow and it is 
proposed that this continues.   

8.14 It is recommended that commercial waste charges and other expenditure and income 
continue to be sought in accordance with the existing arrangements i.e. based on 
quarterly claims and invoices.  Current arrangements have generally worked well and it 
is recommended that these continue, subject to further review as necessary.  

9. Referendum  

9.1 The Localism Act 2011 gives local communities the power to decide about Council Tax 
rises.  Where such rises are deemed to be excessive (3% and above), authorities will 
be required to hold a referendum to get approval or a veto from local voters.  Currently 
the rules apply to Local Authorities and Precepting Authorities.  

9.2 The Authority is indirectly funded via the Council Tax and therefore in setting the levy 
in 2019/20 it needs to be aware of the potential impact on the Council Tax of Constituent 
Councils.  
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10. Risks  

10.1 In line with all public sector organisations, ELWA faces difficult financial challenges over 
the next few years.  Consequently, it is vital that ELWA is aware of the risks it faces and 
has arrangements in place to mitigate these.   

10.2 The risks that ELWA faces include Government funding cuts, tonnage levels, avoiding 
major failure in services such as that resulting from the fire damage, and ensuring that 
existing regulations continue to be complied with. A key risk is that waste tonnage 
exceeds the budget.   

10.3 Controls have been put in place to mitigate against identified risks and the success of 
these controls will need to be regularly monitored within ELWA’s risk management 
arrangements.  Reserve levels have  been based on the assumption that these risks will 
be mitigated in line with ELWA’s agreed risk management framework.  The level of 
reserves held will need to be kept under review and considered against any changing 
circumstances. Details are in Appendix B.     

10.4 A known key longer term risk is dealing with/preparing for the post 2027 position and 
a specific Strategy Reserve which will have £22.458m available at the end of the five 
year period has been established for this revenue expenditure. It is anticipated that 
drawdowns from this reserve will commence and this balance will reduce.  Some 
preparatory expenditure incurred to deliver a capital project, such as design and 
procurement, may be capitalised. In the event that the project is subsequently aborted, 
any costs associated with the aborted project would be chargeable to revenue. 

10.5 Other longer term risks of change are noted in a report elsewhere on this agenda 
summarising the Government’s recently published Resources and Waste Strategy that 
flags at a strategic level potential legislative and regulatory changes that may affect 
ELWA’s duties and costs in the future. 

11. Robustness of Budget and Adequacy of Reserves  

11.1 The Local Government Act 2003 places duties on local authorities to reinforce good 
financial practice.  In respect of the setting of ELWA’s annual budget and levy, the 
Finance Director (Section 73 Officer) is required to provide professional advice on the 
robustness of the budget and the adequacy of reserves.  The Secretary of State has 
back up powers to impose a minimum level of reserves on any Authority that fails to 
make adequate provision.  

11.2 The framework for the preparation of the budget is ELWA’s five-year MTFS.  Monthly 
budget statements are prepared throughout the year for monitoring and control 
purposes.  These anticipate cost pressures and take a prudent view on income 
estimates.   

11.3 The major component of the estimates is the IWMS contract cost. This is formally agreed 
(subject to tonnage variations) between ELWA and ELWA Ltd via the ABSDP and this is 
taken account of in the revenue budget. ELWA’s other costs are as advised by ELWA 
officers and Constituent Councils which are responsible for and carry out certain 
functions on ELWA’s behalf.  These costs are based on the advice of Constituent 
Councils’ technical officers with appropriate support from other officers and in particular 
their views on waste levels.  

11.4 The proposals for 2019/20 are prudent and reasonable given the process for preparing 
the budget.  
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11.5 The ELWA management board has reviewed the MTFS for 2019/20 to 2023/24 and 
specifically has reviewed the draft budget and proposed levy for 2019/20 at their 
meeting on 21 January 2019.  The view of the ELWA management board is that the 
proposed budget is robust. 

11.6 ELWA officers maintain detailed systems for budgetary control and also for 
waste/contract monitoring. It is vital that these systems are maintained to supply 
effective data for Members and the Board.  This will enable in year variances to be 
identified and mitigated.  Relevant information that may affect the viability of the budget 
should in any case be reported to Members and the Board and appropriate action taken 
accordingly.   

11.7 There are a number of risks facing ELWA, as set out in Appendix B.  In general, as a 
single purpose authority, risks have a more concentrated effect on ELWA than would be 
the case with a multi-purpose authority in that adverse impacts on its principal business 
cannot be offset by other factors.  This is compounded by the fact that the viability of 
the budget depends overwhelmingly on the volume of waste processed, but the amount 
of this waste is to a large extent outside the Authority's control.  This makes ELWA 
acutely sensitive to demand risk. Coupled with the risk of liability for uninsured losses 
it requires that strong controls be in place and monitored constantly for effectiveness 
by senior officers and the Board.  As part of the development of the East London Joint 
Resources and Waste Strategy Members will be invited to consider ways of managing 
and reducing waste volumes within their respective authorities in order to mitigate the 
operational and financial risks faced by ELWA and the Constituent Councils.  

11.8 The Authority's reserves are a vital part of its financial management arrangements.  
They cushion the impact of uneven cash flows, avoid unnecessary temporary borrowing 
and cushion the impact of unexpected events or emergencies.  Appendix B quantifies 
the potential impact of known risks. 

11.9 The Authority maintains a Revenue Reserve (also described as the working balance or 
general fund reserve) which is projected to be £3m and reflects the fact that the 
likelihood of all risks materialising in one year is low. The Business Risk reserve will 
remain at £2m whilst maintaining the Revenue Reserve at £3m. In addition, it is 
proposed to continue to build up a Strategy Reserve which will have £22.458m available 
by the end of the next five years, excluding any potential drawdowns.  

11.10 It is the Finance Director’s (Section 73 Officer) view, having consulted relevant 
colleagues and following an analysis of the strategic, operational and financial risks and 
uncertainties facing ELWA, which are set out in this report, the risks and uncertainties 
are adequately addressed in the setting of the 2019/20 budget and levy and the 
proposed level of reserves, subject to the various remarks about mitigation in this 
report. The level of reserves for future years will need to be kept under constant review 
in the light of any new developments which may impact on the Authority. 

12. Conclusion  

12.1 Based on the MTFS and risk analysis the report recommends a 2019/20 budget and 
non-household waste charges that results in an average levy increase of 4.20% for 
ELWA. The proposed levy for each Constituent Council varies from the average reflecting 
changes in relative tonnages and Council Tax bases.    

 

13. Relevant officer:  

13.1 Maria G Christofi, Finance Director / e-mail finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk 020 8708 
3013 
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14. Appendices attached:  

14.1 Appendix A:  Summary of Revenue Budgets for 2018/19 and Forward Budget for 
2019/20.  

14.2 Appendix B:  Financial Risk Analysis 2019/20. 
14.3 Appendix C:  Split of levy increase by Constituent Council 2018/19 to 2019/20. 
14.4 Appendix D:  Population and housing projections over the five-year period 
14.5 Appendix E:  Capital Strategy and capital programme 2019/20  

15. Background papers: 

15.1 Return from Constituent Councils 

15.2 Budget working papers 

15.3 19 November 2018 – Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/20 to 2023/24 and Budget 
Strategy Report and draft minute No 7.  

16. Legal considerations: 

16.1 As a levying authority, ELWA makes levies on its Constituent Councils each year to meet 
all liabilities falling to be discharged by it for which provision is not otherwise made.  

16.2 The Constituent Councils have agreed the manner and proportions by which the amount 
to be levied is to be apportioned between them. 

16.3 By law, the levy needs to be made by a demand stating the date by which a payment 
or payments in respect of the levy are required to be made and the amount of such 
payment(s). The demand must be issued, or information as to the amount to be 
subsequently demanded must be given, to each Constituent Council not less than 
twenty-one days before the beginning of the financial year to which the levy relates. 
ELWA has determined that the demand for the 2019/20 financial year be made before 
15 February 2019. 

17. Financial considerations:  

17.1 As detailed in the report. 

18. Performance management considerations: 

18.1 As detailed in the report  

19. Risk management considerations:  

19.1 As detailed in paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Report and Appendix B.    

20. Equalities considerations: 

20.1 In respect of the equalities impact assessment of these proposals, this report builds on 
previous decisions by the Authority and at the point the decisions were made there were 
no equality issues. The report makes changes in budget figures and increases the levy 
but the Managing Director advises that following the equalities impact assessment this 
does not particularly affect any one group as defined by equalities legislation. 

21. Follow-up reports: 

21.1 Budget Control and Contract Monitoring Reports. 
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22. Websites and e-mail links for further information: 

22.1 ELWA: http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/ 

23. Glossary: 

Constituent Councils = London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering, 
Newham and Redbridge. 

ABSDP = Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan 

Contractor = ELWA Ltd 

ELWA = East London Waste Authority 

IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Strategy 

LFT = Landfill Tax 

Operator = Renewi 

PFI = Private Finance Initiative 

24. Reviewed by management board 

24.1 21 January 2019 

25. Confidentiality: 

25.1 None 
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SUMMARY OF REVENUE BUDGET  

  
Budget  Draft  

Budget 
  2018/19  2019/20 

EXPENDITURE £m   £m 

Employee and Support Services 0.470   0.607 
Premises Related Expenditure 0.161  0.176 
Supplies and Services    
IWMS Contract Payments 64.976  65.567 
Supplies -other   0.204  0.206 
    
Payments to Constituent Councils    3.111  3.126 
    
Capital Financing Costs 0.177  1.914 
    
TOTAL GROSS EXPENDITURE 69.099  71.596 
Income    
Commercial Waste Charges (2.610)  (2.677) 
Bank Interest Receivable (0.040)  (0.060) 
Other Income (0.363)  (0.380) 
    
TOTAL INCOME (3.013)  (3.117) 

Contingency  0.500  0.500 

NET EXPENDITURE ON SERVICES 66.586     68.979 
    
     
PFI Grant Receivable (3.991)  (3.991) 
Levy Receivable (64.770)  (67.488) 
Transfer to Strategy Reserve 1.175  2.500 
Transfer to Business Risk Reserve 1.000  - 
    

REVENUE DEFICIT/(SURPLUS) FOR PERIOD -  - 
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FINANCIAL RISK ANALYSIS FOR 2019/20 (AS AT JANUARY 2019) 

 

 

Risk Rating Worst 
Case 

Likelihood Value 
of Risk 

£m % £m 

Waste increases above service plan 
assumptions 

AMBER 0.5 20 0.1 

Changes to waste collection 
methodologies 

AMBER 0.5 20 0.1 

Landfill sites - fly tipping and pollution 
costs 

AMBER  5.0  20  1.0  

Insufficient provision in Strategy Reserve AMBER 
 

1.0 10 0.1 

IWMS - liability for uninsured losses and 
deductibles 

AMBER 1.0 30 0.3 

Authority liabilities for uninsured losses 
and deductibles 

AMBER 1.0 30 0.3 

Cuts in Government funding or new 
obligations, particularly those arising 
from the national Resources and Waste 
Strategy  

AMBER 4.0 25 1.0 

Law changes/ legal action AMBER 2.0 5 0.1 

TOTAL   15.0   3.0 
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Split of Levy increase by constituent council 2018/19 to 2019/20  
               

  

Barking 
and 

Dagenham 

Havering  Newham  Redbridge 
 

Total 

   £m  £m  £m  £m    £m 

2018/19 levy  12.138   15.887   19.004   17.741     64.770  

    
          

IWMS contract   
          

‐tonnages and contract  (0.120)  0.459   0.172   (0.576) 
 

 (0.065) 

‐inflation  0.296   0.402   0.472   0.422  
 

 1.592  

               

Insurance costs  (0.174)  (0.236)  (0.277)  (0.248) 
  (0.935) 

Other non‐contract inflation  0.031   0.042   0.050   0.045  
 

 0.168  

Capital Financing  0.322   0.439   0.515   0.461  
  1.737  

Other income increases  (0.019)  (0.026)  (0.031)  (0.028) 
  (0.104) 

Movement in the use of reserves  0.061   0.082   0.096   0.086    0.325  

     

Proposed 2019/20 Levy   12.535   17.049   20.001   17.903     67.488  

               

% Increases              

 
Barking 
and 

Dagenham 

Havering  Newham  Redbridge 
 

Total 

   %  %  %  %    % 

IWMS contract              

‐tonnages and contract   (0.99)   2.89     0.91    (3.25) 
 

 (0.10) 

‐inflation   2.43     2.53     2.48     2.38   
 

 2.46  

               

Insurance costs  (1.43)  (1.49)  (1.46)  (1.40)    (1.44) 

Other non‐contract inflation  0.26   0.27   0.26   0.25      0.26   

Capital Financing  2.66   2.76   2.71   2.60      2.68  

Other income increases       (0.16)   (0.16)  (0.16)  (0.16)    (0.16) 

Movement in the use of reserves  0.50   0.52   0.51   0.49     0.50  

               

Proposed 2019/20 levy   3.27    7.32    5.25    0.91        4.20   
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Population projections            

  2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 
 
increase 

  m m m m m % 
Barking and Dagenham 0.214 0.218 0.221 0.224 0.227 6.1 

Havering 0.260 0.264 0.267 0.270 0.273 5.0 

Newham 0.358 0.365 0.372 0.382 0.392 9.5 

Redbridge 0.308 0.312 0.316 0.320 0.323 4.9 
        

Total 1.140 1.159 1.176 1.196 1.215 6.6 
 

Household projections             
  2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 increase 
  m m m m m % 
Barking and 
Dagenham 0.082 0.083 0.085 0.087 0.088 7.3 
Havering 0.106 0.107 0.108 0.109 0.111 4.7 
Newham 0.128 0.131 0.133 0.136 0.138 7.8 
Redbridge 0.116 0.118 0.121 0.123 0.125 7.8 
    
Total 0.432 0.439 0.447 0.455 0.462 6.9 
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Tonnages used in the calculations of the levy are shown in the following table : 

             

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 

2022/23 
 

2023/24 
        

469,000 462,000 468,000 477,000 
 

485,000 
 

493,000 
        

Annual % 
increase (1.5) 1.3 1.9 

 

1.7 

 

1.6 
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ELWA Region household numbers

Barking and Dagenham Havering Newham Redbridge
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CAPITAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2019/20 TO 2023/24  
 

This Capital Strategy has been prepared for Members’ approval. 

 To ensure effective deployment of resources and the application of capital resources 
which are affordable by the Authority.  

 Having regard to the Secretary of State’s guidance on Local Government Investments 
issued under section 15(1)(a) of the Local Government Act 2003 

 Having regard to current editions of the CIPFA codes by regulations 2 and 24 of the Local 
Authorities (Capital Finance and Accounting) (England) Regulations 2003 [SI3146] as 
amended. 

The programme provides investment to enable the development of efficient services and income 
generating investments. The risks of investment within the Strategy have been assessed and, 
where necessary, specialist advice has been sought to ensure effective outcomes. 

 
1. Purpose of the Capital Investment Strategy 
 
This Capital Strategy aims to outline the objectives of the East London Waste Authority (ELWA)’s 
Capital Programme to ensure that these are aligned to deliver the Authority’s priorities as set 
out in the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) and Revenue and Capital Budgets and Levy 
2019/20 reports; highlight the process for setting it annually; identify the different sources of 
funding available and outline the process for monitoring the programme’s progress through to 
delivery. 

 

The Strategy has been prepared to enable an understanding of the capital investment plans 
including the attainment of stewardship, value for money, prudence, sustainability and 
affordability. The Strategy sets out the long-term context in which capital expenditure and 
investment decisions are made and gives due consideration to both risk and reward and impact 
on the achievement of priority outcomes. 

 
This Strategy notes the requirements of the new legislation regarding Non-Financial Assets which 
are held primarily or partially to generate a profit such as investment property portfolios. The 
Authority has no Non-Financial Assets. 

 

Capital Expenditure is defined within the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s 
(CIPFA) Accounting Code of Practice as:   

“…Expenditure that results in the acquisition, construction, or the enhancement of non-current 
assets (tangible or intangible) in accordance with proper practices… All other expenditure must 
be accounted for as revenue expenditure unless specifically directed by the Secretary of State.” 

 

2. Knowledge and Skills 
 

The Capital Strategy has been developed by Officers of the Authority, who have relevant 
knowledge and technical skills. In addition, external advice and management is employed by the 
Authority procuring and appointing suitably qualified advisors and managers to support the 
development, operation and design of the programmes. 
 
Treasury management advisors are also contracted to advise on the financing of the Programme, 
and other advisors of a more specialist nature will also be procured where appropriate. 
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3. Key objectives of the Capital Programme 
 
The key objectives of the Authority’s Capital Programme are to ensure: 
 

 Capital assets are used to support the delivery of the Authority’s priorities and services; 
 Expenditure is aligned to the Authority’s Medium Term Financial Strategy to ensure that 

buildings and infrastructure are fit for purpose and in a suitable condition to deliver 
services; 

 All investments are affordable, sustainable and financially prudent; 
 Expenditure supports and enhances service delivery and/or generates revenue savings 

or income streams. 
 
In setting the new programme the Authority will strongly consider projects that can generate 
new or additional future ongoing income revenues to reduce the levy burden and enable services 
that are required by the community to be provided. Opportunities will also be explored to develop 
new ways of relieving future pressures that have been identified.  
 
4. Capital Programme 

 
The five-year Capital Programme amounts to £60.4000m as shown below. 

 
The Capital Programme will be reviewed as part of MTFS process and the levy setting process 
for 2020/21 and future years. 

 BUDGET FUNDING 

Title of 
scheme 

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 Total Borrowing 

 £m £m £m £m £m £m £m 

Waste 
Strategy 

60.000 - - - - 60.000 60.000 

Potential 
Capital 
Works 

0.400 - - - - 0.400 0.400 

Total 60.400 - - - - 60.400 60.400 

 
5.  The Prudential Code 

   
The Prudential Code issued by CIPFA requires that an authority should not borrow more than, or 
in advance of need purely to profit from the investment of the extra sums borrowed. This 
statutory guidance requires that where borrowing in advance is enacted by an authority that the 
rationale for the decision is clearly set out to ensure that external auditors, tax payers and 
interested parties are able to hold the Authority to account for the reasons for the borrowing. 
This will be included in the decision making process. 
 
In order to ensure that members and statutory officers have appropriate capacity and skills 
regarding their involvement in the investments decision making the following steps will be taken: 
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a) Training will be given to Members in all aspects of the statutory guidance, the assessment 
of individual investments and risk 

b) Technical training will be given to statutory officers and those officers negotiating 
commercial deals in the technical fields of investment evaluation and requirements of the 
statutory guidance and Prudential Code. 
 

6. Policy on Capitalisation 
Capital expenditure, as defined above, is capitalised on an accruals basis. Expenditure that 
maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential to deliver future economic benefits or service 
potential (i.e. repairs and maintenance) is charged as an expense when it is incurred. 

Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising: 

 The purchase price; 
 Any costs attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it 

to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management; 
 The initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the 

site on which it is located. 

The Authority does not capitalise borrowing costs incurred whilst assets are under construction.  

The cost of assets acquired, other than by purchase, is deemed to be the fair value, unless the 
acquisition does not have commercial substance. In the latter case, where an asset is acquired 
via an exchange, the cost of the acquisition is the carrying amount of the asset given up by the 
Authority. 

 

7. Capital Financing 
Further details of the Authority’s capital financing can be found in the Treasury Management 
Strategy Report elsewhere on this Agenda.  

 

8. Spending of Capital Budgets 
The approval of the Authority will be required before expenditure is incurred for each individual 
Scheme included in the Capital Programme.  

Capital Schemes which are included in the Capital Programme may be progressed by the relevant 
Officer before receiving the approval of the Authority, provided that expenditure on each Scheme 
in any one financial year does not exceed £0.010m. 

No power is delegated to any Officer to incur expenditure on any Scheme or provision not 
included in the Capital Programme or to spend above the approved amount unless or until 
approval has been given by the Authority. 

The Authority may agree to transfer budgets to other schemes within the Capital Programme.  
In making amendments to the approved Capital Programme, the Authority must: 

a) have regard to the Budget and approved by the Authority, and resolutions of the 
Authority, and 

b) be satisfied that an amendment to the Capital Programme can be offset by available 
income, Government grants, reserves or reductions elsewhere within the Capital 
Programme, 

c) be satisfied that any revenue budget consequences of the amendment can be offset by 
additional income, contingencies (including reserves and balances) or savings elsewhere 
within the Budget, and 

d) only include additional schemes in the Capital Programme approved by the Authority to 
the extent that they can be funded from additional Government grants or grants or 
contributions from other external bodies.  
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9. Monitoring the Capital Programme 
For effective delivery of the Capital Programme it is important that the Programme is realistic in 
terms of projects which can be delivered on time, in budget and achieve the desired outcomes. 
Throughout the year officers monitor progress on the various projects within the Capital 
Programme to ensure full business cases have been approved, that work is being delivered to 
plan, on budget and is in line with the Financial Rules.  

Reports are presented to the Authority throughout the year updating Members on progress and 
detailing any variations from the approved programme and may include recommendations to 
approve additions, reductions or timing adjustments to the programme in line with operational 
needs.  

At year end a report is presented to the Authority on the outturn position with explanations of 
significant variations from budget and implication for delivery and makes recommendations for 
budgets to be carried forward into future years (slippage). Any underspends will be taken back 
corporately to be allocated in future budget rounds. 

 

10. Risk Identification and Management  
The major risks concerning the Capital Programme are around funding of the current and future 
projects, variations in the cost from agreed budgets and the projects not delivering the planned 
outcomes. These risks are minimised by the processes that have been incorporated into the 
Authority’s normal practices.  

Funding – All projects included within the Programme are fully funded. Where external funds 
are being used the funds will be secured with funding agreements prior to their inclusion or 
received in advance. Where conditions apply careful monitoring will be in place to ensure the 
terms are met to prevent possible loss. Where borrowing is required the revenue costs will be 
built into the MTFS.   

Cost Variation – These fall into two categories: (a) Where the timing of expenditure changes 
from the budget set, and (b) Where the overall cost of the projects changes from the approved 
budget. 

a) This may result in a change to the borrowing profile of the Authority and therefore have 
revenue implications. It may also affect the overall outcome of the project as delays may 
require value engineering decisions to ensure the project can be completed or 
adjustments to benefits delivered.  

b) Managers are required to ensure adequate budget is in place prior to the commencement 
of projects. Budget should include a contingency sum to allow for possible anticipated 
variations where prices are not fixed with contractors.  
 

Careful monitoring and timely reporting is required to reduce the effects of cost variations. 
Budgets will be re-profiled to ensure timing changes are captured. Managers are required to 
identify alternative funding sources where overall cost variations occur during the delivery to 
contain them before sums are committed. 

Delivery of Outcomes – Outcomes must be measured and compared against original objectives 
to ensure value for money and to reduce risk. Objectives fall broadly into three main categories: 
(a) to support core service delivery, (b) to produce savings and (c) to generate income or 
economic development. 

a) Risk may increase if project delays cause disruption to the service and require interim 
solutions, with both financial and non-financial consequences. The Capital Programme 
Board will meet regularly throughout the year to discuss progress on projects and make 
decisions to minimise risk.  
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b) If planned savings are not produced from the investment the revenue budgets may have 
a shortfall which will have to be addressed. It is therefore essential that careful evaluation 
of business cases and financial models are carried out and approved prior to the projects 
commencing. 

c) Investment on projects whose primary aim is income generation should generate a 
minimum net return (inclusive of borrowing costs) of 2%. Investment portfolios will be 
balanced to reduce impact of market changes in an individual sector.  
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AUTHORITY REPORT: DEFRA RESOURCES AND WASTE STRATEGY 

1. Confidential Report

1.1 No.

2. Recommendation

2.1 It is recommended that:

a) Members note the content of the report; and

b) the Managing Director, in consultation with the Chair, responds to further
consultations from DEFRA on the specific concepts within the RWS, providing
Members with updates accordingly.

3. Purpose

3.1 This report provides an overview of the key points of DEFRA’s newly-published “Our
Waste, Our Resources: A Strategy for England”.

3.2 Key issues for the Authority and Constituent Councils are highlighted, as well as areas
where there is a notable difference between the strategic positions of national and
regional government.

4. Background

4.1 The Environment Secretary announced plans for a new resources and wastes strategy
in July 2017, to replace the last strategy that DEFRA had published in 2007 and updated
to some extent in 2011.

4.2 There has been engagement with local government and the waste industry during the
intervening 18 months while the strategy was produced, and officers from ELWA have
had direct contact with senior officials from DEFRA to discuss the content and direction
alongside other waste disposal authorities and to share experience.

4.3 The final Resources & Waste Strategy (RWS) was published on 18 December 2018, and
sets out how the country will preserve material resources by minimising waste,
promoting resource efficiency and moving towards a circular economy.  It is divided into
eight chapters covering different aspects of resources and waste, with issues of
relevance to ELWA and the Constituent Councils throughout.

4.4 The Local Government Association (LGA) has produced a briefing on the strategy, which
is attached as Appendix A.

4.5 The London Environment Strategy (LES) was published by the Mayor of London on 31
May 2018 and includes a chapter on waste, with which new contracts of the Authority
and the Constituent Councils must be ‘in general conformity’.  This strategy was
produced to set out how the Mayor would deliver against his manifesto pledges on the
environment, and was produced within the national policy landscape that existed before
the RWS was published.

5. Key Issues

5.1 The RWS covers a wide range of issues, many of which have indirect relevance to the
Authority and Councils.  However, the following are the key issues for the Authority in
terms of its current position and future strategy, organised according to the associated
chapters from the strategy.  It has not been possible to cite in this report the full
potential impacts of some of these proposals, as the detail of what Government intends
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to implement will not be known until the associated consultations have been published; 
and even then, the Government will need to review the responses it has received before 
taking final policy and/or legislative decisions. 

Chapter 1 – Sustainable Production 

5.2 This chapter focuses on the manufacture of products, to reduce avoidable waste and 
increase opportunities for reuse and recycling. This part of the RWS proposes a number 
of changes to existing regulations and processes, and also emphasises the concept of 
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR). 

5.3 The immediate priority is on reformed regulation of packaging to increase reusability 
and recyclability, while also reducing the need the export waste packaging for 
reprocessing and minimising the environmental impact when that is still necessary. 

5.4 The RWS proposes that producers fund the management of packaging at the end of its 
life, which is a task that has normally fallen to waste collection and disposal authorities. 
There is little detail given on this in the RWS, instead noting that this will be subject to 
consultation.  However, during the pre-publication engagement process with local 
government and the waste industry, DEFRA outlined some potential models that could 
feature in their future plans to deliver reform on packaging: 

a) Deposit Return Schemes (DRS) : Investment in local infrastructure to allow
consumers to return packaging items in exchange for a reward, either financial or
otherwise.  Trials are underway to test different models for DRS, but if extended
on a wide scale then these are likely to lead to a reduction in the amount of
recyclable material being presented to local authorities for collection.

b) Funding for local authorities : There could be models set up where producers
pay into schemes that help to fund local authority collection and/or treatment
services for the target materials.  There are already examples of this type of
scheme in operation, mostly notably for the collection of Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) at Reuse & Recycling Centres (RRCs) through
Producer Compliance Schemes (PCS).  However, it has been indicated by DEFRA
officials that any sort of scheme of this nature for packaging is likely to be more
extensive, and may require local authorities to commit to achieving higher quality
outputs from their collection services to be able to access the funding available.

c) Producer collection services : A further model that has been suggested is for
producers to get directly involved in the collection of the packaging materials that
they have put into the market, in order to have more control in delivering
compliance with the reformed regulations and ensure that they obtain the quality
of materials their industry needs to drive up recycling rates.

5.5 There are proposals to use regulation as well as voluntary initiatives to reduce the 
complexity of packaging materials, and ensure that the recycling sorting industry is able 
to cope with the materials being put onto the market in this country. 

5.6 These packaging reforms may change the composition and amount of waste that the 
Authority and Councils are handling through the standard recycling and residual waste 
collection services, which will influence the assumptions that will need to be made on 
future requirements for collection and treatment/disposal infrastructure in East London. 

5.7 The RWS proposes improving existing producer responsibility schemes for WEEE, 
batteries and end-of-life vehicles. 

5.8 There are also plans to consult on and implement EPR and/or new product standards 
for certain target materials, including textiles, bulky waste, construction and demolition 
waste, vehicle tyres and fishing gear (although the list may change or expand).  It is 
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planned by DEFRA to have this work on two of the waste streams complete by 2022, 
with a further three by 2025. 

5.9 The plans set out in 5.7 and 5.8 will have an impact on the Authority and Councils in 
terms of the provision of collection and treatment/disposal infrastructure that needs to 
be provided in the future.  However, these materials tend to be collected through on-
request services, at recycling points or at the RRCs, and are handled by the Operator 
separately to the general recycling and residual waste materials the Councils collect, so 
the proposals set out in this part of the RWS will not have as significant an impact on 
the East London Joint Resources & Waste Strategy (ELJRWS) as the proposed changes 
to packaging regulations set out earlier in this section. 

5.10 The remainder of this chapter of the RWS is largely focused on product design, 
manufacture and distribution aspects that will have much less impact on local 
authorities. 

Chapter 2 – Helping Consumers Take More Considered Action 

5.11 This chapter covers a few areas where Government intends to take action to either 
encourage consumers towards more sustainable behaviours, or reduce the barriers to 
more sustainable use of resources. 

5.12 Plans to increase the charge for single-use plastic bags are included, alongside proposals 
to ban certain plastic products where there are more sustainable alternatives 
available (e.g. straws, stirrers, cotton buds).  This was the subject of an earlier 
consultation to which the Authority responded last year, emphasising that there are 
viable alternatives available to replace single-use products, and more sustainable ways 
to manufacture other items where there is a genuine need for disposable products (e.g. 
medical uses). 

5.13 A major part of the chapter is focused on increasing reuse and remanufacture options 
for products, through measures such as improvements to product warranty information, 
developing quality assurance schemes for remanufactured items to boost consumer 
confidence, and encouraging water companies/retailers to provide more drinking water 
refill stations. 

5.14 Included in this section is a proposal to review regulations around the operation of Reuse 
and Recycling Centres (RRCs) to reduce the barriers to on-site reuse of items.  For the 
Authority this may result in either an opportunity or a requirement to introduce on-site 
segregation of reusable items and the provision of infrastructure or arrangements to 
make such items available to the public.  This could include either on-site ‘reuse shops’ 
at the RRCs, or more comprehensive arrangements with local charities and businesses 
to deliver materials to their existing retail outlets.  It should be noted that the four RRCs 
in East London already have reuse arrangements in place with charities for the collection 
of furniture, paint, bicycles and textiles, so may already be compliant with any 
requirements that come forward from DEFRA. 

5.15 This chapter of the RWS also sets out in more detail proposals to introduce a Deposit 
Return Scheme (DRS) specifically for single-use drinks containers.  This would involve 
a deposit being included in the price of drinks sold in a single-use container, with the 
consumer can then recover from vending machines and/or at retailers when they return 
the container after use.  This section of the RWS references glass/plastic bottles and 
cans (all three of which are widely collected for recycling), and has some more specific 
details on proposals around coffee cups, but does not specifically mention the waxed 
cartons or pouches that are also used for drinks despite requests to do so from the 
Authority and others.  It is noted that Government will run a consultation on DRS.  As 
with the packaging reforms set out earlier in this paper, the introduction of DRS is likely 
to lead to a reduced quantity of material (much of it recyclable) being presented to local 
authorities for collection. 
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5.16 This chapter also includes a section on what Government can do to lead by example, 
largely through procurement and use of single-use plastics. 

5.17 Alternative models of reuse are not covered in much depth in the content or direction 
set out by the RWS, despite the presentation of two case studies on sharing of surplus 
assets that are good representations of the ‘sharing economy’. 

Chapter 3 – Recovering Resources and Managing Waste 

5.18 This is the primary chapter for local authorities as it covers the activities of the waste 
industry, of which the Authority and Councils are a part.  There are a number of 
proposals that could have a direct and significant impact on local authorities, which will 
need detailed consideration for the development of the ELJRWS, but may also have 
potential impacts on the current Integrated Waste Management Services (IWMS) 
contract and the collection services of the Councils. 

5.19 The UK is already committed to reaching 50% recycling of municipal waste by 2020, 
and the RWS references the further target of 65% by 2025 that is set out in the EU 
Circular Economy Package.  The RWS sets out proposals to achieve those targets by 
increasing both the amount and quality of recycling collected from householders, as well 
as businesses (whose waste should be included in the performance information against 
which the targets are measured). 

5.20 It is proposed that Government legislates on a core set of materials that should be 
collected by all local authorities from householders, in order to deliver broadly 
consistent recycling collection services.  The details of this will be subject to 
consultation, and it is stated in the RWS that the timing will be subject to discussions in 
line with spending reviews.  There are also proposals to review existing requirements 
around achievement of higher quality standards for materials that are co-collected. 
Altogether, these proposals on collection standards could have potentially significant 
impacts for the Authority and Councils if any changes are required to be introduced 
before the end of the IWMS, given a more narrow range of materials is collected for 
recycling in East London compared to most other areas. 

5.21 There are particular proposals outlined in the RWS to legislate on the mandatory 
introduction of weekly separate food waste collections for householders and 
appropriate businesses by 2023.  At present none of the Councils in East London offer 
this service, with recovery and subsequent aerobic treatment of bio-dried food waste 
being part of the Mechanical-Biological Treatment (MBT) process for the residual waste 
processed through the IWMS contract.  There may be a need to closely engage with 
DEFRA on this issue as their plans for legislated separate collections are developed, and 
perhaps work with the Operator to produce more detailed technical information than is 
currently available to demonstrate that these separate collections may not be needed 
in East London while the MBTs continue to be used. 

5.22 There are also proposals to consult on a requirement for green garden waste collections 
to be available free of charge to households. 

5.23 The RWS outlines proposals to consult on the introduction of non-binding 
performance indicators for the quantity of recycling collected and minimum service 
standards, as part of measures to support an increase in recycling performance.  These 
indicators would take into account local circumstances, which suggests that rural/outer 
suburban authorities may be set more stretching targets so that they are encouraged 
to make a greater contribution to the achievement of the UK’s overall targets, given 
that urban authorities face more significant challenges in achieving higher recycling 
performance.  Although such a policy position is not expressly supported by the LES, 
the evidence base for that document suggests a household waste recycling rate of 40-
42% is all that is realistically achievable for the capital, and it is reasonable to assume 
that other large urban areas in the country may be similarly constrained.  The UK’s 
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targets rise from 50% to 65% over the next few years, so it would be necessary for 
non-urban authorities to achieve and sustain performance over these levels to balance 
out the overall picture. 

5.24 There is a focus within this section on the challenges of increasing urban recycling 
rates, and the RWS includes some high-level proposals to try to tackle this problem. 
The most significant of the proposals is to align the National Planning Policy for Waste 
and other planning guidance with the objectives of the RWS, but little detail is given as 
to the scope of what is proposed and whether it would be legally binding.  Given the 
large apportionments of additional housing stock that need to be provided in East 
London, much of which is likely to be contained within high-density flatted 
developments, this is an area of particular concern for the Authority and Councils. 

5.25 The RWS also notes DEFRA’s desire to improve shared working between local 
authorities, particularly those in two-tier areas where it is recognised that collaboration 
and joint working can deliver savings.  There are few details given about what this will 
actually involve, but the focus of the RWS in this area seems to be on provision of waste 
treatment infrastructure and collaborating on material sales.  This joint strategy 
development work the Authority and Councils are getting underway supports this 
direction from Government. 

5.26 The role of RRCs is also tackled by the RWS, with proposals to review the existing 
legislation under which local authorities are allowed or required to apply charging 
mechanisms for some waste streams, so as to adopt a more uniform application of 
charging arrangements across the country. 

5.27 This chapter of the RWS also looks at the provision of waste treatment and disposal 
infrastructure, which is of particular significance to the Authority as work begins on the 
ELJRWS. 

5.28 The RWS appears to support the development of more residual waste treatment 
infrastructure within England, provided it is as efficient as possible.  It should be noted 
that the LES forecasts that no additional infrastructure of this kind will be needed in 
London, despite the housing and population growth forecasts for this region being 
greater than the English average, so there is an apparent divergence in assumptions 
and forecasts between the national and regional policy positions.  There are 
some gaps in the technical explanations for the forecasts in the LES and its associated 
appendices. 

5.29 The RWS sets out early proposals for an Incineration Tax, to be considered for 
introduction if wider policies are not delivering Government’s waste ambitions in the 
long-term.  This could have a significant impact on the Authority and Councils, 
depending on the financial scale of the tax, and how it was structured and implemented. 

5.30 The remaining sections of the chapter cover issues around waste sites, classification of 
waste materials and the production of hazardous waste, which are not of significance to 
the Authority or Councils. 

Chapter 4 – Tackling Waste Crime 

5.31 This chapter looks at the various issues around waste crime, and as such has less 
significance for the Authority given it has no enforcement powers.  However, through 
the proposals set out in this chapter there may be some regulatory changes around the 
handling, movement and export of waste that need to be understood to ensure that the 
Authority is fully discharging its Duty of Care responsibilities as a client to contractors, 
and there may also be initiatives with which the Authority can engage as a landowner 
that sometimes has to deal with fly-tipping on its property. 
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5.32 The Councils may need to review the details of this chapter in more detail to inform the 
delivery of their enforcement services, for example in relation to the new power to issue 
fixed penalty notices to householders when they have not verified that a private 
organisation they have employed to take their waste away is legally compliant, and it is 
then found that the waste has been fly-tipped or disposed of illegally through other 
means. 

Chapter 5 – Cutting Down on Food Waste 

5.33 This chapter focuses on the reduction of avoidable food waste, rather than the 
potentially mandatory separate recycling collections described earlier in this paper. 

5.34 The main focus of the RWS is on wastage within the food production and retail sectors. 
However, there is a call to all sectors (including local authorities) to engage with national 
messaging to promote food waste prevention among citizens. 

5.35 Waste prevention features significantly in the LES, and it should be noted that there is 
a requirement on the Authority and the Councils to produce Reduction and Recycling 
Plans (RRPs) to demonstrate general conformity with the Mayor’s position.  Given the 
constraints of the IWMS on increasing recycling in East London, these RRPs are likely to 
need to demonstrate a commitment to waste prevention across the region, which may 
be best achieved by working in partnership.  The Authority is assisting the Councils by 
coordinating the creation of these RRPs, so that they are aligned with one another where 
this is needed and also so that they can inform the new East London Joint Resources 
and Waste Strategy.  The RRPs are due to be submitted in June 2019. 

Chapter 6 – International Leadership 

5.36 This chapter of the RWS sets out how Government intends to engage with other 
countries on resources and waste issues, including through policy, procurement and aid. 
This chapter includes some more detailed proposals on working with other nations to 
tackle the problem of marine plastics.  The plans and proposals in this chapter are not 
of immediate direct significance to the Authority and Councils, but there could be 
impacts on international markets for our exported fuels and recyclables so officers will 
monitor developing proposals and comment where possible. 

Chapter 7 – Research and Innovation 

5.37 This chapter of the RWS provides information on how Government plans to drive forward 
development of technologies to reduce the environmental impacts of waste, both in 
material composition, product design and treatment technologies.  The proposals in this 
chapter are not of direct significance to the Authority and Councils, but there may be 
‘Calls for Evidence’ to which the Authority and/or the Operator can contribute, as well 
as technology developments that result from the proposed interventions that could be 
incorporated into the ELJRWS. 

Chapter 8 – Data, Monitoring and Evaluation 

5.38 This final chapter covers the data which will be provided to track progress against the 
objectives of the RWS, the indicators that will be used to interpret this data, and the 
high-level evaluation approach that DEFRA is considering. 

5.39 The RWS acknowledges that local authorities provide the most robust dataset on waste 
management through WasteDataFlow, and that while this needs to continue, there also 
needs to be a new approach to enable other sources of data on non-local authority 
wastes to be made more comprehensive and reliable.  However, there are few details 
on what this will involve, and whether it will be compulsory for waste producers and 
handlers in the commercial and industrial sectors to submit data at the same sort of 
level of detail as is required of local authorities. 
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5.40 There are proposals to look at moving away from current reporting and target-setting 
approaches.  The first of these proposals is to start measuring against indicators focused 
on carbon and natural capital (a term for the Earth’s stock of natural resources), rather 
than tonnages of waste.  The second proposal is to move away from a focus on waste 
altogether, changing that focus to be on resources instead; this would include measuring 
the consumption of natural resources.  However, it seems likely that any new indicators 
and measuring systems would be additional to what is in place at the moment, given 
these are well-established and regulated. 

5.41 There are few details on the proposed evaluation approach for progress against the 
RWS’s objectives, but it is noted that a formal Evaluation Plan will be published in the 
spring of 2019 once forthcoming consultations have been completed. 

6. Future Consultations and Next Steps

6.1 The key concepts within the RWS are subject to consultation, and it is proposed that
the Authority considers and responds to these consultations wherever it appears they
may have a bearing on the Authority’s current or future waste arisings (reusable,
recyclable and residual) and/or the ways in which these are paid for.

6.2 The RWS sets out plans for the following consultations, although these are subject to
change:

a) packaging consultation during 2019;

b) consultations on two new EPR schemes by the end of the current Parliament in
mid-2022; and

c) consultations on three more EPR schemes by 2025.

6.3 A commitment to consult is given on many of the other proposals that are of most direct 
significance to the Authority and Councils, but timescales for undertaking these 
consultations have not been given.  Officers from the Authority will continue to monitor 
any announcements from DEFRA on these consultations through ongoing membership 
of peer networks within local government and the waste industry. 

6.4 Further information on imminent consultations has recently been communicated by the 
Chartered Institution of Wastes Management (CIWM), a key stakeholder that has been 
liaising closely with DEFRA on the RWS.  This indicates that four large consultations are 
expected to be launched in February 2019 with an anticipated 8-week window for 
responses.  The topics for these consultations are expected to be Extended Producer 
Responsibility, Deposit Return Schemes, consistency of recycling collections, and 
plastics, but as nothing has been formally announced by DEFRA that may be subject to 
change.  Details on the scope of these consultations, and how they relate to the 
timetable given in the RWS as referred to in 6.2, have not been provided to CIWM. 

6.5 There are some key issues that have already been identified by officers as needing to 
be addressed through the Authority’s responses to some or all of these consultations: 

a) The processes and periods for transition between the current legal positions and
future changes that may implemented in line with the RWS, particularly if there
are to be any mandated service changes that result in additional costs to the
Authority, Councils or Operator.

b) The wider financial implications of introducing EPR, including the potential for such
schemes to impact more significantly on consumers with the least available
income.
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c) The mechanisms and routes by which funding arising from EPR schemes is made
available to local authorities for reinvestment in waste collection and treatment
infrastructure.

d) The need for full lifecycle and environmental impact analysis of alternative
materials or treatment technologies being proposed to ensure that they do not
create additional problems for local authorities or the wider waste management
industry.

6.6 Finally, the London Environment Strategy (LES) mentioned nearer the beginning of this 
report requires the Constituent Councils each to publish a Reduction and Recycling Plan 
(RRP) by June this year that sets out the improvements to waste services (in particular, 
reduction and recycling) they plan to make over the next four years.  These will be the 
first forward-looking service plans that take into account the RWS (subject obviously to 
that which remains to be consulted on) and the LES.  Authority officers are working 
closely with Constituent Council officers in order to provide common supporting data 
and to assist with the development of an overall consistent approach that will become 
a building block for the East London Joint Resources and Waste Strategy. 

7. Recommendations

7.1 It is recommended that:

a) Members note the content of the report; and

b) the Managing Director, in consultation with the Chair, responds to further
consultations from DEFRA on the specific concepts within the RWS, providing
Members with updates accordingly.

8. Relevant officer:

8.1 Andrew Lappage, Managing Director/ email /andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
020 8724 5614/ and Jon Hastings, Head of Strategy & Development / email:
jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8724 3689.

9. Appendices attached:

9.1 Appendix A LGA briefing on RWS 

10. Background papers:

10.1 “Our Waste, Our Resources: A Strategy for England”, published by DEFRA, Dec 2018
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/resources-and-waste-strategy-for-
england

10.2 “London Environment Strategy”, published by the Mayor of London, May 2018
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/london-environment-strategy

11. Legal considerations:

11.1 This policy document proposes to require produces to take greater responsibility for
their products throughout its useable life including disposal (extended producer
responsibility) and meet the full cost.  Currently, producers cover around 10% of the
cost of disposing of or recycling packaging that they place on the market through various
schemes which operate under the Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging
Waste) Regulations.  There are proposals in the document to consider the collection of
food waste on a weekly basis and while this is not likely to be an obligation for several
years (the document suggests from 2023) it will have implications for waste collection
and disposal and may require a review of existing contractual arrangements.  Going
forward new commissions must take care to anticipate additional responsibilities that
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may be introduced from the draft policy being used to guide legislative changes in the 
law affection the collection and disposal of waste. 

12. Financial considerations:

12.1 The proposals within the Strategy, including the possible introduction of an Incineration
Tax and the implementation of EPR, may have significant financial implications for the
Authority and Constituent Councils which will be assessed as the implications of the
proposals become clearer.

13. Performance management considerations:

13.1 Implementation of the RWS may result in updated or additional performance
management indicators against which the Authority and Councils have to report.
However, details of these will not be known for some time.  There are no other
performance management considerations.

14. Risk management considerations:

14.1 The RWS sets out areas where Government is proposing to legislate for change to how
waste management services are provided, which may result in either service changes
that have to be implemented by the Authority and/or Councils, or changes that may
impact on the quantity and types of materials presented for collection and treatment.
Officers will minimise the risks and impacts by keeping abreast of proposed and
confirmed changes, and updating the Corporate Risk Register as appropriate.

15. Equalities considerations:

15.1 None at this stage, but equalities considerations may arise in the above consultations
and may therefore inform the Authority’s responses.

16. Follow-up reports:

16.1 As required.

17. Websites and e-mail links for further information:

17.1 Authority website: http://eastlondonwaste.gov.uk/

18. Glossary:

Constituent Councils / the Councils = London Borough Councils of Barking & Dagenham, 
Havering, Newham & Redbridge 

DRS = Deposit Return Scheme 

ELJRWS = East London Joint Resources and Wastes Strategy (to guide the development of waste 
facilities and services) 

ELWA / the Authority = East London Waste Authority 

EPR = Extended Producer Responsibilty 

IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Services contract 

LES = London Environment Strategy 

LGA = Local Government Association 

MBT = mechanical-biological treatment facilities at Jenkins Lane and Frog Island that process 
residual waste to recover recyclable materials and produce fuels for subsequent energy recovery 

PCS = Producer Compliance Scheme 
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RRC = Reuse and Recycling Centre (there are four in East London, located at Jenkins Lane, 
Chigwell Road, Gerpins Lane and Frizlands Lane) 

RWS = Resources and Waste Strategy (DEFRA publication with the formal title “Our Waste, Our 
Resources: A Strategy for England”) 

The Operator = Renewi UK Services Ltd (formerly Shanks east.London) 

WEEE = Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 

19. Reviewed by Management Board

19.1 Oral update provided – 03 September 2018.

20. Confidentiality:

20.1 Not Applicable.
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Local Government Association briefing  

Resources and Waste Strategy summary 

20 December 2018 

Summary 

The Government published its Resources and Waste Strategy for England 
on 18 December 2018. The Strategy sets out how the country will preserve 
material resources by minimising waste, promoting resource efficiency and 
moving towards a circular economy. 

This briefing provides a summary of the Strategy, with a specific focus on 
those elements which are most likely to directly impact upon local 
government. The key concepts within the strategy are subject to 
consultation which is likely to take place from January 2019 onwards. 

The LGA will be responding to the consultations and will be engaging with 
local government throughout the consultation period. If you would like any 
further information or want to share any views with us please contact 
Sonika.sidhu@local.gov.uk 

Key Points for Local Government 

“Government recognises the financial pressures on local authorities. They 
will therefore receive additional resource to meet new net costs arising 
from the policies set out in this Strategy once implemented. This includes 
both net up front transition costs and net ongoing operational costs” 
Resources and Waste Strategy page 18 

Chapter 3 – Recovering Resources and Managing Waste is the section 
which predominantly covers services provided by local government. The 
key issues outlined are: 

 A long term ambition to move away from weight-based recycling targets

 The government is seeking comprehensive and frequent waste
collection systems that capture as much material as possible and
ensure high quality materials for reprocessing

 Improving recycling rates by ensuring a consistent set of dry recyclable
materials is collected from all households and businesses. The
government will review the effectiveness of current arrangements for
reporting of quality and for determining when separate collection is
necessary to achieve high quality. Subject to consultation the
government will specify a core set of materials to be collected by local
authorities.
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 Timings for introduction will be subject to discussions at spending
review. Government will also consult on which collection systems would
be most effective at preserving material quality

 Consulting on whether introducing non-binding performance indicators
for the quantity of materials collected for recycling and minimum service
standards for recycling will support higher levels of recycling

 Ensuring businesses present recycling and food waste separately from
residual waste for collection

 Consultation on weekly separate food waste collections – new statutory
responsibilities for local government would be subject to an assessment
of new burdens.

 Subject to consultation the government aims to have legislation in place
for food waste by 2023

 The consultation will also explore whether households should have
access to free garden waste collections – new duties will be assessed
to account for new burdens, and funded appropriately

 Improve urban recycling rates, working with businesses and local
authorities

 Looking at how to improve working arrangements and performance
between local authorities, especially in two-tier areas – the government
wants to look at reviewing the effectiveness of current arrangements for
local authority waste management and joint working

 Investigating amending the recycling credit system used by two-tier
authorities

 Reviewing the Controlled Waste Regulations and Household Waste
Recycling Centres to ensure that they are delivering value for money

 Driving greater efficiency of Energy from Waste (EfW) plants by
encouraging use of the heat the plants produce

 Continue to monitor England’s waste  infrastructure capacity and
associated infrastructure requirements, intervening where necessary

 Should wider policies not deliver the Government’s waste ambitions in
the long term, the government will consider the introduction of a tax on
the incineration of waste

 The government continues to welcome further market investment in
residual waste treatment infrastructure

 Exploring new ways to ease the environmental impacts of legacy landfill
sites

 Encouraging waste producers and managers to implement the waste
hierarchy in respect to hazardous waste

Key Local Government Milestones within the strategy 

Activity 

Early 2019 Consultation ensuring a consistent set of recyclable 
materials is collected from all households and 
businesses (early 2019) 

Consultation introducing DRS (early 2019) 

Consultation on extended producer responsibility for 
packaging (early 2019) 

Appointment of a food waste champion (early 2019) 

Mid 2019 Consultation on food waste reporting (mid 2019) 

Transposition of the Circular Economy Package 
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2020 50% recycling rate for household waste 

2021 Legislation introduced for packaging reform 

2023 Roll-out of a deposit return scheme 

Extended producer responsibility for packaging comes 
into force 

Legislation for mandatory separate food waste 
collections 

2030 75% recycling rate for packaging 

2035 65% recycling rate for municipal solid waste 

Municipal waste to landfill 10% or less 

The key messages from the other chapters are summarised below: 

Strategic Framework  

The strategy has two overarching objectives: 
1. To maximise the value of resource use and
2. To minimise waste and its impact on the environment

The strategy will deliver five strategic ambitions: 
1. All plastic packaging placed on the market being recyclable,

reusable or compostable by 2025
2. Eliminating food waste to landfill by 2030
3. Eliminate avoidable plastic waste over the lifetime of the 25 Year

Environment Plan
4. Double resource productivity by 2050
5. Eliminate avoidable waste of all kinds by 2050

Chapter 1: Sustainable Production 

In the first stage of the product lifestyle products need to be designed to 
use less material and achieve greater circularity. This will be achieved by: 

Invoking the ‘polluter pays’ principle and extending producer 
responsibility for packaging, ensuring that producers pay the full net 
costs of managing packaging waste at end of life 

 Subject to consultation end of life may include-collection, recycling,
disposal, reduction of littering and fly-tipping, communications, data
collection and reporting, compliance monitoring and enforcement

 Collection of a nationally agreed set of packaging materials for
recycling, adoption of minimum service standards and delivery of good
quality recyclate

 Reviewing the effectiveness of legislation designed to minimise
packaging and encourage design for greater reuse and recycling

 EPR will potentially be harnessed for other waste streams such as
textiles, bulky waste, construction/demolition materials, vehicle tyres
and fishing gear

 Stimulating demand for recycled plastic by introducing a tax on plastic
packaging with less than 30% recycled plastic
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 Resource efficient distribution including incentivising reverse logistics
and back-hauling of packaging waste

Chapter 2: Helping Consumers Take More Considered Action 

A range of policies to help consumers identify and access more 
sustainable products, and extend the lives of them when they do: 

 Incentivise consumers to purchase sustainably

 Provide consumers with better information on the sustainability of their
purchases

 Ban plastic products where there is a clear case for it and alternatives
exist

 Address barriers to reuse

 Amend waste regulations so that Household Waste Recycling Centres
perform a more effective role in resource efficiency, for example by
clarifying the duty as to re-use. We will explore further measures such
as setting reuse targets for local authorities or requiring reporting to
encourage provision of reuse facilities.

 Support the market for remanufactured goods

 Supporting large-scale reuse and repair through national planning
policy

 Encourage appropriate disposal of used products

 Introducing a Deposit Return Scheme (DRS) for single use drinks
containers, subject to consultation

 Developing measures to reduce the environmental impacts of
disposable cups

 More sustainable government procurement – promotion of ‘Balanced
Scorecard’ across the public sector

Chapter 3: Recovering Resources and Managing Waste 
(see above) 

Chapter 4: Tackling Waste Crime 

There has been an increase in waste crime. The government’s ambition is 
to eliminate crime and poor performance in the waste sector: 

 Improve the transportation, management and description of waste by
reforming existing regulations

 Strengthen intelligence sharing and engagement to tackle illegal activity
–including create a fly tipping tool kit and encouraging local authorities
to set up and run effective fly tipping partnerships

 Prevent illegal activity being hidden through waste exemptions by
reforming the existing regime

 Mandate the digital recording of waste movements, subject to
consultation

 Create a Joint Unit for Waste Crime

 Toughen penalties for waste criminals – helping local authorities
improve the quality of cases

 Increase awareness of waste regulations and publicise positive work of
enforcement bodies as they tackle waste crime – supporting local
authorities to increase householders awareness of their duty of care
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Chapter 5: Enough is Enough – Cutting Down on Food Waste 

This chapter focuses on working with businesses, charities and citizens to 
focus on how we create less food waste: 

 Reduce food waste through a £15 million pilot fund

 Consult on annual reporting of food surplus and waste by food
businesses

 Consult on legal powers to introduce mandatory targets for food waste
prevention

 Publish a new food surplus and waste hierarchy

 Promote awareness of the issue by appointing a new Food Surplus
and Waste Champion

 Support cross sector collaboration through the Courtauld 2025
agreement

Chapter 6: Global Britain – International Leadership 

The UK recognises the importance of international coordinated action to 
address environmental issues: 

 The government aims to promote the goals of the Resources and
Waste Strategy internationally

 Collaborate to solve global waste issues, beginning with a focus on
marine plastics and waste management in developing countries

 Improve the quality of plastics exported for recycling though the Basel
and Stockholm Conventions

 Address international barriers to the circular economy

 Improving UK and global resource security

Chapter 7: Research and Innovation 

Innovation will help deliver new, cleaner technologies at lower cost, create 
jobs and increase the competitiveness of UK companies. The government 
wants to create the right policy environment for innovation to flourish: 

 Support further investment and innovation in resource efficiency,
working with UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) on Areas of
Research Interest

 Launch a call for evidence on the development of standards for bio-
based and biodegradable plastics. Need to ensure these are fully
recyclable

 Provide Government funding for innovation and seek ways to support
further investment in resource efficient technologies, including through
the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund

 Support the Waste and Resources Action Programme

 Encourage innovative waste treatment technologies that create
transport fuels through the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation
(RTFO)

Chapter 8: Measuring progress – data, monitoring and evaluation 

The government wants robust, effective and transparent systems to collect 
and report data, to enable everyone to reap the benefits of a move to a 
more circular economy: 
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 The government will continue to work with partners and stakeholders to
develop a shared vision and bold new approach to data on resources
and waste

 Move away from weight-based targets and reporting towards impact-
based targets and reporting focusing initially on carbon and natural
capital accounting

 Moving away from a focus on waste towards a focus on resources

 Maintaining coverage and quality of data on local authority collected
waste and improving data collection to meet future needs

 Monitoring progress against the Strategy’s objectives using a suite of
indicators
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AUTHORITY REPORT: RIVERSIDE ENERGY PARK DCO APPLICATION - UPDATE 

1. Confidential Report:

1.1 No.

2. Recommendations:

2.1 It is recommended that Members:

a) note the report;

b) approve the general approach and ELWA’s outline representation to the Planning
Inspectorate attached as Appendix D.

3. Purpose:

3.1 To update the Board on the Development Consent Order (DCO) application that has
been submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) by Cory Riverside Energy for the
second Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) at the proposed Riverside Energy Park (REP) in
Belvedere, London Borough (LB) of Bexley.

3.2 To discuss the Authority’s proposed outline representation to PINS.

4. Background:

Existing Facility 

4.1 The existing Riverside Resource Recovery Facility (RRRF) was approved in 2006 and 
formally opened in 2012.  It is located beside the Thames in the suburb of Belvedere in 
Bexley.  The facility has a capacity of 750,000 tonnes per annum (tpa), which it receives 
by a mix of river and road transport. 

4.2 Cory has notable contracts with Tower Hamlets, City of London and Western Riverside 
Waste Authority (WRWA), whose municipal waste is transferred on to barges at four 
road-to-river transfer stations to then be towed by Cory’s fleet of tugs down the river 
to the RRRF.  The facility also receives residual waste from LB Bexley, which is directly-
delivered to the site by road. 

4.3 As part of the planning approval for the existing RRRF, which followed one of the longest 
planning inquiries in the history of the UK waste industry, the delivery of waste to the 
facility by road is limited largely to waste being collected in the local area. 

4.4 The RRRF produces 525,000 MWh of electricity each year to feed into the National Grid. 
It is also ‘heat-enabled’, meaning it can supply low-cost heat to nearby commercial, 
industrial or residential developments, but at present there remains no customer for 
this heat. 

Proposed Second Facility 

4.5 In November 2017 Cory unveiled plans to develop an ‘energy park’ at the Belvedere 
site, to be known as the Riverside Energy Park (REP), incorporating the existing RRRF, 
a new anaerobic digestion (AD) facility to process food waste, a solar array and battery 
storage.  The plans also included proposals for a second large ERF to be constructed at 
the site.  It is proposed to have the facilities at the REP open by 2024. 
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4.6 Given the nature of the new REP facilities and the amount of electricity they would 
generate (in excess of 50MW), the proposal is classified as nationally significant 
infrastructure and the examination and planning approvals fall within the DCO planning 
procedures under the Planning Act 2008.  DCO applications are handled by PINS, 
reporting to the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy rather 
than the local planning authority and Mayor of London. 

4.7 As noted at the June 2018 Authority meeting, the Authority was consulted last year by 
Peter Brett Associates (PBA), acting on behalf of Cory, as part of the DCO pre-application 
process.  The response provided by ELWA is attached as Appendix A.  The Managing 
Director subsequently had a teleconference with PBA in November 2018 to discuss the 
proposed development, and was advised that PBA expected to submit the formal 
application before the end of the year, and that therefore the Authority should expect 
to hear from PINS in January 2019.  PBA has since written to the Authority notifying 
that its application has been formally accepted by PINS, and officers have registered 
the Authority’s interest on the PINS website. 

4.8 If the Constituent Councils (as Waste Collection Authorities (WCA) or Local Planning 
Authorities) wish to register with PINS too, they should note that this registration phase 
ends on 12 February. 

5. Current Position:

5.1 Cory began the formal DCO application process for the new REP with PINS in late 2018,
with over 100 detailed documents being published against the application on the GOV.uk
website on 14 December (see link in paragraph 16 below).

5.2 The proposed second ERF at the planned REP would be immediately to the west of the
existing RRRF, on unused land between the current facility and the Crossness nature
reserve and neighbouring sewage treatment works.  An illustrative site plan, submitted
as part of the DCO application, is provided in Appendix B of this report.

Capacity and Claimed Need 

5.3 The REP proposals include a second ERF facility with a 650,000 tpa capacity. 

5.4 The documentation for the REP application cites a claimed capacity gap for residual 
waste treatment infrastructure in London and the South East.  This is principally based 
on a report titled “Residual Waste in London and the South East – Where is it going to 
go….?” Produced by Tolvik Consulting serves as the main evidence base for this capacity 
gap (link to the report provided in paragraph 16 below). 

5.5 Cory Riverside Energy has submitted reports with the application which state that the 
use of landfill for residual waste is a poor environmental solution, and that the export 
of refuse-derived fuel (RDF) from London is a short-term solution. 

5.6 The application is at odds with the position the Mayor of London has taken in the London 
Environment Strategy (LES), which states that there should be enough residual waste 
infrastructure in place once projects already underway (ERFs at Beddington Lane and 
Edmonton) are completed, assuming London meets the ambitious targets on waste 
reduction, reuse and recycling set out in that document. 

5.7 The application highlights claimed economic, environmental and societal benefits that 
can be derived from importing waste from outside London to the REP for energy 
recovery, even if London does meet the LES targets.  The application also notes there 
is potentially c.2 million tpa of residual waste management capacity required for waste 
authorities adjacent to London. 
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5.8 Aside from the differences on the need for the facility to handle waste from London, the 
application supports the Mayor of London’s strategic aspiration for the capital to be self-
sufficient with regards to waste infrastructure. 

Transportation 

5.9 The application cites the use of river transport to feed the REP as a positive benefit over 
other potential solutions.  As noted earlier in this report, the use of river transport was 
a key part of the approval for the RRRF in 2006. 

5.10 However, it is not indicated where the waste to feed the REP would originate, nor how 
it would be put on to the river if similar transport restrictions were placed on this facility. 
The existing river transfer stations at Northumberland Wharf (LB Tower Hamlets), 
Walbrook Wharf (City of London), Cringle Dock and Smuggler’s Way (both LB 
Wandsworth) are already busy, suggesting that additional wharf infrastructure would be 
needed if the residual waste was to come from within London primarily by river.  Details, 
locations and plans for these wharves are not included in the DCO application. 

5.11 It is possible that waste could be loaded at existing dock facilities outside London, such 
as at Tilbury, negating the need for any other wharves within the capital to be activated 
for waste use.  However, such arrangements would require planning permissions and 
environmental permits, and the use of transfer facilities outside London would not 
conform to the requirement within the Draft New London Plan (DNLP) for waste to be 
managed within the city.  This would appear to largely rule out the use of the REP for 
handling residual waste from London itself. 

5.12 In the event that there is insufficient waste available by river transport in practice or 
the REP wharf cannot handle it all, and road transport is then allowed as a means of 
delivering waste to the REP to meet the DNLP requirement for self-sufficiency for waste, 
the road network serving the site at present appears somewhat restricted.  The main 
roads in the area are not grade-separated at junctions, and usable river crossings are 
approximately six miles either side (straight distance) at Blackwall and Dartford. 

5.13 There have been various proposals put forward by regional and national governments 
to build additional road crossings in East London, including at Gallions Reach (Newham 
to Bexley) and at Belvedere itself (over to Rainham in Havering), which would increase 
the opportunities for moving material over from the Authority’s area to the REP by road. 
These crossings are not currently part of Transport for London’s published plans for 
improved river crossings, which for vehicle traffic are limited to revised proposals for a 
tunnel crossing between Silvertown and North Greenwich, and the recent investment in 
upgrades to the Woolwich Ferry infrastructure. 

Sources of Waste 

5.14 As noted earlier in this report, the documents submitted as part of the DCO application 
do not set out in any detail where the residual waste to feed into the second ERF would 
originate. 

5.15 Large-scale energy-from-waste facilities normally expect to receive substantial supplies 
of residual waste from local authorities, and the financing for such facilities tends to be 
predicated on the basis that the use of at least some of the capacity in the plants will 
be guaranteed through stable, long-term contracts for local authority collected waste 
(LACW). 

5.16 In lieu of any stated information from the DCO application about potential sources of 
LACW to supply to the REP, Appendix C to this report sets out the current (or soon-to-
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be-implemented) arrangements for handling the local authority residual waste in London 
based on information from Waste Data Flow (2017-18). 

5.17 There are some key points to note about the information presented in Appendix C: 

a) The West London Waste Authority (WLWA) has procured the delivery of an ERF
facility at Severnside in Gloucestershire, which means that a significant proportion
of the residual waste from the six West London boroughs is now being transported
some distance out of London by rail to this facility. Most of the remaining residual
waste is being delivered to the Lakeside energy-from-waste facility in Colnbrook,
located just outside London close to Heathrow Airport (and at risk of demolition
because of the proposed new runway, but there may be a requirement to replace
it).

b) LB Bromley is the last remaining waste authority in London without a long-term
solution to divert residual waste away from landfill sites, and continues to send
about 36,000 tpa to two sites located just outside London.

c) Southwark is exporting around 23,000 tpa of RDF outside London, with the rest
being sent to the nearby South East London Combined Heat and Power (SELCHP)
ERF in Deptford.  This material is being initially processed at an MBT facility on Old
Kent Road provided as part of a 25-year Private Finance Initiative (PFI) contract
that began in 2008.

d) The residual waste from East London is considered from a waste planning
perspective to be ‘managed’ within the capital through the mechanical-biological
treatment (MBT) process employed under the Authority’s IWMS contract.  This
process reduces the tonnage of waste that needs to be subsequently treated
through landfill or energy recovery, through process moisture loss (32.8%) and
material recovery for recycling/composting (7.5%).  In 2017-18, 274,450 tonnes of
residual waste from the Constituent Councils’ collections and the Reuse and
Recycling Centres (RRCs) was treated under this contract at these MBT facilities,
and after the treatment process 139,500 tonnes (50.8%) were exported outside
London as fuel, and 24,400 (8.9%) tonnes sent to landfill.  It is understood that the
latter figure will be continuing to reduce as improvements are made to these
facilities and processes.

e) Reliable figures for the amount and treatment/disposal routes for non-LACW
municipal (i.e. commercial) waste in London are not available.

5.18 The information in Appendix C suggests that the waste being sent to landfill from 
Bromley, and the fuel being exported from Southwark and East London, could be 
potential sources of LACW for future supply to the REP.  However, it is not clear whether 
the second ERF at the REP would be designed to process this material (which has 
different characteristics to untreated residual waste for an ERF), nor whether the 
transportation options available under any development consent awarded to Cory 
Riverside Energy would allow these sources of waste to be viable feedstock for the 
second ERF. 

5.19 It should be noted that the SELCHP ERF was opened in 1994, so will have been operating 
for 30 years by the time that it is proposed for the REP to be brought into service in 
2024.  This means it will be nearing the end of its useful life as the proposed newer 
facility to the east opens for use, although experience from other energy recovery 
facilities suggests that SELCHP could continue to operate for several more years beyond 
this point under the right sort of maintenance regime.  A local example is the Edmonton 
ERF in North London, which opened in 1971 and is due to be replaced by a larger and 
more modern ERF within the same EcoPark site by 2025 (54 years).  However, unlike 
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the Edmonton facility, SELCHP is on a constrained site in Deptford, surrounded on three 
sides by busy railway lines and located close to several housing estates, so there 
appears to be limited scope to replace the facility in the same location or even undertake 
large-scale modernisation works to extend its usable lifespan. 

5.20 The DCO application documents, and the supporting Tolvik report on energy-from-waste 
capacity in London and the South East, do not cite the potential need for SELCHP to be 
replaced as an opportunity for other facilities to take over providing this capacity.  It 
should be noted that the principal LACW suppliers to SELCHP are all riverside boroughs 
(Greenwich, Lewisham, Westminster). 

5.21 Southwark, another riverside borough, has declared the Old Kent Road area to be a 
regeneration priority, with the proposed extension of the Bakerloo line acting as a 
catalyst for the development of significant quantities of new housing, schools, urban 
parkland etc.  The existing MBT facility sits within this opportunity area. 

Heat and Power 

5.22 The REP proposals offer commitments on energy generation through both the direct 
production of electricity at the second EfW and the creation of biogas at the AD facility. 

5.23 The application does not offer a firm commitment to actually connect the new EfW to a 
heat network, but notes that a demand has been identified within the Thamesmead 
development as part of work being planned by the Peabody housing association, and 
that Cory is working to implement that solution. 

5.24 It is not clear whether this demand would require the heat from more than the existing 
heat-enabled RRRF, but the application asserts that having a second facility would 
provide cover to ensure continuous heat supply to such a network even during 
breakdowns or periods of maintenance. It should be noted that the RRRF has three 
combustion ‘lines’, and routine planned maintenance would only be carried out on one 
of these at a time, leaving the other two operational and able to continue producing 
heat.  As such, the need for a second heat source should only be required in the event 
of a total shutdown of the facility, which is very rare for this technology. 

5.25 Moreover, officers are aware that a district heating system is likely to have both ‘thermal 
stores’ so that it can take the heat energy overnight when the lost electricity income is 
likely to be lowest and pump it out to the network when it is needed, and back-up boilers 
(possibly gas-fired) so that it can give a firm guarantee to its commercial and residential 
customers that it will always be able to supply heat. 

Registration as Interested Party and Outline Representation to PINS 

5.26 In order for the Authority to make a written representation to PINS in relation to the 
DCO application, an online registration needs to be completed by 12 February.  It is 
proposed that the Managing Director registers for this process. 

5.27 As part of this registration, it is required that an outline of up to 500 words is submitted 
that sets out the principal submissions the Authority intends to make.  This will feed 
into an ‘Initial Assessment of Principal Issues’ that the Examining Authority (an 
Inspector or panel of Inspectors) will undertake in order to determine the best way to 
examine the application. 

5.28 A draft outline representation has been provided in Appendix D.  This is based on the 
main points that were submitted by the Managing Director during the Pre-Application 
process. 
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6. Conclusion

6.1 Members are asked to note the content of this report and consider the recommendations
given in section 2.

7. Relevant officer:

7.1 Andrew Lappage, Managing Director/ e-mail: andrew.lappage@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk
/ 020 8724 5614 and Jon Hastings, Head of Strategy & Development / email:
jon.hastings@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8724 3689.

8. Appendices attached:

8.1 Appendix A: ELWA response to pre-application

8.2 Appendix B: Illustrative site location and plan for the REP

8.3 Appendix C: Destinations for London’s Residual LACW

8.4 Appendix D: Draft overview of ELWA representation to PINS on Riverside Energy Park
DCO

9. Background Papers:

9.1 None

10. Legal Considerations:

10.1 Cory Environmental Holdings Limited (trading as Cory Riverside Energy) is in the process
of submitting an application under the Planning Act 2008 (‘the 2008 Act’) for
development consent for an integrated energy park (known as Riverside Energy Par) at
Norman Road in Belvedere in of Bexley and an Electrical Connection to the Littlebrook
substation located in the Borough of Dartford.

10.2 As the development is classified as national infrastructure the decision to issue planning
permission will not be made by the local planning authority; it will be taken by the
Secretary of State who has invited parties who may have an interest to register their
interest, which the Authority has done.  The report proposes that the Authority considers
what response it would make to the Secretary of State.

11. Financial considerations:

11.1 There are no financial implications for ELWA at this stage.

12. Performance management considerations:

12.1 None at this stage.

13. Risk management considerations:

13.1 None at present.  Officers will continue to engage in the evolution of the proposals for
the Riverside Energy Park in order to ensure that any adverse risks to the delivery of
the planned East London Joint Resources and Waste Strategy are minimised.
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14. Equalities considerations:

14.1 The Examination process for the DCO application will include the need for the applicant
to address impacts on equalities, and these will be reviewed by the Authority as part of
its response to the consultation.

15. Follow-up reports:

15.1 Yes.  It is likely that a report will be brought to the Management Board meeting in June
setting out the Authority’s proposed response to the Examination process.

16. Websites and e-mail links for further information:

16.1 Authority website: www.eastlondonwaste.gov.uk; REP application to PINS:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/london/riverside-energy-
park/?ipcsection=docs; and Report by Tolvik Consulting on EfW infrastructure in London
and the South East: http://www.tolvik.com/reports/

17. Glossary:

ELWA/the Authority = East London Waste Authority   

Councils/Constituent Councils = London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Newham 
and Redbridge 

AD = Anaerobic Digestion 

DCO = Development Consent Order  

DNLP = Draft New London Plan 

EfW = Energy-from-Waste  

ERF = Energy Recovery Facility 

IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Services 

LACW = Local Authority Collected Waste 

LB = London Borough 

LES = London Environment Strategy 

LPA = Local Planning Authorities  

MBT = Mechanical Biological Treatment 

MWh- Megawatt-hour 

PBA = Peter Brett Associates 

PFI = Private Finance Initiative 

PINS = Planning Inspectorate 

RDF = Refuse-Derived Fuel 

REP = Riverside Energy Park 

RRC = Reuse and Recycling Centre, which in East London comprise Chigwell Road (Redbridge), 
Frizlands Lane (Barking & Dagenham), Gerpins Lane (Havering) and Jenkins Lane (Newham) 
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RRRF = Riverside Resource Recovery Facility, the name given to the EfW facility in Belvedere, 
LB Bexley, operated by Cory Riverside Energy 

SELCHP = South East London Combined Heat and Power 

SLWP = South London Waste Partnership 

Tpa = tonnes per annum, the measure of the capacity of waste treatment/disposal infrastructure 

WCA = Waste Collection Authority 

WLWA = West London Waste Authority 

WRWA = Western Riverside Waste Authority 

18. Reviewed by Management Board:

18.1 21 January 2019.

19. Confidentiality:

19.1 No.
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Lappage Andrew
From: Lappage AndrewSent: 27 July 2018 18:01To: 'info@riversideenergypark.com'Cc: 'slchandler@peterbrett.com'; 'frowson@peterbrett.com'Subject: FW: Riverside Energy Park consultation 18 June-30 July 2018 - ELWA Comments

Dear Sir or Madam,  Many thanks for consulting with the East London Waste Authority (ELWA) on the proposed Riverside Energy Park (REP) in LB Bexley.  We understand that the proposed facilities at the REP will be able to treat up to 805,000 tonnesof waste per year, and will generate more than 50MW such that the REP is to be treated as nationally significant infrastructure in planning terms.  We wish to raise a number of issues with you as you develop your proposals further before submitting to the Secretary of State your final application for a development consent order for the above REP.  It appears to ELWA that the application may need updating to reflect the Draft New London Plan (December 2017)and the London Environment Strategy (May 2018) as ELWA understands that the London Mayor has indicated thatLondon will need no additional energy recovery facilities (such as forming a significant part of the proposed REP) once the new ones at Beddington and Edmonton are delivered.  ELWA understands too that the REP will be required to achieve the London Environment Strategy’s ‘carbon intensityfloor’, which is likely to require the provision of heat energy to nearby heat users.  However, ELWA understands thatthe current Belvedere energy recovery facility has not yet found nearby heat users, so it is not clear to us what the prospects of supplying heat energy from the REP are.  In this regard, ELWA notes the aspirations of more widespread heat recovery across London in the London Heat Map.  ELWA further understands that the London Mayor supports the use of the River Thames for commercial traffic,particularly where this reduces road congestion, but it is not clear to ELWA where the additional riparian sources ofwaste are beyond those already supplying the current Belvedere energy recovery facility.  If you require any clarification of the above, please do not hesitate to get in touch.  Regards,  
Andrew Lappage  FCIWM CEnv Managing Director | East London Waste Authority 020 8724 5614 | 07972 003874 | www.eastlondonwaste.gov.uk 1st Floor | Harvey House | St Edward’s Court | London Road | Romford | RM7 9QD 
From: Francesca Rowson <frowson@peterbrett.com>Sent: 18 June 2018 16:57 To: Gray Shirley-Ann <Shirley.Gray@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk>Cc: Sarah Chandler <slchandler@peterbrett.com> Subject: Riverside Energy Park consultation 18 June-30 July 2018  
Dear Sir, Madam 
Riverside Energy Park, Belvedere, South East London Statutory consultation on a proposed application for development consent
Section 42 Planning Act 2008 (and Regulation 13 of the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) Regulations 2017) 
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Peter Brett Associates (‘PBA’) acts for Cory Environmental Holdings Limited (trading as Cory Riverside Energy) (‘the 
Applicant’) who intend to submit an application under the Planning Act 2008 (‘the 2008 Act’) for development consent 
for an integrated energy park, known as Riverside Energy Park, at Norman Road in Belvedere in the London Boroughof Bexley and an Electrical Connection to the Littlebrook substation located in the Borough of Dartford ('the Proposed 
Development'). 
The Applicant is undertaking a statutory consultation on the Proposed Application in accordance with the 
requirements of the 2008 Act. The consultation runs from 18th June to 30th July 2018 (inclusive). Further details of 
the consultation and the Proposed Development can be found in the following consultation documents: 
 Section 42 covering letter Section 48 notice Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR) PEIR Non-Technical Summary (NTS) PEIR Appendices
Copies of the Section 42 covering letter and the Section 48 notice are attached with this email. Copies of all other 
consultation documents are available to download via the following link 
(http://SimpleSend.it/d/26d2916802ac495c986427ba001a91d30bdc6635422543) and on the Riverside Energy Park 
website (https://riversideenergypark.com/consultation/materials). A copy of the Project Leaflet which contains an 
overview of the Proposed Development and the consultation is also provided on the Riverside Energy Park website. 
The deadline for receipt of your views on the Proposed Application is 5.00pm on 30th July 2018. The attached 
Section 42 covering letter provides details of how to submit your comments.  
We would be grateful if you could confirm receipt of this email. Should you have any queries in respect of the 
consultation documents then please do not hesitate to contact me or my colleague Sarah Chandler (Cc’d). 
Kind regards, 
Francesca Rowson
Senior Planner
For and on behalf of Peter Brett Associates LLP - London 

t 02038246651 
e frowson@peterbrett.com
w peterbrett.com 

This email and any attachments to it are intended only for the party to whom they are addressed. They may containconfidential and, or privileged information. If receive this in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete/destroy any digital and paper copies. Any review, re-transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking action in reliance upon, this message by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. Peter Brett Associates LLP (PBA) is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC334398 (VAT no. GB115143456) and registered office at Caversham Bridge House, Waterman Place, Reading, RG18DN. T: +44 (0) 0118 950 0761. Email info@peterbrett.com. The terms 'Partner' and 'Member' refer to a member of PBA and a list is open for inspection at its registered office. For viewing PBA's privacy notice, please visit www.peterbrett.com. 
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Current (or soon-to-be-implemented) arrangements for local-authority collected residual waste from London 

Glossary of terms 

MBT = Mechanical-Biological Treatment 

ERF = Energy Recovery Facility 

EFW = Energy-from-waste 

RRRF = Riverside Resource Recovery Facility 

SELCHP = South East London Combined Heat and Power 

WRWA = Western Riverside Waste Authority 

WDA Borough Residual Waste Destination Type 

East 
London 
Waste 
Authority 

Barking & Dagenham Renewi Jenkins Lane MBT, Newham and Frog 
Island MBT, Havering 

Note: the two MBT facilities are both located 
within London, but the fuels produced through the 
process are mostly exported from the UK 

Fuel production 
and export 

(Outside London) 
Havering 

Newham 

Redbridge 

North 
London 
Waste 
Authority 

Barnet LondonEnergy Edmonton ERF (current site and 
future replacement), Enfield 

Energy-from-waste 

(London) Camden 

Enfield FCC Greatmoor ERF, Buckinghamshire 
(by rail) 

NOTE: use of rail transport to move material to 
Greatmoor facility may be replaced with deliveries 
to the replacement Edmonton ERF after 2025 

Energy-from-waste 

(Outside London) Hackney 

Haringey 

Islington 

Waltham Forest 

West 
London 
Waste 
Authority 

Brent Suez Severnside ERF, Gloucestershire 
(by rail) 

Energy-from-waste 

(Outside London) Ealing 

Harrow 

Hillingdon Grundon/Viridor Lakeside EFW, Colnbrook, Slough Energy-from-waste 

(Outside London) Hounslow 

Richmond 

Western 
Riverside 
Waste 
Authority 

Hammersmith & Fulham Cory Riverside Energy RRRF, Belvedere, Bexley 
(by river) 

Energy-from-waste 

(London) Kensington & Chelsea 

Lambeth 

Wandsworth 

Unitary 
Boroughs – 
South 
London 
Waste 
Partnership 

Croydon Viridor Beddington Lane ERF, Sutton 

NOTE: ERF facility due to open soon to replace 
landfill site at same location, so energy-from-waste 
assumed for this table 

Energy-from-waste 

(London) Kingston 

Merton 

Sutton 
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Unitary 
Boroughs – 
Other 

Bexley Cory Riverside Energy RRRF, Belvedere, Bexley 
(by road) 

Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Bromley Veolia SELCHP ERF, Lewisham Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Veolia Pitsea landfill, Essex Landfill 

(Outside London) 

Enovert South Sevenoaks landfill, Kent Landfill 

(Outside London) 

City of London Cory Riverside Energy RRRF, Belvedere, Bexley Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Greenwich Veolia SELCHP ERF, Lewisham Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Lewisham Veolia SELCHP ERF, Lewisham Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Southwark Veolia Old Kent Road MBT, Southwark 

Note: some of the fuel produced at the MBT is 
delivered to the nearby SELCHP ERF 

Fuel production 
and use 

(London) 

Veolia Old Kent Road MBT, Southwark 

Note: some of the fuel produced at the MBT is 
shipped to ERFs outside London or abroad 

Fuel production 
and export 

(Outside London) 

Tower Hamlets Cory Riverside Energy RRRF, Belvedere, Bexley 
(by river) 

Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Westminster Cory Riverside Energy RRRF , Belvedere, Bexley 
(via WRWA transfer stations in Wandsworth) 

Energy-from-waste 

(London) 

Veolia SELCHP ERF, Lewisham Energy-from-waste 

(London) 
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Draft overview of ELWA representation to PINS on Riverside Energy Park DCO 

ELWA wishes to raise a number of issues on the DCO application for the Riverside Energy 

Park (REP). 

The application appears to be at odds with the Draft New London Plan (DNLP) and the 

London Environment Strategy (LES), which assert that no new energy recovery facilities 

(ERFs) are required in London for the treatment of residual waste, beyond the planned 

facilities at Beddington Lane and Edmonton.  The Applicant cites a report by Tolvik 

Consulting as the evidence base for a regional capacity shortfall to justify developing a 

second ERF at Belvedere, but the difference between the conclusions of this report 

versus the DNLP/LES has not been addressed. 

ELWA understands that the REP will need to achieve the LES’s ‘carbon intensity floor’, 

which is likely to require the supply of heat to nearby users.  However, the existing 

Riverside Resource Recovery Facility (RRRF) has not yet found local heat users, and 

there appears to be a lack of commitment to ensuring such offtake is in place for a 

second facility.  The assertion that a second ERF would be necessary to provide backup 

to any heat offtake the RRRF eventually secures does not fit with ELWA’s understanding 

of how ERF-supported heat networks function.  It is very rare for all incineration lines to 

be taken offline together, so the RRRF could continue to supply heat even during 

maintenance.  In addition, robust heat networks should have combinations of thermal 

storage and backup boilers to ensure certain supply of heat energy to customers, 

negating the need for a second ERF unless the demand for district heat was so 

significant as to justify the need for a second source (which it does not appear to be).  It 

is not clear if the provision of a second large heat source immediately next to an existing 

(but still unconnected) facility would support the development of a robust London-wide 

heat network. 

ELWA understands that the Mayor of London supports the use of the River Thames for 

commercial traffic, particularly where this reduces road congestion.  It is not clear where 

additional riparian sources of waste are, beyond those already supplying the RRRF.  The 

case for the REP’s development has not addressed where the waste would originate, 

instead using generalised figures from the Tolvik analysis for overall projected residual 

waste treatment capacity requirements across the region.  There needs to be clarity 

about the true likely sources of the waste, the suitability and availability of existing 

riverside infrastructure to cope with this material, and the environmental impacts of 

additional commercial movements on the Thames that this would generate.  These can 

then be set against the likelihood and impacts of additional road transport movements 

that may be needed to deliver the required volumes of waste into the second ERF to 

ensure the facility was able to operate at an optimum capacity.  Deliveries of waste by 

road from within London may otherwise be required to enable the facility to contribute to 

the DNLP/LES policies on self-sufficiency and use of local waste infrastructure. 
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1, Agenda Items 16 & 17 
Schedule 12A of the  
Local Government Act 1972 (as amended) 

THESE DOCUMENTS ARE RESTRICTED 
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